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PROCEEDINGS OF THE WORKSHOP ON FUNDAMENTAL MUON PHYSICS:
ATOMS, NUCLEI, AND PARTICLES

Held at Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico
January 20-22, 1986

Compiled by

Cyrus M. Hoffman, Vernon W. Hughes, and Melvin Leon

ABSTRACT

This report contains the proceedings of a work-
shop held at Los Alamos, January 20-22, 1986, to discuss
present and future experiments with muons in particle,
nuclear, and atomic physics. Special attention was paid
to new developments in muon beams and detection devices.
The workshop demonstrated that muon physics is and will
continue to be a vital, exciting field of study.



WORKSHOP ON FUNDAMENTAL MUON PHYSICS

H. L. Anderson

Muon physics is really a mature subject. The muon was discovered in 1937

so that in another year we will be ready to celebrate its 50th anniversary. It

was discovered among the cosmic rays by C. D. Anderson and Seth Neddermeyer and

by M. L. Stevenson, J. C. Street, and R. B. Brode. The detector they used was a

cloud chamber operating in a strong magnetic field. This was Carl Anderson's

special contribution to physics, the apparatus he used to discover the positron.

Nobody uses a cloud chamber anymore, but in those days the cloud chamber was the

apparatus of choice when you wanted to study cosmic rays. Moreover, the cloud

chamber people had the idea that they had to run their cloud chambers at the top

of a high mountain when they could have done very nicely in the comfort of the

lab which they built them.

Today we know that the flux of muons, at sea level, is 130 per square

meter, per second. That's a lot of muons. The flux is even higher at Los

Alamos. In fact, 75% of all the particles at sea level make up the penetraing

part of the radiation and are muons. Close your eyes, and from time to time you

will see a flash of light from the Cerenkov radiation produced by a muon passing

through. It is the classic case of yesterday's discovery becoming today's

background.

When the muon was discovered, it was called the mesotron. It had a mass

intermediate between that of the electron and the proton, about 200 times the

electron mass. There might have been some temptation to identify this mesotron

with the particle that had been postulated by Yukawa to explain the nuclear

Torces. However, the experimenters at the time were not aware of Yukawa's work.

The war slowed down the experimental work, and isolated Japan from the West.

Although the mass was close to that postulated by Yukawa, there were certain

difficulties, above all the mean life of mesotrons was much too long.

Furthermore, when mesotrons stop in matter they usually, but not always,

interact with the nuclei of the stopping medium.

The study of these phenomena led three young Italian physicists,

M. Conversi, E. Pancini, and 0. Piccioni, to carry out a remarkable experiment.

These three men were hiding from the Germans who would have deported them to

forced labor in Germany. They worked clandestinely in a cellar in Rome and



managed to assemble an apparatus complete with homemade Geiger counters,

coincidence circuits of their own design, and an iron magnet to distinguish

positive from negative mesotrons. They found that positive and negative

mesotrons stopped in matter behave differently. The positive ones decay more or

less as though in a vacuum. The negative ones, if stopped by heavy nuclei are

captured and produce disintegrations, but when stopped by light nuclei such as

carbon, a good fraction of them decay, as though in a vacuum. This was in

marked contrast with that expected of Yukawa's particle which should have

reacted violently with nuclei, heavy or light, because the nuclear forces should

have produced nuclear disintegrations as soon as the mesotrons came near a

nucleus. The results were published in 1947. Contrast this experiment with the

muon expe*.i)i>«m.s you will hear about today, so complex computers are needed to

ruin the experiment and to analyze the data. In those days, the only computer

available was the slide ruler.

These experiments made it clear that the muon was a weakly interacting

particle, that muon capture was the analogue of electron capture and related to

beta decay in that a proton was converted to a neutron; the inverse in the case

of beta decay. A neutrino was emitted and the strength of the interaction,

called the universal Fermi interaction, was the same for muons as for electrons.

Muons, it turned out were nothing more nor less than heavy electrons, leading

Rabi to make his famous remark, "Who ordered that".

The subject of the present session this morning is concerned mainly with

the rare decays, really non-decays, of the muon. These decays, such as

mu-e-gamma, or mu-3e, or mu-electron conversion, are not seen. They emphasize

the fact that muons and electrons and their associated neutrinos belong to

separate families that don't seem to mix. Eventhough energy and momentum

conservation would favor mu-e-gamma strongly, the process doesn't seem to occur.

Thus, the essential mystery remains. The muon is exactly like an electron

except for mass, but no interaction breaks the family rule, at least at levels

of sensitivity presently accessible. All the hard work done with the great

meson factories over the last 15 years has not brought an answer to Rabi's

penetrating question, "Who ordered that?"



THEORY OF RARE A* DECAYS*

Howard Georgi

Lyman Laboratory of Physics

Harvard University

It is extremely easy to summarize the theory of rare y, decays. There

isn't any! Most theorists would be astonished if the various lepton numbers

were separately conserved. Most of us would estimate the typical branching
__Q ^_r r

ratio for /z-number violating processes to be somewhere between 10 ° and 10 ° .

The point of this useless bound is not particularly subtle, ^-number violat-

ing effects will be characterized by some dimensional parameter, A^, say, and

a typical branching ratio will be given up to dimensionless factors, by

(300GeV/AM)^. Given the bounds we already have on /u-number violation and on

flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) effects in the K mesons, it is hard to

see how A,, can be smaller than about 30 TeV. On the other hand something must

surely happen before the Planck scale, -lO-'-'GeV.

One reason that theorists are so useless is that we have no idea what

breaks SU(2)xU(l). Without that knowledge, we cannot even discuss flavor, let

alone flavor changing effects, in a meaningful way. Nevertheless, I do have

one new theoretical idea that I would like to share with you.

The Flavor Problem: In any theory that we know in which there is any

explanation of what the flavors are, the scale Ay and indeed the scales

for all flavor changing neutral current effects are generically of the

order of the SU(2)xU(l) breaking scale, 300 GeV. To make A^ much larger

than 300 GeV requires a fine tuning of the parameters.

Thus it surprising that that FCNC effects have not shown up already and it

will be even more surprising if they do not show up soon.

Research supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant
#PKY-82-15249



I will discuss how this works in four classes of-theories that include all

of the more-or-less understood ways of breaking the SU(2)xU(l). Let me start

with a conventional GUT theory. First, however, I must explain what I mean by

"an explanation of what the flavors are". In a conventional GUT model, the

only things in the theory below the GUT scale are the quarks, leptons and

gauge bosons of the standand model and the Higgs boson of the Weinberg-Salam

modal. In this model, the Higgs boson couples only to the masses of the

quarks, and the gauge bosons satisfy the GIM^ mechanism. That means that the

gauge interactions do not distinguish at all between the flavors. This sup-

presses FCNC in the standard model, but it is the very opposite of an explana-

tion of flavors. To have even a chance to explain the meaning of flavor, a

theory must have interactions that violate the GIM mechanism. In a GUT model,

for example, GIM violation could come in the form of a flavor unification at

the GUT scale, in which the flavors are nontrivially incorporated into repre-

sentations of some gauge group larger than SU(3)xSU(2)xU(l). A model of this

kind produces the Flavor Problem in a trivial way. All the flavor scales are

of the order of the GUT scale. The hierarchy problem is the statement that a

ridiculously fine tuning is required to make the GUT scale very large compared

to the SU(2)xU(l) breaking scale (or, of course, vice versa).

I next turn to the attempts to get around the enourmous fine tuning in

conventional GUTs: technicolor , the composite Higgs mechanism^; and

supersymmetry . Technicolor is the simplest class of models in which the

SU(2)xU(l) symmetry is broken dynamically. In these models, the W and Z get

mass directly from the technicolor dynamics. The Goldstone bosons eaten by

the W and Z in the Higgs mechanism are bounds states of technifermions

confined at distances of order 1/300 GeV"^. But the quark and lepton masses

must come from extended technicolor interactions at a scale of order 300 GeV

times a dimensionless ratio of a typical fermion mass to 300 GeV. If these

are gauge interactions, they violate the GIM mechanism and produce FCNC

effects that would already have been observed, so it seems unlikely that

technicolor in its simplest form can be correct. But in any event, it again

exhibits the Flavor Problem.

In a composite Higgs theory, not only the Goldstone bosons of the Higgs

mechanism, but also the Higgs boson itself are bound states of fermions,



"ultrafermions" confined at an "ultracolor" scale larger than 1/300 GeV~ .

Below the ultracolor scale, the theory looks like the Weinberg-Salaro model.

But at the ultracolor scale, where flavor is built in a nontrivial way, there

are GIM violating interactions. Thus A^ is the ultracolor scale. But a fine

tuning is required to make the ultracolor scale much larger than 300 GeV, thus

again the Flavor Problem is there.

Finally, I will discuss the situation in models in which low energy

physics is described by the so-called supersymmetric standard model. In this

model, the light particles are those of the standard model plus an extra Higgs

doublet, and all their superpartners. In addition to supersymmetric

couplings, the model has soft supersymmetry breaking terms, in particular,

masses for the squark and slepton superpartners of the quarks and leptons that

are transmitted by gravitational interactions from a hidden sector. I, along

with the perpetrators of this model, had always assumed that these masses were

completely flavor diagonal, in which case there is a superGIM mechanism that

supresses FCNC. But in a very important paper, Hall, Kostelecky and Raby°

have recently shown that this is not correct. The squark and slepton masses

get important contributions from logarithmic renormalization effects at

arbitrarily high energies. Thus if there are flavor changing effects anywhere

in the high energy theory, they work their way into the flavor violating parts

of the squark and slepton masses and thence into FCNC effects. The scale of

the FCNC, and &„ in particular, is therefore the scale of the squark and

slepton masses, that is, the supersymmetry breaking scale. It is normally

assumed that this scale is about 300 GeV, but in general, in a theory that

incorporates an explanation of flavor, even at high energy, this will make

FCNC too large. A fine tuning will be required to make SU(2)xU(l) breaking

scale small compared to the supersymmetry breaking scale.

I find the Flavor Problem very striking and confusing. It means that we

do not have the tools to construct any theory of flavor that supresses FCNC in

a natural way. It may be that such tools exist but theorists have not found

them. Perhaps there is some way of naturally controlling the dimensionless

factors in the FCNC in our favorite theories to supress them to acceptable

levels without fine tuning.7 Perhaps there is some other mechanism for

SU(2)xU(l) breaking that does not produce the Flavor Problem. At any rate, it



seems to me that the Flavor Pi-tblem should be encouraging to you experimenters

searching for FCNG effects such as rare n decays. It is surprising that we

have not seen them already, but at the least, we may expect them to show up

soon. Unfortunately, that is all that we theorists can tell you. Given our

state of almost total ignorance, we must rely on you to take to next step

towards a theory of SU(2)xU(l) breaking and flavor.
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POSITRON POLARIZATION IN MUON DECAY AND GENERAL ANALYSIS

*»**#******************»********************************

by H.-J. Gerber, Institute for Intermediate Energy Physics,

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, ETH

CH-5234 Villigen, Switzerland

(January 20, 1986)

Introduction. The muon decay M -•- e+v +vfA may be used, because of its

simplicity, as a tool to probe the accuracy of basic assumptions underlying the

theory of (leptonic) weak interactions. This paper summarizes the present

empirical knowledge on the interaction causing the decay u -tf^L+e +\> . The

influence of various experiments on this knowledge is pointed out. Limits on

interactions differing from the one assumed by the standard model ("V-A"), are

given.

Tae conclusion is; reached [l], that all but two of nineteen (real) coupling

constants which describe the decay of the positive muon are determined (or

bounded) by existing decay measurements. For the determination of the remaining

two, neutrino detection is necessary.

New experiments. The superb muon beams which became availabl_ with the meson

factories have allowed the performance of additional sophisticated decay

experiments [2-5]. These eventually have lead to the evaluation of parameters,

which determine all possible results of measurements on the decay positron [3j.

An analysis of the precision asymmetry measurement at the upper end of the

positron spectrum [4] has led to a tight lower limit for the absolute value of

the neutrino helicity in pion decay [6].

Positron polarization measurements. In view of improved future polarization

experiments I wish to mention some factors which then would need more detailed

attention. Three kinds of experiments have been performed: Longitudinal

polarization of positrons (i) from unpolarized muons, P , (ii) from polarized
Li

rnuons, as a function of decay angle, P ( 9) , and (iii) transverse polarization of

positrons from polarized muons, P and P . For a description see [2,3,7.8,9]



and fig. 1. I restrict the discussion to the P measurement, since it is

basically the most difficult, and, in view of the precise knowledge of the

coupling constants, the most informative one. The main difficulty arises from

the lack of a practicable analyzer for longitudinal polarization of relativistic

positrons with all of the following properties: a high efficiency, a precisely

known high analysing power, whose sign can be reversed without influence on its

value or on symmetry properties of the event sample. It has been pointed out

[ 10] that Bhabha scattering in an iron foil placed inside a trajectory

detecting full solid angle magnetic spectrometer (e.g. SINDRL'M-type) avoids

part of the difficulty. An instrument, as the one used in [2] and [3], which

is able to detect pairs of gamma rays in addition, does simultaneously collect

events from annihilation in flight, and thus performs two independent and, in its

systematic errors, widely different experiments at the same time. This feature

has proven to be very useful for the judgement of the reliability of the

results.

Kinematical constraints for the identification of annihilation or Bhabha

scattering events in the iron analyzer foil work well for quite thin foils only,

bfcause of multiple scattering and bremsstrahlung of the charged particles, and

are thus in competition with high analyzer efficiency. The same applies if

depolarization or faked annihilation due to bremsstrahlung are to be kept at a

low level. An improvement of the knowledge of P by a factor of IT with
2 L

well-known techniques seems feasable, by if is a challenge.

General analysis. The muon decay measurements are successfully described by a

local, derivative-free, lepton number conserving, four-ferraion interaction. The

Fierz transformation specifies the freedom of choice of the form of various

aequivalent hamiltonians. Following refs. [1,11,12], the "charge-changing" form

with fields of definite chirality ("helicity projection form") will be applied.

I denote the matrix element by

M *

r -
[

S V T
T T

S V I

where y labels the types of interactions: f > T , T (scalar-pseudoscalar,



vector-axialvector, tensor), and where i,j indicate the chiral projections

(left-handed, right-handed) of the spinors of the experimentally observed

particles, i1, j' of those of the neutrini (i1 and j 1 -are determined by y,i and

T , j ) . It has 10 complex coupling constants: g ^ , g ^ , g S R R, g S L R; g V R R,

g , g , g ; g , g , with an unobservable common phase and thus depends
VLR VRL VLL TRL TLR

on 19 independent real parameters. It has the virtue that the "V-A interaction"

corresponds to one of them only being different from zero: g £ 0, all other
V L Li

nine = 0. Any one of these nine, when different from zero, would indicate an

interaction beyond the standard model. For instance, an additional

supersymmetry motivated muon decay into an electron and two (unobserved) photini

mediated by (heavy) scalar leptons, as discussed in ref. [13] is represented

formally by eq. (1) as a special case, it would be described by the four g .;
^i J

i,j = L,R.

The authors of ref. [l] have shown that the present experiments on rnuon

decay determine - without any further assumption - limits for eight of the ten
2 2 1/2

complex coupling constants g . . and a value for (|g,,IT I + lgq.IT I /4) > i-e-
*̂ij VLL OLL

17 real constants. They note that all the g .. may be grouped into four

positive semi-definite quadratic forms Q.. = £ a^'lg .,| , whose values are
!J 7 ' iJ

determined by the decay experiments. The a^ are properly chosen and positive,

a^>0. Since the three forms Q , 0 , and Q come out to be zero (within
/ RH HL LR

error), upper limits for the real and imaginary parts of each of the eight

coupling constants, which they comprise, follow immediately. One form alone is

2 2
nonzero. Q = |g | i- (1/4) • |g | i 0 represents a mixture of "V-A" and

Li 1_J V L J L J O LI LI

scalar type interaction. An inspection of the detailed equations for the

positron observables has shown, as already pointed out in ref. [12], that muon

decay experiments without neutrino observations do not, by themselves, determine

ggt . We see here, that, in the extreme, they would be compatible with the pure

scalar type interaction: g = 0 , g ^ 0 (1), however the two emitted
V LJLJ OLJLI

neutrini would both have to have the "wrong" helicity. (I would not dare to

point this out if the title of this workshop would not say "... on Fundamental

Muon Physics".)

10



To estimate the influence of various experiments on the coupling constants,

the following approximate (normalized) expressions are given in [l]:

(2,

=1 (Normalization: ^ =1). (5)

where X=l-£', Y=l-£6/p, R=l-4p/3, D=l-4<5/3 are the small deviations from the

"V-A" values. 0(Y) allows to judge the approximations 0<0(Y)fjY|.

We conclude e.g. from (4) that progress on the knowledge of the three g

requires a precise measurement of P (£')• A complete statistical analysis [l]

shows, that eqs. (2) to (4) tend to somewhat underestimate the limits. Table 1

summarizes the present empirical knowledge of the muon decay interaction. In

order to finally establish the V-A interaction, i.e. to show that
2 2

|g I >>|g | , we may consider the "inverse muon decay" reaction \Vl.+e"'-»u+v .
VLL SLL e

The \>.j_ (from pion decay) has negative helicity whose absolute value is known to

high accuracy (from muon decay 1 [6J) to be close to one. As can be seen from

ref. [ll], inverse muon decay with (̂ /uK would be forbidden, if the interaction

were due to g . In the experiment [l4J it is seen to proceed with a rate
2 2 2

corresponding to |g,,T | =1 from which we conclude |g | <<|g \ . In ref. [l]
V I L oijLj V L L J

tlie role of the transverse polarization measurement is discussed.

Conclusion. All experiments to determine the 19 parameters of the most general,

lepton number conserving, local, derivative-free four-fermion interaction in

normal or inverse muon decay have been done. Recent contributions come from

CERN, SIN, TRIUMF.

Acknowledgements. I wish to thank W. Fetscher, K.F. Johnson and F. Scheck for

many enjoyable discussions.
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Table 1. All coupling constants of the muon decay interaction (1) determined
from experiments without model assumptions. The "standard model" sets g =1,
all others zero. 68% (90%) CL is given. The Q.. represent relative rates. All
values are x 1000.

ij

RL

LR

RR

LL

3.4(4.7)

36(50)

1.4(2.1)

QLL> 959
(943)

116(137)

378(448)

74(91)

39

500 (900)

58(69)

189(224)

37(45)

>93O (870)

|gTijl<

34(40)

109(129)

—

—

main input

^6/piPiO

p L «;•>

£6/p

B/A, 0'/A
+ all above
| gq | •• 100 assumed

normalisation*
inverse muon decay

* lifetime measurement allows calculation cf absolute rate. The normalization is
Z0..=l.
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1 Precession Magnet
2 Stopping Target
3 Precession Direction
4 Magnetized Foil
5 Nal

Figure 1. Apparatus to measure the polarization components

the decay of polarized and unpolarized (positive) muons.

From ref. (2).

and °f positrons from



EXPERIMENTS ON HUON RARE DECAY MODES AT SIN

A. Badertscher

Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research

CH-5234 Villigen/Switzerland

Since the start of operation all three meson factories (LAMPF, TRIUMF,

SIN) were strongly envolved in the search for muon number violating

processes. No evidence for muon number violation was found so far and a new

generation of experiments is planned to look more sensitively for such

processes. Table I gives the upper limits for the so called rare muon

reactions (forbidden reactions in the frame work of the standard model of

elektroweak interactions) established at the three meson factories.

Present and Future Activities at SIN

1 S + + + -

1) u • e e e

Another run with the SINDRUM detector (4] is planned for this summer

with an expected proton beam intensity of 250 - 300 uA as compared to an

average intensity of 120 uA during the last running period of the

experiment. With the increased beam intensity and more efficient running

time it is anticipated to improve the sensitivity of the experiment by a

factor of four.

2) u * e Y

A new search for the decay u+-»e+r was proposed at SIN 111). The goal
-14

is to reach a sensitivity of 1 event for a branching ratio B = 5.10
-13

leading to an upper limit of B < 10 (90 X c.l.) in case of a null

result. The preliminary set up is shown in fig. 1 and important parameters

are given in table II.

14



Table I

Reaction Upper limit Ref. Facility Status

- all

4.9 • 10" 1 1

1.0 • 10~9

3.6 • 10-9

(1) LAMPF

(2) SIN

(3) TRIUMF

finished

finished

finished

+ + +
U -» e e e

M+ - all

2.4 • 10

1.3 • 10

-12

-10
(4) SIN Taking more Data

(5) LAMPF Data analysis in progress

M H

K ( Z ,

^ (Z,

K ( Z ,

A )

A )

A )

-» e

-» u -t
M

»̂ e

+ (Z ,
• . . .

+ (Z -

A )

2 , A ) *

M + ( Z, A) •» v + . • •

+
M e

6 • 10"12 (Z,A) = natTi

7 • 10""11 (2,A) = 32S

9 • 10"10 (Z,A) = 32S

3 • 10~ 1 0/ (Z,A) =
coh

GMM < 4 2 GF
< 50 G,

(6)
(7)

(7)

(8)

TRIUMF

SIN

SIN

SIN

(9) TRIUMF
(10) LAMPF

Data analysis in progress

finished

finished

finished

finished

Taking more Data

a) In order to interpret this result in terms of a branching ratio, one has to knew P ,_, the
coh

probability that the conversion leads to a particle stable state of the nucleus one is looking
for with the radiochernical method.



The project is postponed since the authors of the Letter of Intent

decided to do a new u-e conversion experiment f i rs t .

Table II

Solid angle

Measuring time

Photon efficiency/pair sp.

Hyon stop rate in target

Positron FWHM momentum resolution

Photon FWHM energy resolution

Positron FVHM angular resolution

Photon FWHM angular resolution

Total FWHM angular resolution

Time resolution (FWHM)

Q

T

^
N

Ax

Ay

A9

A6

0.64.4ix
6.106 s

0.04

108 s-1

0,01

0.03

0.025

0. 015

0.C30

4- 10" 1 0

= 2 . 5 months

s

3) u-e Conversion

The search for the neutrinoless u-e conversion with a sensitivity of 1
-14

event for a branching ratio B =5.10 will be a main activity in the

field of rare muon reactions in the next few years. A large solid angle

high resolution magnetic spectrometer is proposed [12] using a

superconducting solenoid (13] that SIN purchased from CERN. The apparatus

is shown in fig.2. It consists of four MWPC's B with cathode strip

readout [4]: Three vertex chambers and a chamber to measure the

z-coordinates of a track used to determine the longitudinal component of the

momentum. The scintillator hodoscope C gives fast timing information. The

drift chamber D serves as a 180 degree spectrometer for a 100 MeV/c

electron. The He drift chamber E with modest spatial resolution is intended

to deliver redundant information on the electron track to improve the

pattern recognition capabilities and for better background rejection from

cosmic rays and large angle scattering events. The apparatus has to be

capable to separate the monoenergetic electrons from coherent u-e conversion

16



(E <=* m ) and high energy electrons from bound muon decay (14]. Fig. 3
conv u «,

shows & Monte Carlo simulation of the two processes corresponding to 10

stopped muons. Events were generated with the EGS code (15] and fitted with

an assumed intrinsic resolution of the drift chamber Do , = 0.5 mm and

a = 1 mm in the MWPC.z
Another source of background is the rt~ contamination in the beam: A

high energy Y from radiative pion capture can convert in the target or the

inner vail of the first MWPC into an asymmetric pair or undergo Compton

scattering leading to a single 100 HeV electron. To suppress this

background to a level cora.̂ c.jle with the planned sensitivity of the

experiment one neefe a very clean muon beam, namely n/ < 10 . Impo

parameters of the u-e experiment are summarized in table III.

Table III

Muon stop rate:

Momentum:

Purity

Geometrical Acceptance:

Total Acceptance:

&p:
P

Running time T:

4) u+e~*u~e+

2«1O7 S'1

< 50 MeV/c

n/p < lO"
9

50 Z (returning track)

25 Z.

0.5 X (FVHM)

2 months

To search sensitively for muonium M (u+e ) to antimuonium M(u~e+)

conversion it is necessary to produce M in vacuum since collisions with

other atoms remove the degeneracy of M and H, suppressing strongly the

conversion probability.

The method for the experiment proposed at SIN (16] is to produce M in

vacuum with the beam foil technique (17]. A new feature is to try to

enhance the M flux in the forward direction with a microchannel plate placed

17



immediately downstream the M production foil from where M atoms emerge

isotropically with kinetic energies of a few keV. After a field free drift

space of 2m - 3m M and M is stopped in a high Z target. As a signature for

a stopped H atom one can use.

- muonic X-rays from stopping u~

- e~ with energy > 25 Mey from u~ decay

- 2 511 keV annhiliation Y'S from e+

The status of the experiment is to maximize M production in the forward

direction and the goal is to reach a sensitivity of G..TT < 1 G- before the

shut down starting in the middle of 1983 (G..n is the effective coupling

constant of the interaction inducing M-M transitions).

The reports at this workshop about production of thermal M in vacuum

[18] might change the plans of experiments searching for M-M conversion.

18
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Figure Captions

Figure 1

Fcont view (left) and side view (right) of a preliminary setup for a uey II

experiment at SIN. It contains three HWP vertex chambers, a positron

spectrometer and two pair spectrometers with diameters and lengths given in

the figure. The magnetic field is 1,4 T. A possible drift cell geometry

and a three layer converter layout are indicated in the lower part.

figure 2

Front view a) and side view b) of the new u-e conversion setup.

A: Target (e.g. Ti);

Bs MWPC with cathode strip readout;

C: Scintillator hodoscope;

D; Drift chamber serving as a 180 spectrometer for a 100 MeV electron;

E: He drift chamber;

F: 105 MeV track 9 = 90° (9: angle to beam axis);

G: 105 MeV track, 9 = 60°;

H: 53 MeV trak, 9 = 90°

Figure 3

Monte Carlo simulation of the electron spectra from bound mucn decay (a) and
-12

u -e conversion with an assumed branching ratio B = 4-10 (b). The

simulation corresponds to 10 muons stopped in the target.
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SEARCH FOR ue CONVERSION IN Ti

by

Douglas Bryraan

TPIUMF TPC Group
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada, V6T 2A3

A progress report is presented on

the search at TRIUMF for muon-electron

(ue) conversion in the field of a Ti

nucleus

Ti Ti .

\ie conversion provides information

complementary to other searches for

lepton flavor changing processes and

in some extensions to the standard

model it leads to the most sensitive

mass limits on new particles such as

Higgs scalars, leptoquarks and heavy

neutrinos.1 The signature for coher-

ent ue conversion in which the nucleus

is left in its ground state is an

electron emitted following muon cap-

ture at an energy Ee~myC
2-B*104 MeV/c

where B is the binding energy of the

muonic atom. Incoherent lie conversion

leading to an excited nuclear state

is suppressed by an order of magni-

tude by Pauli blocking.2 Previous

limits (90% C.L.) on coherent ye

conversion were R(Cu) < 1.6xlO~8,3

R(S) < 7X10"11,4 and

R(Ti) < 1.6X1CT11,5 where R(nucleus)

is the branching ratio relative to

ordinary muon capture. Results of

early running of the TRIUMF experiment

were reported in Ref. 5. Here, a

preliminary analysis of the full data

set completed in August, 1985 will be

discussed.

The experiment was performed

using the TRIUMF time projection cham-

ber (TPC) magnetic spectrometer system

shown in Fig. 1. The setup has been

described in detail elsewhere.6'7

Briefly, the 73 MeV/c \s~ beam from the

TRIUMF M9 channel was stopped at a

typical rate 106 s"1 in a 20 cm long

shredded natural Ti target (average

24



Fig. 1. A cut-away view of the TPC.
The numbered elements are:
(1) the magnet iron, (2) the
coil, (3a) and (3b) outer
trigger scintillators, (4)
outer trigger proportional
counters, (5) end cap support
frame, (6) inner electric
field cage wires, (7) central
high voltage plane, (8) outer
electric field cage wires,
(9) inner trigger scintil-
lators, (10) inner trigger
cylindrical proportional wire
chamber, and (11) end cap
proportional wire modules for
track detection.

density 0.1 g cm"3) centrally located

on the TPC axis. Pions and electrons

were reduced to the level ir/u ~ 10"1*

and e/p - 10~2 with an rf particle

separator 8

during a 900 ns wide time gate fol-

lowing a muon stop in the target. The

magnetic field of 9 kG prevented

most u "*" evv decay electrons from

reaching the outer trigger counters,

lonlzation electrons produced by

charged-particle tracks in the TPC gas

drifted to the endcaps where they were

detected by a proportional wire system

giving up to 12 independent sets of x,

y and z coordinates along the track.

Tracks with >6 points were fitted to

determine the momentum. Backgrounds

due to cosmic rays and beam pions were

identified by external counters and

beam scintillators, respectively.

The decay ir+ + e+v (Ee~70 MeV/c)

was used to monitor the efficiency and

resolution of the system. The accep-

tance for n + ev was approximately

12%. The expected resolution for

coherent ye conversion was determined

by Monte Carlo simulation to be

2 MeV/c (rms).

No events were found in the

momentum region 97 to 106 MeV/c which

was expected to contain 80% of the ye

conversion peak centered at 101 MeV/c

(after energy loss). A (90% C.L.)

limit on R(Ti) can be found from

Poisson statistics for no candidate

events as

Events firing both inner and

outer trigger detectors were accepted
R(Ti) = + Ti •*• e~ + Ti)

+ Ti + capture)
2.3
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giving the preliminary resu l t

R(Ti) < 6xlCT12 (90% C.L.)

example, MJJ > 10 GeV/c2 would apply

for |UeNUpN| < 10~3 where U£N are

mixing coe f f i c i en t s . 9

where N^ is the number of y captures

in run period i and Sl± is the

efficiency. The average efficiency

determined with preliminary cuts was

fi > 5% and ENi= 9xlO
12 y captures.

The above limit can be inter-

preted in terms of couplings and

masses of hypothetical new particles.

According to Shanker,2 ye conversion

could be generated by isoscalar (g°)

or isovector (g*) interactions arising

from different couplings to up and

down quarks. For the case of a vector

current limits g° < 1.5xlO"7 or

g1 < 6xlO~6 can then be obtained. If

a heavy neutrino were responsible for

ye conversion a mass limit, for
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LAMPF EXPERIMENTS SEARCHING FOR THE RARE MUON DECAY u + e+r

M. D. Cooper

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

The Crystal Box Group at LAMPF has completed its search for
the rare process u + -» e+y and has obtained a 90%-confidence
upper limit for the decay of A.9 x 10"11. A new experiment,
named MEGA, has begun that is designed with a factor of 500
improved sensitivity.

The search for processes that violate conservation of muon number remains a
subject of high interest because these reactions must occur through processes
outside the minimal standard model of weak interactions. The apparent need for
an extension to the standard model and the requirement that muon number
non-conservation lies outside the model has driven experimentalists to redouble
their efforts to find such a process. Furthermore, its non-discovery at
increasingly better limits restricts the types of models that can be built. In
the last decade the group that studies muon-number-nonconserving rare decays at
LAMPF has improved the limits on the process u + -> e+y by three orders of
magnitude. This paper discusses their most recent results and the plans for a
new and more powerful search.

The process u + -* e+r is identified in the midst of a great number of
ordinary muon decays by its kinematic properties. The experimental signature
for u + -» e+r is a 52.8 MeV positron and ? 52.8 MeV photon that are back-to-back
and in time coincidence. The experiments that search for u + -> e+r are large
solid-angle devices that have high rate capability and good resolution for
positrons and photons near 50 MeV.

The Crystal Box
collaboration1 has
constructed the large solid
angle detector for
electromagnetic radiation
shown in Fig. 1. The

DRIFT
CHAMBER

detector consists of an
eight plane drift chamber
that surrounds the stopping
target and provides vertex
and directional
information. Around the
drift chamber is a
hodoscope of 36
scintillators used to make
the trigger, to provide
timing for charged
particles, and to give no
signa! for photons. The
final layer is a total
absorption calorimeter of
396 Nal(Tl) crystals that
measures the energies of
the decay products and the
shower position of photons.
A typical trigger for
u + -» e+y candidates would
consist of a track in the

STOPPING
TARGET

Nal(TI)
CRYSTALS

HODOSCOPE
COUNTERS

Fig. I. The Crystal Box apparatus.



drift chamber that points at a struck scintillator and greater than 35 MeV in
the Nal(Tl) quadrant. In the opposite quadrant of the Box, there would be no
scintillator, no close charged particle track in the
drift chamber, and 35 MeV in the Nal(Tl) that is deposited within 10 ns of the
positron. Better candidates are of higher energy, are more in-time, and are
back-to-back. The best candidates for u+ -» e+r are within the resolutions
listed in Table I of the kinematic requirements.

Table I

Parameters of u+ -> e+v Experiments

Property MEGA Crystal
Box

Fractional positron energy
resolution 0.005 0.09 0.08

Fractional photon energy
resolution 0.02 0.08 0.08

Photon-positron timing (ns) 0.5 2.0 1.1
Positron position resolution

at the target (mm) 2.0 3.0 2.0
Positron angular resolution-

including target
scattering (deg) 0.6 1.3 1.3

Photon conversion point
resolution (mm)

Positron-photon angle (deg)
Photon angle (deg)
Inefficiency of

bremsstrahlung veto 0.2

Fractional solid angle
times detection efficiency 0.1 0.018

Muon stopping rate (s"1) 3 x 10' 2 x 106

Running time (s) 1.2 x 1CT 1.1 x 106

Branching ratio sensitivity 8 x lO"1^ 1,7 x 10
Number of background events

with ±2a cuts 0.4 -10

3
0.6
10

76
3.8

25
8.0

0.5

0.2 K

5 x 10"
2 x 10
4 x 10-11

-50

All resolutions are FWHM

In order to analyze the data, the instrument must be calibrated and the
response functions measured. Briefly, the energy calibrations and line shapes
are obtained from detecting the back-to-back photons from n° decays produced in
the reaction n~p -* n°n. The timing of the apparatus can be obtained from
looking at the radiative decay of the muon u+ -» e+rvv. The resolution of the
chamber can be obtained by analyzing the tracks traced back to the target.



The two most serious backgrounds in the experiment come from accidental
coincidences and radiative muon decay. Random backgrounds arise from the
accidental time coincidence of high energy positrons and photons from two
different muon decays that-happen to be back-to-back. The random backgrounds
are the more serious because the resolution of the detector may not be
sufficient to eliminate all such events. The radiative decays can be cleanly
separated. When the cuts on the data are loose, both processes are observed in
the data. In the relative time spectrum of Fig. 2, the radiative events form a
narrow peak. The remainder are accidentals, whose timing shape is modified by
restrictions in the hardware.

The greatest difficulty in the
analysis arises from the requirement
that the energy calibration be precise.
A good analysis will yield the expected
number of events for u+ -> e+rvv, but a
1 MeV gain shift (1/3 of the
resolution) represents a factor of two
in yield. In order to obtain correct •»
gains for 396 crystals, it is necessary
to understand pile-up effects and to |
monitor possible drifts over the months
the experiment took data. In the
analysis of the data, the piled-up
events have been removed and the gains
stabilized. Because there is
background, the results are extracted
with a maximum likelihood analysis.
The likelihood function that is Fig. 2. The timing response for events
maximized for the most probable number from the decay p + -> e+yv\> and from
of u + -> e+Y events ex and u + -» e + y w random coincidences,
events 3 is

L(a,3) = [aP(x*) (1)

where Pr Q, and R are the probability
that each of the N events are a
U + -> e+r» a u + -* e+f»v, or a random
event, respectively, as a function of
the measured quantities
3? = (E ,E ,8 ,At). Figure 3 shows the
results for the most probable 10995
even's processed with Eq. (1). The
number of u+ •* e+rvv events seen is
3470 ± 80 ± 300, -hich is reasonably in
agreement with the 3960 + 90 ± 300
events expected. There is no evidence
for any u -* e+r events. Hence, a 90%
confidence limit can be set at less
than 11 events, which translates into a
90% confidence limit on the branching
ratio of 4.9 x 1011. The above

the
The deviations

analysis represents
u + -» e+YVV rather well.

Fig. 3. The likelihood analysis of the
most probable candidates that shows the

process expected number of radiative decays but
no evidence for muon number violation.



between the Monte-Carlo simulation of the radiative decays and detector response
are compared to the data after random background subtraction are completely
statistical.

The future of this field at LAMPF is called MEGA, an acronym standing for
Muon decays into an Electron and a GAmma ray. The MEGA collaboration2 was
lormed in the Spring of 1985 and submitted the experiment proposal to LAMPF last
summer. The experiment was approved but awaits final DOE funding approval.
Meanwhile, substantial activity has begun at most of the 10 institutions.

The MEGA apparatus is shown in Fig. 4 and is designed to find the decay
u + -> e+y in a background free experiment if its branching ratio is greater than
10~ 1 3. The apparatus is contained in a large magnet that will be obtained from
SLAC; it has a 1.5 T field, a clear bore of 1.85 m, and a length of 2.2 m. The
central region of the magnet contains the target. The target is a thin planar
ellipse, canted at a large angle relative to the beam. This orientation
provides adequate stopping power in the beam direction to contain the muons and
presents a minimal thickness to the decay products. The anticipated stopping
rate is 3 x 107 Hz (average).

The detector is divided into an positron spectrometer and a series of
photon pair spectrometers. All of the charged particles arising from muon decay
are confined to a maximum radius of 29 cm, leaving the photon detectors in a
relatively quiet environment. A low-rate photon arm is essential to the success
of the experiment. The design philosophy of the positron arm is to optimize the
resolution of the positron detectors without producing photon backgrounds.

The positron arm consists of two parts. The positrons from muon decay
first pass through a multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC) with three layers of
sense wires at radii of 6, 11, and 14 cm. This chamber is built of the possible
materials to minimize multiple scattering and positron annihilation in flight.
The chamber acts as a 180° spectrometer to measure the helical paths of the
positrons in the uniform magnetic field. The parallel components of the momenta
are derived from the measured coordinates of chamber intersections along the
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Fig. 4. A sectioned plan view of the MEGA apparatus with an idealized u + -> e+r
event shown.
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ft IMV
TYPICAL EVENT IN
THE PHOTON ARM

-CATHODE STWPS-

beam direction. These measurements are achieved with spiral cathode strips.
The wire spacing in the chamber is 1 mm, a pitch that makes the chamber
efficient at high rates. The chamber is gated with a short coincidence pulse to
limit its sensitivity to the periods of interest.

The very high rate makes a serious pattern recognition problem. The key to
identifying candidate positrons is that in the end view, they make almost
perfect circles. The symmetry in a circle, plus redundancy in the cathode
strips, makes for a highly efficient selection of candidates that still rejects
useless events.

The second part of the positron spectrometer consists of banks of
scintillators arranged in a cylindrical geometry about the beam near the pole
faces. The positrons enter the scintillators after at least one revolution in
the chamber. The scintillators measure the time of the positron. Positrons
trapped in the field for more than eight loops are rejected by their relr*;"e
time with respect to the photon. Each bank is divided into 100 elements to keep
the individual counter rates manageable. After passage through tha
scintillators, the positrons are stopped in a 4 cm thick annulus of lead.

The photon arm is five concentric pair-spectrometers of essentially
identical construction. A blowup of a section of one spectrometer is shown in
Fig. 5. Each pair spectrometer is made of lead converters, MVPC's, drift
chambers, and scintillators.
The converters are divided into three
sheets and separated by the MWPC's.
Each sheet is thin enough to maintain
good resolution (1.2% at 50 MeV). The
MWPC's determine in which sheet the
incident photon converted, allowing a
correction for the mean energy loss in
subsequent sheets to be made. The
electron and positron from the
conversion have the vast majority of
their energy measured by the drift
chambers as they move along helical
paths whose radii are proportional to
their perpendicular momenta. The
parallel components of momenta are
measured with spiral cathodes.
Finally, the particles the converters
into a cylindrical hodoscope of
scintillators of 4 cm arc length.
These scintillators, with
photomultiplier tubes at both ends,
measure the time of the photon
conversion. Contributions from energy
loss straggling and chamber resolution
degrade the resolution to 1%.
Bremsstrahlung produces a low energy
tail for 50X of the spectrum.

The most serious background for the experiment is a 52.8 MeV positron from
normal muon decay in accidental, back-to-back and time coinciden e with a
52.8 MeV photon. The most copious source of 52.8 MeV photons comes from
internal bremsstrahlung or radiative muon decay (u+ -> e+yvv.) It is intended to
veto these photons by detecting the normally present low-energy positrons with
which the photons are associated. These positrons are below 2.5 MeV and follow
the field lines to the magnet pole faces. Relevant parts of the pole faces will
be lined with scintillators set to veto on these positrons.

Fig. 5. A blown up view of one pair
spectrometer showing the multiple
layers of converters, the chambers, and
the scintillators.
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The very high instantaneous rates require a sophisticated trigger. The
primary trigger relies on the fact that all positrons from muon decay are
contained in the central region of the detector. If the trigger requires a
photon of at least 42 MeV, the number of firings will be reduced by a factor of
roughly 700 relative to the muon stop rate. On average, there will be 36 us
between triggers, which is sufficient time for modern electronics to encode,
compact, and read the data into memories. A typical event will contain about
700 data words. The dead time is kept small by employing substantial parallel
processing. At the end of a LAMPF macropulse, the data from the events are read
into one of 32 micro-processors for further selection. The additional criteria
will require that the positron have 49 MeV, pass some restrictions on its
relative time to the photon, and be within 10° of back-to-back of the photon.
The surviving events will be written to tape at a rate of 11/s for further
analysis. The remaining analysis will employ the complete calibrations and
refined algorithms to sharpen the detector response functions, thus
kinematically isolating any u+ -» e+y events from all backgrounds. The replay of
the tapes will be done with the data acquisition micro-processors.

The parameters of MEGA are summarized in Table I. In almost every
category, MEGA makes significant improvements over the previous efforts. The
product of these improvements leads to an experiment with an ultimate
sensitivity that is 500 times greater than the expected results from the Crystal
Box. To dramatize the sensitivity, Fig. 6 displays the 90% confidence limit
versus running time that can be achieved with MEGA. The limit and curve for the
Crystal Box are shown also. In the background free region, the curves drop
inversely as the running time, and in the background limited region, they drop
inversely as the square root of the running time; the desirability of a
background free experiment is clear.

The collaboration has estimated the cost of MEGA to be $2.9 M. The
director of SLAC has just given his approval to move the magnet. If the funding
is available to allow for rapid procurement, debugging of the experiment can
begin in the Spring of 1988. The collaboration is very enthusiastic about the
experiment and is working hard to keep it on schedule.

90% Confidence Limits

- CS?

Fig. 6. The branching ratio sensi-
tivity as function of running time for
MEGA and the Crystal Box.

10
104

Run Time (seconds)
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MEGA is a world class effort to search for muon number non-conserving
decays, and compliments experiments at SIN (muon-electron conversion3) and at
Brookhaven (rare kaon decays4) to find a violation of the Standard Model. It is
necessary to explore all the possible channels because theory gives very little
guidance as to which process will be easiest to observe. Unfortunately, there
are so many possible extensions to the standard model, each containing
unconstrained parameters, that no definitive predictive power exists. Most of
the models introduce new particles of large mass. Therefore, the new
experiments will continue to restrict the model builders and give insight on
what to expect at the new generation of accelerators.

The author would like to thank all the members of both the Crystal Box and
MEGA collaborations for their invaluable assistance (see Refs. 1 and 2.)
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Muon Capture in Light Nuclei and
Induced Pseudoscalar Interaction

M. Morita

Department of Physics, Osaka University

Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan

In the last several years we have
been studying weak interactions in
nuclei. We have determined with a good
precision the coupling constants of the
weak nucleon currents of vector and
axial vector types. By using the
experimental data on beta-ray spectra
and beta-ray angular distributions, we
have obtained very detailed information,
respectively, on the weak magnetism and
the second-class induced tensor inter-
action. This was done in a way that
nuclear structure effects and the weak-
coupling-constant dependences can be
clearly separated in the physically
observable quantities. And the
exchange-current and core-polarization
effects were investigated in detail.
A remaining coupling constant to be
determined is that of the pseudoscalar
term in the axial vector current. The
effect of this interaction is pro-
portional to the lepton mass involved
in the relevant process. Thus the
detection of this effect is difficult
in nuclear beta decay, while it is
easier, in principle, in muon capture.
The muon capture in hydrogen would be
the most ideal case to study the

induced pseudoscalar interaction, if
atomic and molecular problems are fully
settled theoretically and experimental-
ly. In fact, the recent status will be

presented by the next speaker.
In this connection, we shall

confine ourselves here to the muon
capture reactions in light nuclei, to
study the induced pseusoscalar inter-
action. From a general consideration,
this interaction will have its contri-
butions in ths unique nth forbidden
transitions of the spin change
AJ = n + 1. Here the case of n = 0
corresponds tu Lbs allowed transition.
An exceptional case of AJ = 0 tran-
sition should be also discussed in the
first forbidden transition.

12,

121. Muon capture in C

The muon capture in ""C is a
celebrated example of the above
described type of the reactions. It
leads to four low-lying bound states of
12B, and the partial muon capture rates
are experimentally known. The Gamow-

Teller transition leading to the 1 +

12ground state of B is dominant. In
the past, most of the theoretical works
were done to calculate the partial
capture rate of this transition for
finding the ratio, gp/gA' °f pseudo-
scalar to axial vector coupling

2
constant. From our investigation,
we found that this capture rate alone

is less useful since the nuclear model
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dependence is much stronger than that

of gp/gn> though the nuclear structure

of A =12 is relatively well known. On

the other hand, recoil polarizations,

such as longitudinal and average polar-
12izations, of B are insensitive to the

nuclear model adopted, since the theo-
retical expressions of these observa-
bles are expressed by the ratio of two
similar combinations of various nuclear
matrix elements in the same transition.
According to our extensive numerical
calculations, the recoil polarizations
are, in fact, almost equal for differ-
ent nuclear models, if the exchange-
current and core-polarization effects
are consistently taken into account,
though the partial capture rate shows
a large nuclear model depeidence.
There is, however, a source of ambigui-
ty remaining for this determination
of 9p/gn- In experiments, we observe

the recoil nuclei of the ground state
12

branching ratio of the partial mucn

capture rates of the excited 1" state

and the ground 1 state. Experimental

capture rates are about three times
4

different between two data. In this
connection, measurements of the partial
muon capture rates leading to the four

12bound states in B, particularly to
the 1" state, are strongly recommended
for determining gp/gn•

Our theory group in Osaka has
almost completed the second-order
calculations of the exchange-current

2
and core-polarization effect.

2. Muon capture in 0

Among various weak processes the
0 -0" transitions are unique tran-
sitions which are governed completely
by axial vector current. Their rates
are, therefore, sensitive to the
detailed dynamics of this current, and
the transitions between 0 (0+:

16,of B, which is directly produced as ground) and N (0": 120 keV) are well

the daughter of the muon capture in
12C, or which is subsequently produced

by the deexcitation of the excited
12

state of B after formation of this
state as a daughter of the muon

12capture in C. In order to analyze
the experimental data of the nuclear

3
polarizations, we first subtract the
effect of the second process described

above from the experimental values.

Here a dominant correction comes from

the 1~ state. To do thib, we use the""

known. Because of this at the early
days, the muon capture rate in 0
leading to N (0~) was studied to
determine the gp/gA ratio. Ambigui-
ties in nuclear structure of 0 and

N which prevent us from obtaining
a definite conclusion for or against
the PCAC value of gp/gn may be reduced
very much in the ratio of muon-capture
rate to beta-decay rate,
R = Wy(

160 + 16N)/Wg(
16N - 1 5 0 ) .

There is, however, another
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important effect should be considered,
as pointed out by Kubodera, Delorme,
and Rho. They noticed that the effect
of the exchange currents would become
as large as 50 % for the time component
of the axial vector current. If this
is the case, the 0 -0" transitions will
become the most favorable sources to
studying the exchange axial vector
current. This is because the tran-
sition matrices can be approximately
expressed with linear combinations of
the space component /o-f and the time
component /^, where the latter may be
enhanced by about 50 %.

Because of the above mentioned
two reasons, the transition rates were
repeatedly measured. Experimental data
on the muon capture rate were original-
ly scattered in two different regions,
and later they converged to a single

value. Those of the beta-decay rate
Q

have two different values, which
differ by a factor of about 1.5 each
other, and they do not converge to a
single value yet.

Several theoretical investigations
have been performed. In 1979, we found
that the ratio R is much more nuclear
model dependent than originally

g
thought. The ratio R is larger in a
simple nuclear model than the experi-

mental value. Among several nuclear-

models, ""he random-phase approximation

with central forces for the residual

interaction reduces the ratio R to the

experimental value, without appreciable
amount of the exchange-current effect.
In our general formalism of the muon
capture and beta decay, we found that
the inclusion of the small components
of the muon and neutrino wave functions
is particularly important, together
with the finite-size effect of nuclear
charge, the retardation terms, etc.
The gp/g^ dependence is explicitly
given.

A systematic study by taking into
account both exchange-current and
configuration-mixing effects was done
by Towner and Khanna. Diagrams up to
the second-order perturbation were
calculated with restriction on the ex-
citation energy E <_ 2fiu). They found
that the case with the tensor part of
the residual interaction makes R larger
than the case without tensor force.
The inclusion of the soft-pion effect
of the exchange current to the time
component reproduces well the experi-
mental data of R.

Recently, Nozawa et al. extended
the work of Towner and Khanna by taking
into account the following items: (1)
estimation of the effects of highly
excited configurations (E >_ 2fiw) in

A

perturbation, (2) estimation of the

nonsoft-pion effect of exchange

currents, (3) improvement in the

treatment of the lepton wave functions,

etc. They have obtained a better

understanding o f these, in agreement
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with Towner and Khanna's results. The
nonsoft-pion effect is estimated as
large as 10 % of the soft-pion effect.

In these theoretical works
throughtout, the transition rates and
the ratio R seem to be much more
strongly dependent on the assumptions
taken in the nuclear models and ex-
change currents than the 9p/g^- To
investigate these three, experimental
data of a better accuracy are highly
appreciated on the muon-capture. and
beta-decay rates in the 0 -0" tran-
sitions.

3. Muon capture in spin-nonzero nuclei
To find some other physical ob-

servables suitable for determining
9D/9A> we have studied the muon capture

reactions in spin-nonzero nuclei, many
12of which are available in nature. In

these nuclei, the muon capture takes
place from two hyperfine states. Com-
parison of physical quantities in these
two states gives us more reliable in-
formation on weak nucleon currents as
well as nuclear structure. We have
general formulas for polarizations of
recoil nucleus in the muon capture from
hyperfine states. Explicit formulas
are given for the longitudinal and
average polarizations and for the
average alignment of recoil nucleus.
As examples we discussed the muon
capture reactions in B, C, and N.

Total muon capture rates are

studied theoretically for the hyper-
fine states of the B muonic atom.
The nuclear states are described by the
continuum-neutron model, where one
neutron is in the continuum with the
residual nucleus Be. The theoretical
values of the muon capture rate for the
F = 1 state are in fairly good
agreement with the recent experimental
data obtained by Tokyo group, while
those for the F = 2 state are about a
half of the experimental data. The
ratio of the total muon capture rates
from two hyperfine states is rather
insensitive to the nuclear model as
well as to 9p/gA- A similar ratio of
the partial muon capture rates leading
to the bound state of 1/2" is strongly
dependent on 9p/gA-

In the study of the muon capture
in C and N, we found that the ratio
of the muon capture rates from two
hyperfine states and various nuclear
orientations are insensitive to adopted
nuclear models, and they are suitable
physical quantities to study 9p/gA.

Finally, it is noted that the muon
capture in T and He would be very
interesting for determining gp/gn-
There are several experimental diffi-
culties, mainly because of their low
capture rates. The nuclear structure
of the three nucleon system is, however,
investigated with the highest accuracy
among light nuclei, theoretically.

The author would like to express
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A COMMENT ON MUON CAPTURE IN HYDROGEN

E. Zavattini
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

I. INTRODUCTION

Muon capture, when performed in hydrogen, is a privileged tool for weak,

charged current studies at low energies; it gives on one side the possibility to

determine experimentally with precision and without ambiguities the weak form

factors1, in particular, the axial form factor fA, and on the other to test the

PCAC approximation, and hence test the validity of chiral symmetry in hadron

physics in a region of the momentum transfer s where it is quite significant.

The reaction in which we are interested is

u" + p -» n + vu

where the negative muon is captured from a bound state and the neutron in the

final state has about 5.2 MeV; the initial neutral up system can be either in a

singlet (S) or in a triplet (T) state. Naturally the negative muon can also

decay at a rate XQ = 4.55 x 10 sec .

Since the rate of process (Eq. 1) is critically dependant on the total spin

of the initial state, one must have a precise knowledge of the history of the

stopped negative muon in the hydrogen target in order to identify the initial

bound state with sufficient precision.

If no impurities are present in the hydrogen gas target after the muon has

been stopped, one has successfully followed the "chemical" processes ' (shown

in Fig. 1) where T and S refer respectively to triplet and single for the vp

atom and X, Xpp and Xop are proper rates. In the experimental conditions where

experimentalists have worked so far, X > Xo; therefore, in these cases, one

assumes that all negative muons are initially bouond in the (up)c thermalized

single state.

The capture rates in the various atomic and molecular process are given

by:
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(2)

The elementary capture rates Xg, Xq. respectively in the singlet and triplet

states depend on six form factors evaluated at the squared momentum transfer s =

-0.8767mv: in the literature they are usually represented by f^^s^' £y(s)>

fp(s), fT(s), fM(s)r fs(s).

Assuming the CVC hypothesis, and using the experimental results on the

electromagnetic form factors of the proton and the neutron, one obtains

fv(s) = 0.9748 + 0.0009

fH(s) = 3.5875 ± 0.0152 (3)



and

fs(s) = 0.

It is common to assume fj(s)=O; for which there is no evidence6 so far.

Under these conditions the axial and the induced pseudoscalar form factors,

fA(s) and fp(s), remain to be specified.

It is to the knowledge of these two form factors that the experiments of

muon capture in hydrogen can contribute.

Let us discuss the axial form factor; here the assumption is that it can be

written

fA(q) = fA(0) L _ (5)

hence, experimentally it has been found M^930 ± 30 MeV.6

Information about fA(0> comes from the following sources:

A. The Neutron Beta Decay

n -» p + e + ve (6)

where the maximum squared momentum transfer is very small.

Fig. 2 shows fA(0) deduced from experiments performed on process (6); these

values are taken from a recent review of C. A. Dominquez. The situation is a

bit confused.

B. Goldberger-Treiman Relation (GTR)

Another source for fA(0) is the application of the Goldberger-Treiman

relation (GTR). From the discussion presented in Ref. 7, one has
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Fig. 2 Values of the axial form factor f;i(o).

1. J. Byrne, et al., Phys. Lett. B92, 274 (1980).

2. C. J. Christensen, et al., Phys. Rev. D5, 1628 (1972).

L. N. Bondarenko, et al., JETP Lett. 28, 303 (1978).

P. Bopp, et al., Heidelberg Report (see Ref. 7).

D. H. Wilkinson, N. P. 337, 474 (1982).

From muon capture experiments in hydrogen (8).

From muon capture experiments in deuterium, in press, "Dashed

Region Between the Two Heavy Lines: Values for fA(o) allowed

by the GTR (7).

fA(0) = (1 + D)
f • ' f nnp<°>

(7)

where fn=93.2 ± 0.1 MeV is the pion decay constant, M the "nucleon" mass and

D = 2.52 ± 0,5% is a correction which takes into account the fact that chiral

symmetry is only approximately valid; fnnp(0) is the pion nucleon coupling

constant evaluated at zero squared momentum transfer. Assuming the relation
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r(s) Ws> (8)

where JW1150 ± 350 MeV6 and knowing that7

. 14.28 , 0.18 (9)

one obtains r=0.98 ± 0.01.

From these expressions, one derives from the GTR the value

fA = 1.28<-+ 0.015.

C. Muon Capture Experiments

In this case, as shown in Ref. 3, in analyzing all experimental data, it is

rather important to also take into account the fact that the transition rate X^p

(see Fig. 2) has the (experimental) value

(4.1 ± 1.4) 104 sec"1
(10)

In Ref. 3 it has also been shown that fixing fA(0)=1.25 from all

experimental results on hydrogen capture experiments one gets the induced

pseudoscalar form factor value (with (10) taken into account):

fp(s)] = 8.7 ± 1.9 (11)

which is in agreement with the expected one; i.e., 8.4. However, in view of the

results in Fig. 2 and since the capture rate depends very critically on fA(0) it

is probably more reasonable to analyze the experimental results fixing the

relation:



2mmn

1 - s
m2 H

fA(s) I m2n
r(s)

(12)

and deduce f^(0) from the experimental results.

Relation (12) is obtained using the PCAC scheme and it is believed to be

valid within ± 5%. It would be very nice if future calculations in QCD could

supply this relation with better accuracy. It is easy to show that, given a

value of the singlet capture rate Xg, an uncertainty of ± 5% on fp(s), a value

of f»(0) with an uncertainty of about + 1% is obtained.
Q

Adopting this line from all existing data, we obtain

fA(0) = 1.24 ± 0.04 (13)

and consequently,

fp(s) = 8.12 ± 0.26 (14)

Fig. 3. Time distribution of the capture neutrons, in liquid hydrogen.

The number of events in each time interval has been multiplied by

exp(t/xJ) to remove the time dependence characteristic of the

decay electrons. Curve 1 corresponds to X Q P = 0, curve 2 to
-1= 4.1 x 104 s~l and curve 3 to XQP = 7.1 x 104 s-1



A comparison among the various values of f^(0) is shown in Fig. 2.

In conclusion of these very simple remarks, it is natural to come up with

the following observations:

Make a very big effort to realize an experimental setup in which the

rate Xg can be measured to a level of 1-2% accuracy.

This means either study reaction1 by stopping negative muons in gas at few

atoms for which one knows that Xpp « XQ, and avoid the ortho-para mechanism

altogether, or by stopping muons in liquid where we know that Xpp » XQ, and

then measure both the capture rate \^ ^ and the ortho-para transition rate

XQP with sufficient accuracy.

A first measurement of the rate Xgp, has been done by the CBS collaboration

group (see Ref. 10) by looking at the time distribution Yn(t) of neutrons

coming from process1 after muons have been stopped in liquid hydrogen (and

assuming R to be sufficiently small). The value (10) has been obtained from a

fit of the data (see Fig. 3).

Computations done by the Dubna Groups have yielded:

^ H = (7.1 ± 1.2) 104 sec"1 (15)

A new, more accurate measurement of the rate is certainly welcome.

Of course there is the important experimental problem to measure a second

independent relation on process (1) - for instance L or R. I remind you that

actually the yield Yn(t) can be written9 with good approximation:

Yn(t) = 1 + 2 (1-4R) e
-XOPt -xot° (16)

From equation 16 it appears that, at least in principle, by collecting a

very high sample of capture neutrons from (1), it would be possible, by a proper

time fit, to determine independently both R (which previously was assumed to be

sufficiently small) and XQ P: an optimistic study of this possibility has been

presented in Ref. 9.
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MUON-CAPTURE IN NUCLEI THE CASE OF 3He+

J . Deutsch

Universite Cathoiique de Louvain
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

Summary

1) Introduction : various uses of

Nuclear Muon Capture.
3

2) A case-study : muon-capture in He.
2.1) Observation of the He recoil -

spectrum,
2.2) Measurement of the u3He -* v3H

capture-rate,
2.3) Measurement of the <vK 3^

recoil-asymmetry,
2.4) An appropriate detector under

construction.

1) Potential informations from Nuclear

Muon Capture

Muon-capture could reveal many
consequences of new physics beyond the
Standard Model such as new sources of

2)

CP-violation , a non-vanishing neu-
trino-mass, neutrino-mixing in the
muon flavor-state, the presence of
right-handed gauge-bosons and eventual

deviations from e/u-universality.

Muon capture can probe also va-
rious aspects of the strong-interac-
tion : it can provide a test of the
Partial Conservation of Axial Currents
(the role of the pion in chiral symme-
try breaking), it can investigate the
renormalization of the axial current
in large hadronic systems, probe the
high-momentum tail of the nucleon-dis-
tribution and various collective-
excitations in nuclei, etc. '

We shall illustrate in the ensuing
discussion of the u He •> v H reaction
the three topics we underscored.

2) Muon-capture in He

2 1 )

-y

In the Standard Model all neutri-

nos are massless and fall into genera-

tions with distinct, conserved,

Part of this talk is based on the letter of intent SIN R-82.14 of the SIN-
Louvain collaboration (J. Egger, H. Kaspar, Cl. Petitjean, W. Reist ;
B. Tasiaux, J. Deu.sch, Gh. Gregoire, R. Prieels) ; I thank, in particular,
J. Egger for useful discussions



lepton numbers. Prompted by various
4 5) 4)

astrophysical and theoretical
considerations, many experiments of
different kind searched and continue
to search for deviations from these
predictions either by direct mass-
measurements or by searching for gene-
ration-mixing which requires heavy
neutrinos of at least one type ' ' .
Formally, one searches far non-diagonal
elements of the matrix U in
|v-> = U..|v-> where |v-> is a mass-
eigenstate and jv.> (i = e, u, T ,...)
is a state of definite favor-coupling.
Oscillation experiments are sensitive
to neutrino mass-differences only ,
whereas neutrino-emission spectro-
scopy ' * ' and searches for neutrino-
decay 7> 8> 1 0' 1 1) are searching for
individual |v.> mass-eigenstates and

J

are generally sensitive to very small
values of U...

In the following we shall focus on
the eventual mixing of the muon-neutri-
no with the T = 3 one, i.e. on the
upper limits of U • in the 10 MeV -
100 MeV mass-region ; though no quan-
titative predictions are available,

12)U, -, could be sizeable ' and mv o
M ? 1 V) T s 3

is limited to about 70 MeV/c \
We shall restrict our discussion to
limits obtained from neutrino emission-
spectroscopy (Neutrino-decay searches
reported in ref. 10 provide also li-
mits useful for our purpose ; their

conclusion is subject, however, to the

absence of anomalous neutrino-decay as

suggested in ref. 14 .

The Figure illustrate the situation.

The sensitivity of the IT •* uv decay-
15)

channel is limited by the /u
o

mass-difference to m < 30 MeV/c ;
that of the K -• uv one , by the
momentum-resolution of the muon-

p
spectrometer to about m > 80 MeV/c .

17) v

It was recognized ' that the obser-
3

vation of the H recoil-spectrum
3

produced in He muon-capture could
provide useful information to bridge
the gap between these two experiments.
Unfortunately the moderate resolution
and the important background which
prevailed in the existing experi-

18)ments ; precluded, as illustrated
in the Figure, the obtention of U .-
limits comparable to the ones deduced
from the experiments of refs. 15 and
16. The experiment of the SIN-
Louvain collaboration, in preparation
at SIN, is expectpd to feature a
better energy-resolution (3 % - 5 %)
and, in addition to rejecting the
other backgrounds which played an im-
portant role in the experiment of
ref. 18 (pions, muon beta-decay), it

will reject also at least part of the
2
Hn and pnn decay-channels.

The U .-limits expected, obser-
ving 10 3H-recoils (cfr. 2.4), both
with a complete proton- and deuton-
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rejection and without i t , are also

shown in the Figure.
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2.2) Measurement_of_the__Hey_->__Hv

£§E5ure-rate_2_5_£§st_gf_e/y;

universal ity_

The best available test of the

e/u-universal ity is prov idedby the

branching-ratio of the muon- respec-

tively electron-decay of the pion. It

yields actually for the ratio of the
e 2

two axial couplings, r = f^ (q = 0)/

f̂  (q 0) a number near one with a
20)

precision of 0.6 % ' and this test

will be improved even further by expe-

riments ungoing both at SIN and TRIUMF.

As however this ratio is very sensitive

also to other deviations from the stan-

dard model, such as the presence of a

pseudo-scalar coupling or neutrino-
20)mixing , there may be an interest

to perform also other, complementary,

universality-tests such as to compare

beta-decay and muon-capture rates of

related transitions.

This approach requires not only

a precise determination of both rates

but, independently, also that of the

induced pseudo-scalar contribution to

muon-capture, unless one adopts its

theoretical value as predicted by

PCAC, as advocated e.g. for hydrogen

in ref. 21. In addition for nuclei

one has to master the variation of the
9

nuclear form factors between q s 0
and - m

u

A comparison of the neutron beta-

decay rate and that of muon capture in

hydrogen is free of nuclear form-fac-

tor effects but both experiments are

difficult and the test requires more-

over a separate determination of the

induced pseudo-scalar coupling. If

the PCAC-prediction -is assumed for

this coupling, e/u universality (rs1)

is actually tested to ± 3.2 %. The

actual imprecision on this coupling

(± 20 %) introduces however an addi-

tional ± 4 % imprecision on the test

of r = 1.

The comparison of the H -*• He+

e +v and He+u •+ H+v rates is expe-
3

rimentally easier : the H beta-decay

rate is known to ± 0.09 % ' (to be

compared to ± 1.8 % for that of the
24).

neutron ) and muon-capture rate is

larger : % 1500 s (to be compared

to A - i t s 660 s~ for the proton).

The incertitudes implied by the
2

q -dependence of the form-factors can

be reduced by informations from the

electromagnetic form-factors for which

new high-precision informations are
25)

available . The actual imprecision

of the theoretical prediction on the
26)

muon-capture rate is about 4 % '

[2 % on r), but could

possibly be reduced using the more

precise data of ref. 25.

The most precise determinations
18 27)

of the muon-capture rate ' ' have



a typical precision of ^ 4 % (̂ ± 2 %
on r) and so it would be interesting
to reduce this imprecision to about
1-2 % which is about the imprecision
expected from the theoretical compu-
tations. This would yield a preci-
sion of ^± 1 % on the universality-
parameter r s 1. The supplementary
error contributed by a knowledge of
the induced pseudo-scalar form-
factor to ± 20 % would be ^± 2 %.

In 2.4) we describe a detec-
tor which is under construction to
determine N t r i t o n/N e 1 e c t r o n i.e.
the capture-rate with a correspon-
ding accuracy.

2.3) Measurement_of_the_triton
C§coi 1 ;asymmetry._ (o^. K r e c o i ]) :
a_test_of_PCAC

PCAC predicts the size of the
non-conservating of the weak axial
current considering the interven-
tion of the .:^n-zero mass pion,
i.e. chiral symmetry breaking in
QCD 2 8 ' 2 9 ) . The interest to test

this prescription in extended
3

nuclei such as He was discussed
e.g. in ref. 30. Let us add only

that this nucleus is not yet large

enough to give rise to renormaliza-

tion effects expected in infinite
31)nuclear matter . Moreover, the

"coupling constant" f 3H 3n ,
related to the induced pseudo-

scalar form-factor is related also to

many other experimentally investiga-
3 3ted processes such as Y He + ir H,

P3H -> n3He, 3He3H + 3He3H 32).

The induced pseudoscalar form-
3

factor can be deduced from the H
33)recoil asymmetry ' : this requires

a detector sensitive to the recoil-
direction (cfr. 2.4). For fully
polarized muons, the asymmetry is
^ 0.24 and a given relative precision
"p" on the measured asymmetry allows
to extract the induced pseudoscalar
form-factor with a relative preci-
sion of about "2p" 33). The resi-
dual polarization of the muons

3 34)

stopped in pure He is about 3 % ';
it could be reduced, however, to
only 1 % - 2 % in He/Xe mixtures.
So depending on the final solution
adopted for the gas-mixture (cfr.
2.4), about (2-8)x106 triton-recoils
will have to be detected for a
± 30 %-measurement of the induced

3
pseudoscalar form-factor in He.
This measurement would be the first
determination of the induced pseudo-

3
scalar form-factor in He.

2.4) The detector 19)

The requirements to be satisfied

by the detector follow from the va-

rious tasks it has to fulfill,

a) It has to detect the H-recoils

with good (3 % - 5 %) energy
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resolution ; as these recoils may have

energies as low as 1 MeV (if there is

a heavy neutrino, cfr. the Figure),

the detector has to be the target

itself.
b) In order to avoid uncontrolled
3H energy-loss at the borders of the
fiducial volume, the detector has to
feature a good localisation-capacity
both for the stopping muon and the
emitted triton tracks.

c) The detector should separate
tritons from electrons, from protons
and from deutons (so at least for
the most numerous deutons of high
energy).
d) The detector should feature a

3
reasonable rate of accepted H-
events ; 2-3 events per second
would allow to perform the measure-
ments discussed in paragraphes 2.1
and 2.2 in 1-2 days, that of 2.3
in a couple of weeks.

The experiment of ref. 18
was performed in a He(Xe)-filled
scintillation detector operated
at 25 atm. in a 170 MeV/c mixed
beam. It featured high background,
due to pion-contamination, as veil
as particles stopped in the wall,
rather moderate energy-resolution
(15 % - 25 % FWHM) due to low
photo-electron statistics as well
as inhomogenous light-collection
and low stop-rates (2L5 He-stops

sec" ).

We decided 19) to construct a
gas-scintillation proportional

35)counter , to be operated at 5 atm,

located at the SIN uE4-channel,
where about 2000 muons of 30 MeV/c
can be stopped in He using a 90 %
He + 10 % Xe mixture of 180 cc
(630 gr) fiducial volume. In this
type of counters the charges depo-
sited by the recoiling tritons, pro-
portional to their energy, are
drifted toward a high-field region
where they generate light, propor-
tionally to the charge, viewed by a
nearby UV photomultiplier. Due to
the high statistics of the generated
charges and that of the "secondary
light", due also to the homogeneity
of the light-collection efficiency,
a resolution of a couple of % was
expected.

A first prototype was built to
solve the specific problem of main-
taining the required field-intensity
(̂  3 V/torr-cm) in He. Using special
electrode- and feed-through designs
this problem was solved and a 4 %
FWHM resolution was readily obtained
with alpha-particles in a 90 % He/
10 % Xe mixture at 5 atm (triton-
range s 2 cm). Other mixtures were
also successfully tested (cfr. 2.3).
Due to the drift time of about 1 cm/
MS, very good localisation of the
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deposited charges could be obtained in
the drift-direction. Directional
sensitivity could also be obtained as
the variation of the deposited charge-
density (Bragg-peak) manifested it-
self in a corresponding variation of
the secondary light as a function of
the time-of-arrival of the charges in
the light-generating region. The
charges deposited by the muon and
particles emitted with some delay
(e.g. tritons) can also be separated
by a suitable inversion of the drift-
field.

A second prototype is now under
construction and will be tested in
beam by September 86. It is cons-
tructed out of steel-reinforced
stfsalite. Muons enter the gaz
through a 0 4 cm, 0.4 mm scintilla-
tor and a corresponding window ;
about half of them stop in the
fiducial volume (i.e. at least 2 cm
away of any wall or electrode) of
4 x 5 x 9 cc, between a plate and a
grid, placed 7 cm apart, maintained
at 3 kV potential difference which
keeps the region clear from charges
deposited by background-particles.

The stopped muon is detected by
a coincidence between the scintilla-
tor and the scintillation-light,
viewed by 5 UV one-photon photo-
multipliers. These also localise
the stop-position with a precision

2

expected to be about 5 x 5 mm in a
plane parallel to the electrodes.
(The localization in the perpendicular
direction will be achieved, as explai-
ned above, observing the delay of the
secondary light). The deposited
charges start to drift toward the
plate.

If an emitted triton (or, optio-
naly, an electron) is viewed by the
same five photomultipliers, sufficien-
tly delayed (2-3 us) so as to have
the charges it deposits sufficiently
separated from the ones deposited by
the muon who drifted away, the field
is inversed. Both charge-swarms
start then to drift across a 3 cm
drift-region toward the 0.6 cm secon-
dary-light generating gap of high
field (<v, 6 kV).

The secondary light is observed
and its intensity recorded as a func-
tion of time by six UV photomultipliers.
The energy-measurement and localisation
allows an excellent separation of the
tritons from other particles, excepted,
possibly, from 1-2 MeV deutons of very
small number.

The count-rate estimate is rather
promissing also : of the incoming 2 x
10 /s muons (no pions, ̂  15 % elec-

q

trons), 8 x 10 /s will stop in the

fiducial volume and amongst those 2 x

103/s in 3He. 7/s tritons will be

emitted and amongst those 3/s will be
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amitted late enough to be analyzed.

So th-i detector is expected to
fulfill the requirements layed-out
at the beginning of this paragraphe.
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QED AND EXOTIC ATOMS
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While some of the classic tests of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) have
made in the most abundant atom in nature, hydrogen, the fact that the proton
is a strongly interacting particle introduces physics outside QED that, even
with the emergence of QCD as the basic theory of strong interactions, is not
yet understood with precision. However, there exist other positively charged
particles with no strong interactions and no known structure that can take the
place of the proton to form exotic atoms that are pure QED systems. If the
proton is replaced with a positron or a muon one has the exotic atoms posi-
tronium and muonium respectively. The comparison of the tests of QED in
these atoms with tests in hydrogen is what will be concentrated on here.
Specifically, after a discussion of the electron g-2 theory, ground state hyper-
fine splitting (hfs) in hydrogen, muonium, and positronium, followed by a dis-
cussion of the Lamb shift in the same three atoms, and finally a discussion of
radiative corrections to the decay rates of positronium and the muon will be
presented.

There are a wide variety of other exotic atoms that can be discussed
that will not be treated here, but that are of considerable interest. The bound
state of a positive and negative muon, which can be called mu-muonium to dis-
tinguish it from muonium, is of course similar to positronium. What mikes
this atom of particular interest is the fact that it can mix with positronium in
addition to photon states. Some insight into the role of light quark-antiquark
components in heavy quark bound states might be gained from study of this
atom. The heavy quark-antiquark 3tates themselves have been intensively
studied as QCD analogs of positronium with a linear potential. While the psi
and upsilon systems are dominated by the linear potential, the discovery of
toponium might reveal states where the lowest lying excitations are dominated
by Coulombic forces with the linear potential treatable as a perturbation:
such a system compared with positronium could provide valuable information
on the nature of binding in QCD. Another exotic atom involving the muon is
muonic Helium, in which one electron is replaced by a muon. This state,
which has been studied experimentally* and theoretically^, provides a testing
ground for precision tests of correlation effects with an additional small para-
meter, the ratio of the muon Bohr radius to that of the electron. Finally the
analog of H-, positronium minus, the bound state of a positron and two elec-
trons has been recently formed. In the following progress in understanding
the Bethe-Salpeter equation in two-body systems and its role in unravelling
higher order corrections will be emphasized. Precision experiments in this
atom have the potential of forcing the extension of this work to the three-body
problem.

The system in which QED has been advanced to the furthest point is in a
sense also an exotic atom. An electron in a Penning trap is certainly bound
within the trap, for periods of up to a year: it is sometimes referred to as
'geonium' for this reason. It has been possible to measure the anomalous
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3
magnetic moment of the electron to three ppb ;

a = 1 159 652 193(4) 10"12

The theoretical expression for the anomaly is ag = a.^ ~ + a2 {-) + a3(^)
+ a . ( - ) 4 , v' -e a, = 1/2, a, = - .328478966, a. = 1.1765(13), and
a. = - . 8(1. +). Use of the Josephson junction value of a, a" = 137. 035963(15),
gives the result a (exp) - a (theory) = -255(128) (43) 10""12, with the first
error arising from the uncertainty in a, and the second from the uncertainty
in the numerical integrations involved in the theory. While not statistically
significant, the discrepancy suggested that further refinements might uncover
some real breakdown of QED. However, it was recently found that the stand-
ard ohm maintained at the NBS has been drifting with time. After correcting
for this effect, the new value of a becomes a-J= 137. 035981 (12). 5 With this
new value a (exp) - a (theory) = - 109 (102) (43) 10"12, in much better agree-
ment than before. This change will also have an important effect on muonium
hfs, as will be discussed below. The theoretical error is being significantly
reduced^, which will leave the source of error almost entirely in the fine
structure constant. This provides a great challenge to improve the metrology
behind the determination of that constant. The status of the muon anomaly
will be reviewed by Hughes elsewhere in these proceedings.

The confinement of the electron in the Penning trap makes only a very
small impact on the determination of its anomaly, which fact can be traced to
the fact that the dimensionless constant characterizing an electron in a mag-
netic field is eB/m « 10-13 B(gauss). However, in atoms bound by the
Coulomb force, there is no such small parameter to expand in. This is be-
cause while going to one higher order of perturbation theory introduces an
extra Coulomb interaction Za/r ~ m(Za)2 , this small quantity is cancelled
out by energy denominators of order m(Za) , because the electron is only
about a Rydberg off shell. The presence of such 'false expansions' is charac-
teristic of QED in atomic physics. Therefore, unlike the case of the electron
anomaly, where the technical problem is going to high numbers of loops and
handling the complicated renormalization procedure, the technical problem
in atomic physics is making perturbation expansions around bound state wave
functions and propagators that have the bulk of the nonperturbative behavior
of the atom built into them. Because the systems considered here are non-
relativistic, Schrodinger wave functions and the associated nonrelativistic
Green's function form a good lowest order approximation, and recent prog-
ress has been made with expansions about these functions.

One of the most important advances of recent years has been the emer-
gence of practical applications of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. While the
theoretical underpinning of the equation has been in place for over thirty
years, the equation is difficult to apply beyond first-order in its original
form. As an example of the difficulty, consider a graph in which a trans-
verse photon is exchanged between the electron and a positive particle mass
M: this gives rise to the Fernvl splitting, E r . If two additional photons are

added to the graph in a ladder configuration a so-called 'pure recoil1 graph is
formed. Because the additional photons are acting to bind the atom together,
the actual value of this apparently higher order graph is still order E_.

F
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However, the present order of interest is a.2 m /M Ep, so terms of order

Ep, a m /M Ep, and a2 Ep must be pulled out unambiguously in order to get

to this level, which requires an extremely tractable formalism. Several
such formalisms have been developed recently^, all of which basically reduce
the Bethe-Salpeter equation to an equivalent three-dimensional form, with the
lowest order approximation to the system some form of the nonrelativistic
system. A new approach, based on effective Lagrangians, has also been de-
veloped by Caswell and Lepage. &

In addition to the 'pure recoil1 terra are graphs in which the electron
emits and reabsorbs one or more photons. Because of the extra factors of a
that this involves the recoil terms are easier to evaluate: such corrections
to the one loop self energy, called "radiative recoil1 terms have recently
been evaluated for hfs and the Lamb shift. Binding corrections to the one
loop self energy have also been recently evaluated for hfs and the Lamb shift.
An important class of diagrams that has not yet been studied are the binding
corrections to the two loop self-energy, the 'two loop non-recoil1 graphs. As
will be discussed below, these introduce significant theoretical uncertainties
in hfs and Lamb shift calculations and should be evaluated in the near future.

To illustrate the importance of studying QED in exotic atoms without
hadrons, consider the ground state of hfs in hydrogen. The experimental de-
termination of the splitting is basically exact on the scale of the uncertainty
in theory, Av = 1 420.405 751 766(9) MHz. The QED corrections to the
Fermi splitting, Ep = 1 418. 840 832 MHz can be summarized as
Av = Ep (1 + ae + 3/2 a2 + e + « 2 + e 3). The term 3/2 a2 is the Breit correc-
tion which comes from using the Dirac wave function instead of :he
Schrodinger wave function, e j = a2(ln2-5/2) is a first order binding correc-
tion to the Schwinger term, and 6£ and €3 are the logarithmic and nonlogarith-
mic parts of the second order binding correction; «2 = " 8 a^/3ir In a(ln a - In4
+ 281/480), ê  = c?lit 15. 38(29). Recoil corrections are not taken into ac-
count here, but are discussed in more detail for muonium hfs, where they
are enhanced. The difference between theory and experiment is
- . 046784 MHz, much larger than any possible pure QED effect. This large
discrepancy marks the entrance of another field of physics, the electro-
magnetic structure of the proton. The proton has a non-tri;rial form factor
that leads to a contribution of - . 049092(1277) MHz, which accounts for the
bulk of the difference between experiment and pure QED effects. The re-
maining discrepancy is probably mainly accounted for by graphs in which the
proton is excited into different hadronic states, the proton polarizability
term. The error due to our imperfect knowledge of the proton form factor
is enormous on the scale of the accuracy of the measurement and while the
polarizability term can be related to deep-inelastic spin polarized experi-
ments?, these experiments have not been carried out over a sufficient kine-
matical range to allow evaluation of this term. Clearly the rate of progress
in understanding QED in hydrogen hfs is limited by our understanding of the
electromagnetic properties of the proton.

For this reason the study of muonium hfs is much more interesting
from a fundamental QED viewpoint. While there is still some hadronic con-
tamination due to vacuum polarization, such terms are small and the associ-
ated error entirely insignificant. In addition, the role of recoil effects is
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enhanced by a factor of the ratio of the proton to the muon mass, a factor of
8. 9: this allows a more stringent test of our understanding of relativistic
bound states. The present value of the ground state hfs, measured at this lab-
oratory10 is AV = 4 463 302.88(16) kHz. The Fermi splitting is 4 459 033.4
(1.6) kHz. Note that this splitting has been adjusted to account for the change
in the fine structure constant mentioned above: without that change agreement
between theory and experiment would be 1. 2 kHz worse. The relatively large
error in Ej> results from uncertainty in the muon mass, determined in the
same experiment. Exactly the same corrections can now be made as in hydro-
gen hfs, but now three recoil terms can be added in,

*« " W m . . E F m e m ,L a 2 11 a 2 m
3a e"> l n _JL F + e ^ 2 r 3 J 1 81n2 - 2 lna]E_ + £) m e
•w 2 __2 m. 1 + a (m_ + m ) c l 18 F V -^~

The first term replaces the static proton structure and polarizability terms
mentioned in connection with hydrogen hfs with an exact expression, thanks
to the pointlike character of the muon. When all known terms are added in,
the difference of theory and experiment becomes - . 7(1. 6)(. 16)(1. 0)kHz. The
last error is an estimate of the possible size of the uncalculated two-loop non-
recoil graphs: if this calculation is performed, it will clearly be of great im-
portance to reduce the 1. 6 kHz error from the muon mass uncertainty: it
seems conceivable that our understanding of this system could be pushed to a
point where even the tiny . 07 kHz weak interaction contribution could be de-
tected.

There has been considerable activity recently on the analogous hfs inter-
val in positronium, most notably a new measurement11, &v = 203 389. 10(74)
MHz. The theoretical analysis is complicated by the lack of a small mass
ratio to perturb in, along with the large number of effects due to mixing of the
state with one or more photons. Caswell and Lepage^ have recently deter-
mined a 'pure recoil1 contribution of 3. 1(6) MHz, leaving theory 16. 51 MHz
above experiment. However, two loop corrections to single photon annihila-
tion have not been evaluated, and these terms of order â  Ry are of the right
order to account for such a discrepancy: these terms are presently being
evaluated. 12

A very parallel situation to that in hfs obtains in the case of what histor-
ically was one of the first quantitative successee of QED, the Lamb shift.
Here, however, the experiments are more difficult due to the large width of
the 2p state, so that less stringent tests of QED are available. 1 3 The effect
of false expansions is felt already in the lowest order in this splitting of the
2sj/2 a n a" 2pi/2 states, which requires the very accurate evaluation of the
Bethe logarithms B2g = -2. 81176998932(5), B? = .0300167089(3). In

1/2 3 Pi/2
terms of the Lamb constant L = a R(XJ'i'* ~ 135« 64384(5) MHz the theoretical
value for the splitting is

S = L[(ln(Za)"2 + JQ + B2 g - B2 ) (^-)3 + f-(f^)2 + 2. 2962w Z a ( ^ ) 3

2 3 2 e ? e I n 3 e

+ (Za) [-•% ln(Za)" + 3.9184 ln (Zd) + G(Za)]+ .323 -(—£•) + (2)
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Herbert Orth and Vernon W. Hughes
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New Haven, CT 06520

I. Introduction

Muonium (M=p+e~) was discovered1 in 1960 through observation of its
characteristic Larmor precession in a magnetic field. Since then research on the
fundamental properties of M has been actively pursued , as has also the study of
muonium collisions In gases, muonium chemistry and muonium in solids•

The principal reason that muonium continues to be important to fundamental
physics is that it is the simplest atom composed of two different leptonsi The
muon retains a central role as one of the elementary particles in the modern
standard theory, but we still have no understanding as to "why the muon weights"
and in all respects behaves simply as a heavy electron. Muonium is an ideal
system for determining the properties of the muon, for testing modern quantum
electrodynamics, and for searching for effects of weak, strong, or unknown
Interactions in the electron—muon bound state. Basically, muonium is a much
simpler atom than hydrogen because the proton Is a hadron and, unlike a lepton,
has a structure that is determined by the strong Interactions.

II. Ground State HyperfIne Structure and Zeeaan Effect

After the discovery of muonium, measurements of its energy levels could be
undertaken by microwave magnetic resonance spectroscopy utilizing the facts that
the incident u+ are polarized so that polarized muonium is formed and that the
decay positrons have an asymmetric angular distribution with respect to the muon
spin direction. The Breit-Rabi energy level diagram for the ground state of
muonium is shown in Fig. 1. With the aim of determining the hyperfine structure
interval Av and the muon magnetic moment yy, transitions at both low and high
magnetic fields have been measured as indicated. Starting in 1962 a series of
Increasingly accurate measurements were undertaken by both the Yale-Heidelberg
and Chicago groups. The latest experiment at the Los Alamos Meson Physics
Facility (LAMPF) was a strong field measurement (Fig. 2). 5 Typical resonance
curves are shown In Fig. 3.

The experimental results for Av and ŷ  and the current theoretical value
for Av are given in Table 1. The radiative and recoil corrections to the leading
Fermi value for Av have been computed to high order. The principal error of 1 .A
kHz or 0.31 ppm is associated with uncertainty in the values of the constants
Pjj/Up and a appearing in the Fermi term. The error of 0.2 kHz is an estimate
of the inaccuracy in evaluating the calculated terms in £QED» an<* t n e * *® ̂ Hz
error is an estimate of the size of uncalculated higher order radiative and recoil
terms The term with 1.9 in the last bracket is an estimate of the hadronic
vacuum polarization contribution. The experimental value for Av is known to
36 ppb. The experimental and theoretical values agree well within the theoretical
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Fig. 3. Fitted resonance lines from
the experiment shown In Fig. 2.

Table 1. Theoretical value of muonium Av
and comparison with experiment.

ae - (8. -21/2: €| -aZ(ln 2-5/2)

f F

where mR"rn,m /
O|'7.2liO.I9

C
a"1

- 1.097 373 152 I (II) X I05cm-'(0.00lppm)

• 2.997 924 58O(I2)X l0l0cm/sec (0.004ppm)
. 137.035 981 (I2)( in<) ,,,„„>

. I 159 652 200(40) XIO~l<:(0.035ppni)

B * >.52I 032 209 (16) (O.OIppm)
206.768 259(62) (0.3ppm)

3.183 345 47(95) (0.3ppm) J.IB3 KM) (0J6ppm)]

4 463 3033(l.4)(0.2)(I.O)kHz(OJ9ppn<l

4 463 302.88(0.16)KHi (0.036ppm)

- A v w -0.4il.8kHr

DETERMINATION OF a : a ' 1 • 137.035 98B (2O)(O.I5ppm)/i*e-
137.035 993(IOXO.OBppm)g(-2
137.035 981Cl2X0.09ppm) ac Josephson
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error of 0.39 ppm, and this agreement constitutes or." of the important, sensitive
tests of quantum eJ ectrodynami cs and of the behaviour of the muon as a heavy
electron.

Improvement by a factor of about 10 in the sensitivity of the comparison of
theory and experiment for Av appears possible at this time. With the use of a
pulsed muQn beam now available at Los Alamos, line narrowing techniques can be
employed. Use of a higher magnetic field value will Improve the accuracy in
determining uu/Up« Finally, the intensity and quality of the muon beam has
been Improved since the last measurement. Considering all these factors, a
measurement of Av to about 5 ppb and of y^/Un to 30 ppb appears possible.
Theoretical computation to about 0.1 kHz or 20 ppb appears realistic. We might
remark that weak interaction contributions to Av are predicted at the level of 20
ppb.

III. Lamh Shift in Muonlum

The experiments on ground state muonium have Involved muonium in a gas. Two
important new experiments have recently become possible with the development of a
muonium beam in vacuum. One of these is the measurement of the Lamb shift in
muonium, and the other is a sensitive search for the spontaneous conversion of
muonium (u+e~) to antimuonium (u~e+). For the Lamb shift measurement the 2S
metastable state Is readily quenched in an atomic collision, and for the M-»M
conversion the conversion rate is greatly reduced by atomic collisions; hence both
of these experiments require muonium In vacuum.

A beam foil method is used to produce muoniura In vacuum. A low energy y+

beam is passed through a thin foil in vacuum and u e~ emerges from the downstream
side of the foil due to electron capture by u from the foil. Figure 4 shows the
expected equilibrium fractions of the different charge states p ,p e" and \x e~e~,
based on experimental data for protons scaled to muons using the Born approxima-
tion result that muon and proton charge capture cross sections will be the same at
equal velocities.

An experiment at Los Alamos, indicated in Fig. 5, used an incident surface
u beam of about 30 MeV/c which was degraded in a moderator and windows and then
passed through a foil. The downstream beam was analyzed for its u+e~ component by
requiring that it be undeflected by a magnetic field and that it stop in a target
and then yield decay positrons with the characteristic Michel spectrum for y+

decay. Electron counts versus energy as observed with the Nal detector are shown
in Fig. 6. For the vacuum case, above 30 MeV the spectrum agrees well with the
predicted Michel spectrum folded with the energy resolution of the Nal detector.
Below 30 MeV the spectrum is dominated by background e+ in the beam and associated
bremsstrahlung. With the experimental arrangement shown, the ratio of M
downstream of the foil to incident y+ was about 1/(3 x 103). With even a low
pressure of He in the system, the rauonium beam is ionized in collisions and does
not reach the beam stop.

Having a muonium beam in vacuum, it was then possible to plan a measurement
of the Lamb shift in muonium. Such a measurement would provide a further test of
the behaviour of the muon as a heavy electron and, iT done with sufficient
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precision, would provide an ideal test of the Lamb shift-more ideal than in H
where proton structure contributes importantly to the Lamb shift and to its
theoretical uncertainty. The energy level diagram for the n=»l and n=2 states of
muonium is shown in Fig. 7. The separation jS-\\ ~ 1048 MHz between the 2S]/ 2

and 1?\[ 2 levels in the absence of hfs interaction is the predicted Lamb shift
in M.

The method of the experiment11 was to form a beam of M(2S) atoms by the beam
foil method, induce a microwave transition from a 2S j / 2 state to a 2 P w 2

state, and observe the resulting 2P+1S Lyman-a photons. The experimental
arrangement is shown in Fig. 8. A separated lower momentum "subsurface" muon
beam of 10 MeV/c was used and resulted in a production efficiency for M(2S)/y+

of about 4/10 . Following the rf coaxial line, there is a region with an applied
static electric field viewed by the UV phototubes. Finally a microchannei plate
is located to detect M atoms. Our first experiment sought to establish the
existence of a M(2S) beam by the method of static electric field quenching. A
static E field of adequate strength (-600 V/cm) will mix in 2P state with the
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2S state and lead to the 2P+1S Lyman-a photon emission. A signal event is a
delayed triple coincidence which involves first a count of an incident u in the
plastic scintillator, then detection of a Lyman-a photoa, and finally detection of
a M(1S) atom by the microchannel plate. The observed signal induced by the static
E field is shown in Fig. 9. The shape corresponds roughly to the expected range
of kinetic energies of the M(2S) atoms; the event rate is only about 5 per hr.

Observation of the Lamb shift transition was made by applying a microwave
field with the static E field still on, so that inducing a microwave transition
results in a decrease in the event rate. The observed signal for the transitions
2S(F=1) + 2P(F=1) and 2S(F=1) + 2P(F=0) is shown in Fig. 10. A theoretical line
shape involving two overlapping Lorentzian lines is fitted to the observed points
assuming the theoretically predicted values of the hfs intervals. The most
complete analysis of the data which utilizes the timing Information for each ̂ vent
gives ^ M = (1054 ± 22) MHz. A similar experiment was also done at TRIUMF.

The theoretical value for the muoniura Lamb shift is given in Table 2. It
differs from the Lamb shift in H by the absence of a proton structure term and by
the relatively greater importance of recoil terms. Our experimental value agrees
well within its limited accuracy with the theoretical value. We believe that
substantial improvement in the accuracy of measurement of ^ M can and will be
made.

STATIC CHINCH SIGNAL « . UlXMUM ENERGY

-20

-30

1 > i f =,

Cntr.1 T(fc.V)

Fig. 8. Experimental apparatus used in
muonium Lamb shift measurement.

Fig. 9. Observation of the static
electric field quenching of muonium
in the 2S state in the experiment
indicated in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 10. Observation of the rf induced 2S+2P
transitions which determine the muonium Lamb
shift in the experiment indicated in Fig. 8.
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Table 2. Theoretical and experimental values
for the muonium Lamb shift.
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Fig. lie The muonic helium atom.
(a) Bohr picture, (b) Brelt-Rabi energy
level diagram, (c) resonance curves for
strong field transitions. For curve
(a) helium pressure was 15 attn. and for
(b), 5 atm.

The muonic helium atom which consists of an a particle, a negative muon, and
an electron, is an interesting atom in which y~ and the u~»e~ interaction can be
studied. As indicated in Fig. lla, this atom can be considered to consist of a
pseudo-nucleus (**Heu"")+ and an electron, where the pseudo-nucleus is a heavy
charge +1 system with the magnetic moment of the u~. Hence this atom is a
muonium-like system and has the ground state energy level system shown in
Fig. lib. The atom can be formed by stopping u~ in He gas with a small admixture
of Xe. .The u~ is captured by a He atom and cascades to the IS state of
( Heu") • Then an electron is captured from a Xe donor atom to form ^eife".
The hyperfine structure interval Av and the Zeeman effect have been measured in
microwave magnetic resonance experiments similar to those for muonium. Typical
resonance curves are shown in Fig. lie. The theoretical and experimental values
for Av are also given and are seen to be in good agreement,within the relatively
large theoretical error associated with knowledge of the Schroedinger
wavefunction. The hfs interval of the muonic lie atom (Tleu~e"*) has also been
measured recently.
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V. Muoniim * Antlimoniro Conversion

The rauon and the electron may be considered as two separate generations of
leptons, which appear to remain separate because of the separate conservation laws
of muon number and of electron number. Any connection between the muon and the
electron, such as a process which would violate muon number conservation, would be
an important clue to the relationship between the two generations. Speculative
modern theories which seek a more unified theory of particles and their inter-
actions predict muon number violating processes. As yet no such rare decay
process has been observed,19 and, with our present understanding, theory has no
certain predictive power.

The conversion of muonium (y+e~) to its antiatom (\Te+) would be an example
of a muon number violating process , and like neutrinoless double beta decay
would involve ALe=2. The M-M system also bears some relation to the K

0-!^
system, since the neutral atoms M and M are degenerate In the absence of an
interaction which couples them. In Table 3 a four-Ferraion Hamiltonian term
coupling M and M is_postu]ated, and the probability that M formed at time t=0
will decay from the M mode is given. Present experimental limits are
indicated for the coupling constant G which are still much larger than the Fermi
constant Gp.

The first search for the M+H conversion was made in an experiment at the
Columbia Nevis sychrocyclotron. The principle of the experiment was that if
muoniura is formed initially in a gas (e.g., Ar) by electron capture by u+ and if
an M component of the wavefunction develops due to 5^MM »then y~Ar can
be formed and its x-rays will be emitted. Figure 12a Indicates the physical
processes involved, and Fig. 12b shows the experimental arrangement. A signal
event is defined by an incoming y , no electron detected, and a y r a v of energy
643 keV, which is the 2P-1S y~Ar transition energy. Fig, 12c shows the observed
spectrum. The absence of a signal at the energy of 643 keV can be interpreted as
providing the limit G <5800 Gp at a 90% confidence level. We note that the
sensitivity of the measurement is greatly reduced by collisions of M in the Ar
gas due to the removal of the degeneracy of M and M in a collision.

Table 3. Muonium-antimuonium conversion including present experimental limits.

U+e- 4 U"e
+

MUON NUMBER, L^, +K-1) FOR p",v[i(H+,V|j), 0 FOR OTHER PARTICLES.

VIOLATES ADDITIVE CONSERVATION LAW FOR MUON NUMBER, !!-„"= CONSTANT.
ALLOWED BY MULTIPLICATIVE CONSERVATION U W , (-l£Lfi= CONSTANT.

P(fi) - J Y 'YC l«HH'(t) >|* eft- 2.5 x 10" 5 (£-f

PROBABILITY O~ DECAY OF H FROM R STATE PEDUCED BY COLLISIONS

IN A GAS BY FACTOR OR (NUMBER OF COLLISIONS DURING MUON

LIFETIME)"^-.
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A much more sensitive experiment of this type appears possible21 now as
indicated in Fig. 1.3. With a mionium beam in vacuum as discussed above, the
development of an M component can proceed without interruption due to atomic
collisions. Also a major Nal detector system used at Los Alamos2 to search for
the rare decay u+-»e+Y can be employed to detect coincident muonic atom x-rays.
With the beam intensities now available at LAMPF it appears possible to determine
G at the level of Gp.

/ T V « » lM'*«»»l«H»«/"'~\ Hutu D«c»f #

\iS -io* •« \ _ y a.u«io in

OS" co"'lc;c,i'm'

PHYSICAL PROCESSES FOR

| i + IN ARGON
(a)

Y RAY ENERGY SPECTRUM
(c.)

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
(b)

Fig. 12. Early experiment at Nevis (Co'imbia) in which a search for
muonium+antimuonium conversion was made (Ref. 20).
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Fig. 13. A proposed experiment at LAMPF to search for M-»M conversion.

¥1. negative Huonlua Ion

Recently the negative muonium ion has been produced in an experiment at Los
Alamos.2 The method used is to pass a low momentum \& beam through a thin foil.
Double electron capture occurs as the muon emerges from the downstream side of the
foil and a small fraction of the emerging beam is in the M~ state. The expected
charge state distribution for the emerging muons as a function of their kinetic
energy is shown in Fig.4 and is based on proton data, scaled under the Born
approximation to muons. The curve predicts a branching ratio of M" to H of about
10-2 in the energy range below 2 keV,

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 14. A separated subsurface
muon beam of 10 MeV/c is incident on the production target. The M~ produced from
the target are accelerated through a potential of about 20 kV, are selected in
charge and momentum by a bending magnet, and are transported through a solenoid to
the detector. The detector consists of a microchannel plate to detect the
incoming M~, scintillation counters to measure energetic e+ from u+ decay, and
also a Nal detector to measure the energies of the G +. Time-of-flight of the M~
from the production foil to the raicrochannel plate is measured (Fig. 15). The
scintillation data provide a measurement of the M~ lifetime (Fig. 16) and the Nal
data measure the Michel energy spectrum of the e+ decays(Fig. 17)-both confirming
that the particle counted in the microchannel plate contains a muon.

From all these data we conclude that M~ is formed quite unambiguously, and
the ratio of M~ outgoing to \i+ incident on the foil is about 10"**, which is
consistent with the predictions from Fig. 4. Spectroscopy or collision
experiments with M~ can now be considered.
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Future

As mentioned in section II, for the ground state of muonium improvement in
the accuracy of determining Av and up/Up by factors of 5 and 10, respectively,
seem possible. These improvements will allow a still more sensitive test of QED
and of the relativistic two body equation. A more accurate value of m /me
will also result. The improved determination of uu/up is needed for the more
precise measurement of muon g-2 now being proposed (see talk by V.W. Hughes in
Session III).

Large improvement in the measurement of the Lamb shift will no doubt take
place, particularly ultimately with the use of muon beams with higher phase space
density.

The M+M problem is an important one for flavor-changing reactions and the
sensitivity of the search will surely also be extended.

The important development of thermal muonium beams in vacuum reoorted at this
Workshop by Nagamine and Marshall opens the important possibility of laser
spectroscopy of the excited states of M, e.g. the 1S+2S transition, as well as
more sensitive experiments searching for the M-*f tranitlon.
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MUONIC X-RAYS WITH CRYSTAL-DIFFRACTION SPECTROMTRY
I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

H.J. Leisi

Institute for Intermediate Energy Physics (IMP), ETH-Zurich,

c/o SIN, CH-5234 Villigen, Switzerland

It is well known that muonic atoms are unique systems to test

the vacuum polarisation effect of QED. This is because the muonic

orbit size is comparable with the Compton wavelength of the

electron which characterises the spacial extension of the vacuum

polarisation charge cloud. In fact, considering all QED precision

experiments, the most precise test of the vacuum polarization

effect stems from a muonic X-ray experiment

With the advent of unified gauge theories one expects

muon-nucleon forces in addition to those described by QED. An

example would be a force mediated by a (light) neutral scalar

Higgs boson. A more modern way of motivating muonic X-ray

experiments therefore is in terms of a search for muon-hadron

interactions beyond QED.

In recent years we have developed at SIN the technique of

measuring muonic X-rays with a bent-crystal spectrometer of the

transmission type 2»3,4,5) .
J* . I n the energy region between

approximatively 15 and 150 keV the precision reached with this

instrument is superior to all other techniques, mainly due to the

excellent energy resolution from bent crystals. Moreover, since
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the crystal spectrometer measures wavelengths, the X-rays are

directly obtained in units of the Rydberg constant of electronic

hydrogen , thereby eliminating uncertainties in the

wavelength-energy conversion factor. This is achieved by using

Y-ray calibration lines which have been connected to the optical

.ati
8)

7)
wavelength standard by the NBS group of Deslattes and the

muon-electron mass ratio from muonium experiments

We have performed a number of muonic X-ray experiments (I,

II, III and IV in table 1) in order to search for possible

deviations from QED. We parametrize any additional force (not

included in standard QED calculations) by the exchange of a

neutral boson of mass m which is assumed to couple with g to the
9) 1N

nucleon and with g to the muon . For a scalar or vector
(isoscalar) interaction this leads to the Yukawa potential

gN'Su e"m'r

V(r) = - A-

Depending on the mass range there are two ways to search for such

an interaction: If the range of the interaction (Compton

wavelength of the exchanged particle) is much larger than the

average orbit size of the muon, the potential (1) takes the

Coulomb form and the measured muonic Rydberg constant deviates

from the expected electromagnetic value. Muonic non-s states with

small nuclear structure effects are suitable in this case

(experiment I). We found no deviation from the QED value of the

transition wavelengths :
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= (-0.2+3.1) x lO"6. (2)
QED

From the uncertainty of the value (2) we derive limits for

g ° / e
2 as a function of m (see fig. 1 and table 1), This result

is of interest e.g. in the context of theories with an extended

Higgs sector: Higgs bosons with small mass can occur and the

couplings to the fermions can be enlarged as compared to a

one-Higgs doublet theory . Alternatively, experiment I can be

interpreted as a 0.09 % test of the vacuum polarization effect or

as a 3 ppm measurement of the negative muon mass.

If the range of the interaction is much less than nuclear

dimensions, then one investigates muonic s states and derives from

the measured transition wavelength the nuclear r.m.s. radius

(experiments II and III). A deviation of its value from the

r.m.s. radius as deduced from electron scattering on the same
12

nucleus indicates the presence of an additional force. The C

experiment did indeed show such a deviation on the 2.5

standard-deviation level (see also table 1). Being unable to

find any systematic effect (experimental nor theoretical) we

tentatively ascribed this deviation to a new short-range
13muon-nucleon force of a strength indicated in table 1. The C

12) 12
experiment is less precise than but compatible with the C
result. New experiments are conceivable and necessary in order to

12
arrive at a definite interpretation of the C result.

In the Li experiment (IV in table 1) we have measured the
13)magnetic hyperfine splitting of the muonic Is ground state .

Using electron scattering results on the magnetization

distribution the electromagnetic splitting can be predicted. A

comparison with the measured splitting yields information on a

muon-nucleus interaction mediated by an axial-vector boson. No
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axial vector interaction was found. The limits on such an

interaction (see table 1) were strongly improved with this

experiment. The Li result can also be used to put limits on an

interaction mediated by a psendoscalar particle (e.g. an axion).

Bent-crystal spectromters have recently been used for pionic

X-ray experiments 1 4' 1 5 ). Further advances in diffraction

spectrometry are conceivable, e.g. improvements in the energy

resolution of bent-crystal spectrometers without loss in

luminosity by using position-sensitive X-ray detectors. Future

muonic X-ray experiments may benefit from these developments.

Bent-crystal spectrometry developed so far for muonic and pionic

X-rays may, of course, be applied to X-rays of other hadronio

atoms.

Table 1: Muon-nucleon interactions beyond QED.

Exp . isotope transition —-—H.
2 2 2

e e 'm
[GeV-2- ref.

24.

28,,. (m<lMeV)
1)

II

III

IV

1 2c
13,

Li

2p-ls

2p-ls

2p-ls

0.129+0.053

(m~lGeV)

0.029+0.052

11)

12)

13)
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Fig. 1: The ratio of coupling constants gN«g /e as a function of

the boson mass m. The regions outside the two solid

lines are excluded from the experiment, The broken lines
4

correspond to the \i- He experiment of ref. 16. The

straight line is a lower bound for a Higgs boson coupling

(see ref. 1).
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ELECTROWEAK EFFECTS IN MUONIC ATOMS

J. Missimer

Schweierisches Institut fur Nuklearforschung
CH-5234 Villigen, Switzerland

I. Neutral Currents in Muonic Atoms

Muonic atoms we^e proposed as promising systems to detect neutral

currents * at about the same time the Bouchiats suggested heavy atoms . Since

the completely ionized muonic atom is as simple as the hydrogen atom, the

effects of neutral currents can be interpreted with greater certainty than

effects in heavy atoms. The simplicity thus facilitates the precise measurement

of neutral current couplings. This precision is required to determine higher

order weak and electromagnetic corrects or deviations from these corrections

characteristic of extensions of the Ueinberg-Salam model . The precise

determination of the coupling constants must be the goal of experiments to

measure the effects of neutral currents in muonic atoms.

The original proposal to detect neutral currents considered the transition

between 2S- and lS-states1. The 2S- and 2P-states are admixed due to a.

parity-odd piece of the neutral current interaction between muon and nucleons.

The photon transition amplitude between the 2S- and lS-states is then a sum of

magnetic and electric dipole amplitudes, Ml and El. The interference of the

amplitudes produces asymmetries in the distribution of the emitted radiation.

Familiar examples are a net circular polarization of the radiation and angular

asymmetries with respect to a muon polarized in the initial 2S- of final

lS-states. An additional asymmetry is provided by the decay of the muon in the

lS-state. Due to the 7-A charactei of the charged current weak interaction, the

decay produces electrons whose momenta are correlated with the magnetic substate

occupied by the muons; decay electrons with maximum energy are emitted only

opposite to the muon spin direction. Thus, the correlation, k *ke, between the

momenta of the photon emitted in the transition from the 2S-state and that of

the decay electron is similar to the correlation, ou*k .

The magnitude of these asymmetries is given by the ratio:
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2 Re(Ml-El) _ , El
~ |H1|2 + |E1|Z " 'n Ml

The mixing coefficient ri is typically of order Gmr = 10 and the ratio of

dipole transition amplitudes El/Ml approaches 10 in light muonic atoms. Thus,

in muonic atoms with atomic number Z - 4, the ratio A is predicted to exceed a

magntiude of 1 percent. This represents a considerable enhancement of the

expected magnitude

GmJ
A B -JL ~ 10"

5

The enhancement results from the ratio of dipole transition amplitudes. This

ratio is large because the magnetic dipole transition is hindered; it has yet to

be observed in muonic atoms. The reason is that other transition modes dominate

the decay of the 2S-state. In conventional high-density targets, the dominant

mode is the transition to the 2P-state with the emission of an electron from the
Q

atomic L-shell. In boron, for example, its rate is 10 larger than the rate of

the magnetic dipole transition.

The yield of the transition can be increased by arranging that the muonic

atom be completely ionized during the lifetime of the 2S-state which is

determined by the radiative transitions. In boron, the yield is increased by

more than three orders of magnitude in a completely ionized atom. The

ionization of muonic atoms and electron transfer to the completely ionized state

have therefore been the subject of recent theoretical and experimental study7' .

The ionization of a mv.onic atom proceeds via the Auger transitions which

dominate the cascade until the muon reaches a state with principle quantum

number n ~ 5. The muonic Auger transitions produce holes in the atomic L- or

K-shell which induce electronic Auger and Coster-Kronig transitions. Thus, as

many as three electrons are ejected from the outer atomic shell for each muonic

transition. The muonic Auger rates and cascade program of Akylas and Vogel

together vith published rates of atomic Auger and Coster-Kronig transitions10

suggest that muonic atoms with atomic numbers as large as 20 can be completely

ionized by the time the muon has reached a state with n=5 .
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To test this proposal, certain ratios of x-ray transition intensities have

been measured in neon and argon . The numerator of the ratio is the intensity

of radiation emitted by the last transition in the muonic cascade between states

for which muonic Auger processes can dominate; the denominator is the intensity

of radiation emitted by the first transition between states for which radiative

transitions always dominate. In muonic neon, one ratio has been measured:

In muonic argon, two intensity ratios could be measured:

and

These ratios can be interpreted in terms of the degree of ionization of the

muonic atoms by means of a cascade program. Variations of the initial muon

distributions and analytical arguments show that the interpretation is quite

independent of assumptions about the muon cascade.

The ratio measured in muonic neon implies a probability of less than 3%

that a single electron is bound to muonic neon by the time the muon populates an

n=5 state. In muonic argon, the two intensity ratios imply a probability of

less than 50Z that a single electron is bound to muonic argon by the time the

muon reaches an n=5 state.

The intensity ratios were measured using the cyclotron trap, a magnetic

focussing device whose aplications L. M. Simons describes in another

contribution to this workshop. In the experiment the cyclotron trap achieved a

stopping density of 10 u"sec in 20 mg of neon gas. The gas pressures were as

low as 50 mg; the stopping volume was a few cubic centimeters.



In a measurement of neutral current effects, low pressures will be required

to prevent refilling of the electron shell from the surrounding gas; during the

lifetime of the 2S-state. The effect of refilling on the yield of the 2S-state

Po

is contained in the characteristic pressure PQ; YQ is the yield of the

transition when the muonic atom is completely ionized and P is the target

pressure.

-1 rA
Po = R e T 2 S r

is the product of three factors: the rate, Re, of electron transfer to a

completely ionized muonic atom in a gas at a given pressure; the lifetime of the
FA2S-state in such an atom, T2S; and the ratio, —, of Auger transition to

radiative transition rates in a muonic atom $ith a single electron in the

K-shell.

Electron transfer cross sections have been calculated and measured for rare

gases ; the value measured for the collision Ne + Ne at a velocity of

6.8'105 cm/sec is

<rT = 2.8 • 10"
15 cm2

Assuming a velocity of the muonic atom of 10 cm/sec and that all electrons are

transferred to the atomic K-shell yields characteristic pressures of 10"* atm in

boron and 1 atm in neon. The pressure increases so dramatically because both

the lifetime and the ratio — each decrease by two orders of magnitude with

increasing atomic number. Indeed, for muonic argon refilling during the

lifetime of the 2S-state is no longer a consideration.
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The preceeding analysis demonstrates that refilling can be inhibited at

feasible gas target pressures in muonic atoms with atomic numbers Z > 10. The

measurements of the intensity ratios indicate that muonic atoms with Z £ 20 can

be completely ionized by the cascade. Thus, the search for the muonic atom with

which an efixct of the neutral current can best be observed focusses on the

region: 10 < Z <; 20.

Since the number of muon stops required to measure an asymmetry with a

given accuracy decreases faster than IT in this region, gaseous forms of silicon

or aluminum appear to be the optimal systems for searches of neutral current

effects. However, this conclusion rests on measurements of the intensity ratios

made in monatomic gases. If molecular compounds of silicon or aluminum are to

be used, the effects of the Coulomb explosion and electron transfer cross

sections on refilling in molecules must be studied, as well as the consequences

of molecular muon capture on the cascade process.

Measurement of an effect in one of the optimal systems even with high

precision is not sufficient to determine the four coupling constants describing

the neutral current weak interaction between muon and nucleons, because the

constants C^ and Cjn are enhanced by factors Z and A-Z respectively in the

parity-odd potential. The enhancement hinders the determination of the

constants C2 p and C2n in any but the lightest muonic atoms. Boron provides a

unique system because the resolution of transitions from the two hyperfine

components of the 2S-state appears possible using the X-ray absorption edge at

9.661 keV in zinc. Measurements of the asymmetry in the two hyperfine

components in each of two isotopes, B and B, would determine the four matrix

elements necessary to deduce the coupling constants . An experiment is very

difficult because the yield of the Ml-transition and the characteristic pressure

are very small.

II. A Muonic Analog of Double Beta Decay

A search for violation of muon number conservation in the process:

u" + (A,Z) -> u + + (A.Z-2)

would complement searches for conversion of the u~ into e~ or e+ which are

already the subject of intense experimental effort13. The mechanism producing



the conversion to u+ can be studied otherwise only in stra;igeness-changing
decays of the kaon or sigma .

Energy conservation demands that the difference of nuclear masses exceeds
the binding energy of the muon. In terms of atomic masses, the condition i s :

MZ " MZ-2 > Bu + 2 me

4 4 4 4 7 2

This condition if fulfilled in only three pairs of nuclei: 22Ti - 2oCa, 34Se -

32Ge and 3aBr - 36Kr. Only Ti has a lifetime enough (47 years) to serve as a

target. The kinetic energy of the positive muon recoiling from the Ca nucleus

would be 1.62 MeV implying a momentum of 18.5 MeV/c.

The conversion processes to u+ and e+ are complementary. Conversion to e+

is favored by the larger phase space and diminished Coulomb repulsion;

conversion to u+ by a square of lepton mass appearing in the respective rates.

Conversion to e+ releases almost the entire mass in the form of nuclear

excitation of kinetic energy whereas u+-conversion releases little energy.

Finally, the conversion to u+ requires only that v be a Majorana neutrino

whereas e+-conversion proceeds only via mixing of lepton generations.

Thus, a search for conversion to u+ could contribute to studies of the

violation of muon number conservation.
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THE MJOH ANOMALOUS g-VALUE*

Vernon W. Hughes
Gibbs Laboratery
Physics Department
Yale University
New Haven, CT 06520

I. Introduction

The muon g-2 value has played a central role in establishing that the muon
obeys quantum electrodynamics (QED) and behaves like a heavy electron. The
experimental value for g-2 has been determined by three progressively more precise
measurements at CERN, the latest one achieving a precision of 7.3 ppm. The
theoretical value for g-2 has improved steadily as higher order QED radiative
contributions have been evaluated, and as knowledge of the virtual hadronic
contributions to g-2 has been improved both by further measurements of the
relevant quantity R = cr(e+e~ •»• hadrons)/a(e+e~ •*• y+y~) and by calculations. The
theoretical value of g-2 is now known to 1.7 ppra, a factor of 4 better than the
experimental value. The present agreement of theory and experiment establishes
that QED applies for the muon up to Q = 1000(GeV/c) and determines the hadronic
contribution to the vacuum polarization to about 15%. Furthermore, one of the
most sensitive limits on muon substructure (A> 800 GeV) is provided, as well as
limits to various speculative modern theories.

The next stage in research on muon g-2 , a measurement to 0.35 ppm at the
Brookhaven AGS, has been proposed. It will determine the contribution to g-2 of
the newly discovered vector bosons W and Z, which mediate the weak interactions.
This virtual radiative contribution is based on the renormalizability of the
theory and is equivalent in the electroweak theory to the Lamb shift in QED.

Historically, the Lamb shift and the electron and muon g-2 played a key role
in the discovery and establishment of modern quantum electrodynamics. Precision
measurements of hyperfine structure intervals and the Zeeman effect in hydrogen,
rauonium and positronlum have provided important tests of QED bound-state theory as
well as values for the magnetic moments of fundamental particles. High energy
experiments can explore the physics of W,Z, and other particles by direct
production and are certainly the definitive way to identify new particles and new
physics which are energetically accessible. On the other hand, it is difficult in
these experiments to study the properties of more massive particles that cannot be
produced by the accelerators. In principle, the existence of heavier particles
can be detected through their effects on the behavior of lighter observed
particles. Precise, sensitive experiments, such as the muon g-2 measurement, will
give us a useful insight into the domain of physics which is not now accessible to
high-energy experiments. In this sense low-energy, high-precision experiments
play a role complementary to that of high energy experiments.

A high precision measurement of a fundamental quantity such as muon g-2 for
which a precise value can be calculated from basic theory provides an important
calibration point for modern particle theory. Not only is this valuable for the
insight it provides about the very high energy regime beyond present accelerators,
but also it may reveal new and deeper aspects of physics within the accessible
energy regime, as was so dramatically illustrated for quantum electrodynamics by

*Supported in part by DOE Contract Number DE-ACO2-76ERO3075 87



the Lamb shift in hydrogen and the anomalous g-value of the electron.

II. Theory Of Muon g-2:

The g-2 value for the electron has been raeasurti to an accuracy of 4 parts
per billion in an experiment in which a single electron is stored in a Penning
trap at low temperature. The experimental value is

a (expt) = 1 159 652 193 (4) x 10"12 (3.4 ppb). (1)

The theoretical value has been computed through terms of order a :
2 3 it

ae(theor) = 0.5 (-2) -0.328 478 966 (-2) + 1.1765 (13) (-2) -0.8 (2.5) (-2) . (2)

Using the value of d determined by the ac-Josephson effect and the gyromagnetic
ratio of the proton5, ae(theor) and ae(expt) are In good agreement.
Alternatively, comparison of ae(expt) and ae(theor) yields ;he most precise
value for the fine structure constant a:

a"1 = 137.035 994(6) (0.04 ppm) (3)

Only the electron and phoion contribute significantly to ae(theor); the
contributions of virtual \i and x leptons as well as virtual hadrons and W~,Z
particles are less than the present h ppb experimental error.

The theoretical value for the anomalous g-value of the muon, ay = (gy-2)/2,
in the standard theory and the present experimental value are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Theoretical and Experimental
Values for a,,.

V V V H—x\* ff-f\>

EKPERIHEHT

a u + - 1 165 911(11) x 10" 9 (9 PI -B)

V • 1 165 957 (12 ) x ) 0 ~ 9 (10 Ppn)

a,, - 1 165 9 2 1 ( 8 - 5 ) > 10~ 9 ( 7 . 3 P P B )

THEORY

a M " S O E D * a KA D »o» * B » E A K SINGLE LOOP DIAGRAMS CONTRIBUTING TO THE HUON oFACTOR

3OED " "-5 * . 116 1U(| 989(1(1) I 1(1"" A«j,(W)« F mU . J i = + j B 9 x w-9

• 0-765 858 10(10)(f)' = 113 219 « 10"n (aT - 12 x 10'1!)

* 24 .073 ( l l ) f i ) . 30 170(11) x ID"11 A „ , . G. mn
J , r,» 2« J 1

>"', _ " • „ ( * ) - _ f—H. » ± 1 (3 -4 cot ew) - 5 J = -i.94x II

110(6) (?) - 108(17) x 10"11 Bir'V?"

a0ED - 1 165 R17.C|<0.3) X 10"9 (0-25 PPB)

[ " j 1 • 137.035 981(12) ((1.09 PPnl] iT V2 JQ »
aHAD " ( ' 0 - 3 • 1-9) X 10" 9 ( 6 0 . 3 t 1 . 6 ) ppn
H W E A | I • ( 1 . 9 3 i 0 .01 ) x 10" 9 ( 1 . 7 > 0-01) PPB

a 1 H " (1 165 9 2 0 . 1 . 2.(1) x 1 0 ' 9 ( 1 . 7 P P M " " ' * V ' V / LV></J, I F ^ J , ^

SOURCES OF ERROR __ 2

a>- - 0.09 PPB • _'„ " "$<* m
u

OED THEORY • 0.23 PPB * " » 2

H.M0H - 1.6 rm S I N2 ^ . 0 i 2 l ? ± o.OH; m # > 7 feV

COMPARISON OF THFORY AND FXPFRIHFHT a t̂wEAK) - (1.95 ± 0.01) X 10"9 (l.67±O.OI)ppm

8 E X P " B T H " ( 3 ' 9 ! R - 7 ) * l n ~ 9 ( 3 - 3 * 7 - 5 ) P P "

Fig. 1. Weak Interaction
FtiMMHFMTAi. CONSTANT N£EDFn FOR DETEHH iHAT;OH OF a,, Contribution to a

H£ • 3 -183 315 17(95) ( 0 - 3 PPB)
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Fig. 3. Experiments to Determine R at Low /s.

Fig. 2b._ Note that the principal contribution and error come from the energy
region /s < 1 GeV and are associated with the p and m resonances. Higher order
hadronic contributions have been evaluated and found to be small. The quantity
a (had) is now known a factor of about 4 better than when the CERN experiment
was reported. However, it will be necessary to determine ay(had) a factor of 5
still better, that is to 0.5%, in order to utilize fully for deriving new physical
information the projected accuracy of 0.35 ppm in a new measurement of a^. As
indicated in Fig. 3 it now seems possible to obtain the required data for
/s < 1 GeV by two independent approaches: (1) With the e*e~ collider at

"10
Novosibirsk, and (2) In fixed target experiments at CERN and at FNAL.

The primary purpose of the proposed experiment is to see whether the
measurement of g-2 confirms the present theoretical picture of the standard
model. It is not at all a foregone conclusion, however, that the measurement
simply confirms the electroweak effect, (Fig. 1), as described by the GSW theory
(or any GUT theories which keep the electroweak sector intact). These may be
nothing but the "low-energy limit" of a more fundamental theory which gives a
completely different prediction for electroweak radiative contributions. The
existence of additional heavier weak gauge bosons "" would also affect g-2.
Alternative electroweak models can have important contributions to au(weak) from
Higgs bosons. The reported observation of anomalous Z decays at CERN,
although not confirmed clearly by more recent data16, may indicate that new
physics is lurking just above 100 GeV. Various attempts17 have already been made
to explain these events in terms of new interactions and new particles (excited
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leptons, for example), and it has been pointed out that the muon g-2 imposes a
severe limitation on the choice of models.

Over a period of many years the muon g-2 value has provided a very good
constraint on theoretical constructs. Theories that attempt to generalize the
standard model in one way or another all have their effect on the muon g-2 value.
Such theories include left-right symmetric theories, theories with light Higgs
scalars, technicolor theories, superaymmetric theories, Kaluza-Klein theories, and
possibly others. Supersymmetric theories for example introduce many new particles
with masses of the order of my, which would contribute to g-2. The present
experimental accuracy eliminates significant mass ranges in some models as
indicated in Fig. 4. An improvement in sensitivity by a factor of 20 would
provide a severe constraint on supersymmetry.

Another type of model building is motivated by the proliferation of the
so-called elementary particles. Such models treat these particles as composites of
several fundamental entities. The present precision of muon g-2 imposes
a lower limit of the order of I TeV on the mass of such constituent particles.
(In contrast the electron g-2 imposes a much weaker constraint on the constituent
mass.) As the effect on a^ of a massive constituent A is given by

6au = m* /A
2, (4)

the more sensitive AGS experiment would test for substructure at the 4 to 5 TeV
level.

Since the discovery of the muon it has been a mystery that the muon seems to
be exactly identical with the electron except for its mass. After many years of
investigation, this mystery has not yet been resolved. Instead, in the standard
theory, it is simply accepted as a fact and used to rationalize the existence of
the second and third generations of elementary particles. In this sense the
mystery has merely deepened, and one of the goals of composite models is the
attempt to solve this mystery. New experimental information treating this subject
will be of fundamental importance to our understanding of the structure of matter,
and in this context the muon g-2 has a crucial role to play.

III. THE EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE MCJON g-2

The goal of the proposed new experiment is a measuretnent of a,, to 0.35 ppm,
a factor o.F 20 improvement over the CERN experiment which achieved 7.3 ppm. After
considering carefully a number of approaches to the measurement c* muon g-2, the
group proposing the new AGS experiment chose a method similar to that used at
CERN. It will involve the storage of polarized muons with momentum of about 3
GeV/c in a 14 m diameter ring with a homogeneous magnetic field, and a quadrupole
electric field to give vertical focusing. Initially pions will be injected into
the ring and polarized muons from plon decay will be captured. The g-2 precession
is observed through the parity-violating correlation between the muon spin
direction and the direction of emission of the decay electron. (Fig. 5).

The famous CERN experiment measured the g-2 precession frequency oia which
is the difference between the spin precession frequency a>8 and the cyclotron
frequency <DC in a known magnetic field B:
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PION INJECTION

Fig. 4. Supersymmetry contribution MAGNET OCTANT

to au. a, b) One loop diagrams.
c) Contribution in the renormalization Fig. 5. General Arrangement of AGS Muon
group model. The zero is at g-2 Experiment.
ay(theor) = ay(QED) + au(had).
Aa (W-S) is the weak contribution.

^ - + ^ - a Bmcf me

eB
mcY

u> = to - u) = — aB,
a s c me

(5)

(6)

(7)

in which a

mass.
= (g-2)/2 is the anomalous g-value of the muon and m is the muon rest

The design of the CERN experiment and also of the proposed AGS experiment is
based upon an important observation about the spin motion In a magnetic and
electric field. The equation for the g-2 precession frequency is given by

R
dt

(8)

in which 9R = (s, 3) is the angle between the muon spin (s*) direction in
its rest frame and the muon velocity (S) direction in the laboratory frame, and
other quantities refer to the laboratory frame. If the bracketed factor

(a = — ) is zero, which is true when y = 29.3 and p = 3.094 GeV/c,

Y -1
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then the g-2 precession frequency is determined by B alone and is independent of
E. This observation allows for a separated function muon storage ring in which a
homogeneous magnetic field B determines the g-2 precession frequency, and an
electric quadrupole field provides vertical weak-focusing for the rauons.

Figures 5,6 and 7 show the overall arrangementj the muon storage ring, and
the quadrupole electrodes. Polarizad rauons fron. pion decay in flight will be
trapped In a large ring magnet with a uniform magnetic tield B of 1,47 T, vertical
focusing being provided by electric quadrupoles distributed more or less uniformly
around the ring. The precession frequency (% of the spin relative to the
momentum vector will be measured by observing the decay electrons emerging on the
inside of the ring. As the angular distribution in the decay rotatea with the
rauon spin, the counting rate for the high energy electrons (emitted more or less
forwards) will be modulated at the precession frequency. ?he field B (Fig. 6) is
designed to be homogeneous to -i ppm over the muon storage area with cross
sectional diameter of 9 cm, and the effective mean field averaged over the muon
orbits is to be determined to 0.1 ppm. The electric quadrupole field (Fig. 7)
will be pulsed with an electrode voltage of -40 kV. Fig. 8 shows the NMR trolley
to be used to measure B in the muon storage region. Fig. 9 shows an electron
calorimeter based on a Pb-scintillator shower counter. Table I gives design
parameters for the AGS experiment.

The g-2 precession frequency
counting data fitted to

ua will be deduced from the decay electron

N = N^exp (-t/i) (l - A cos(iuat + (9)

TOP VIEW CROSS SECTION

Fig . 6. Storage Ring Magnet.



Here ay(QED) arises from the virtual
photons and charged leptons, a^Chad)
and a., (weak) arisses from the virtual
and Higgs particles. In contrast to
the QED effect, the muon g-2 is much
distances because of the larger mass

radiative contributions of QED involving
arises from virtual hadron contributions,
radiative contributions involving the W, Z
the electron anomaly, which is dominated by
more sensitive to physics at smaller
scale.

The weak contribution8 arises from single loop Feynman diagrams involving W,Z
and <j> as shown in Fig. 1 and is analogous to Lamb shift or ge~

2 radiative
corrections in QED. The uncertainty arises from the quoted error in sin % , but
does not include any estimate of higher order weak contributions. An essential
feature of this calculation is the renormalizability of the electroweak theory,
which has not yet been adequately tested by experiment. Renormalization of a
field theory is in general required to obtain finite predictions for the contri-
butions of loop diagrams, which involve virtual particles of all momenta, and it
is only through the study of loop diagrams or virtual radiative corrections that a
test of the renormalization procedure of a theory can be made. No effects from
loop diagrams involving virtual W and Z have yet been observed.

The hadronic vacuum polarization contribution is substantial and its
uncertainty is the dominant error in a (theor). The strong interactions contri-
bute to a^ principally through the vacuum polarization diagrams, and this con-
tribution can be expressed as shown in Fig. 2a. Since it is not yet possible to
compute R(s) from QCD theory, measured values of R(s) from e+e~ colliders are used
to evaluate au(had). A careful tabulation of measured values of R(s) and of
their contributions to ayChad) has been done and is summarized in the graph of

CONTRIBUTIONS TO B^ (tad) ( 1 0 " l 0 )

R ls ) =

K ( s )

cr,0

ds

e ~ * h a d r o n s )

o;,,, le'e' —

K(») INCREASES M0NOTON1CALLY TO I AS I m.
o^lhad1"1) IS CALCULABLE FROM MEASURED R(s)-

( a )

1 1 1 1 1 -

•*" u—3fl-i 3

* d>i 3
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• Background:
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Fig. 2(a). Principal Hadronic Contribution to a .
(b). Tabulation of Specific Hadronic Contributions to
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Table 2. Parameters of AGS Experimei

Magnet
Orbit radius
Central magnetic field
Magnet gap
Pole width

Storage Systems
Storage aperture diameter
Vertical focusing by electric
quadrupole field (pulsed 1 ms)

Particle Injection
Pulsad magnetic inflector
IT-p decay

Muon Morion In Storage Ring
Garama, y
Momentum, p u

Lifetime, T
Orbital frequency, fc
Orbical period, T C

g-2 precession frequency, fa
g-2 period, Ta

Number electron shower detectors
Intensity data

Proton per rf bunch with booster
Bunches injected per ring fill
Fills per AGS cycle
Pions injected per fill
Muons storfed per fill
Electron counts per fill

Running Time
Statistical error In a^
Systematic errors
Overall error

7.0 m
1.47 T
18 cm
56 cm

9 cm

40 kV

29.3
3.094 GeV/c
64.4 us
6.81 MHz
147 ns
0.2327 MHz
4.3 us
80

4.2 x 10lz

2
3
1.07 ;c 108

1.4 x 10u

2.8 x 103

1500 hrs
0.3 ppm
0.2 ppm
0.35 ppm

in which ir = laboratory muon lifetime. The asymmetry parameter A is the product
of the stored muon polarizaLion and the asymmetry in u~e decay which is a function
of electron energy and the angular and energy spread of the electrons that are
accepted by the detection system.

BRUSHES

Fig. 7. Configuration of the Quadrupole
Electrodes.
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NMR ELECTRONICS

NCR

Fig. 8. Trolley and
NMR Probe
Matrix.

Fig. 9. Electron Colorimeter.

.wavelength shifting bar

12 LR Sandwich

ft
ToPMT

In addition to values of iua and B, determination of a u from Eq. (8)
requires a value of the constant (e/rac). Since B is measured by a proton
resonance frequency ojp (corrected for molecular and bulk diamagnetic shielding),
the constant needed is:

W (10)

and au is then given by

R/(X-R), (11)

where R U) /id ,
a p

The projected counting rates and errors are given in Table 3. The CERN
experiment was dominated by the statistical error of 7.0 ppm, and the largest
systematic error was an uncertainty of 1.5 ppra in 8. For the AGS experiment the
primary proton beam average intensity will be about 100 times that available at
CERN, so the statistical error in determining uia is projected to be 0.3 ppm. An
improved storage ring magnet and NMR system should reduce the systematic error in
B to about 0.1 ppm. Other systematic errors should be small enough to allow a
determination of a to 0.35 ppm.
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Table 3. AGS Experiment
Counting Rates and Statistical Errors

Storage aperture diameter
Protons per rf bunch with booster
Bunches ejected per ring fill
Protons per fill
Pion Ap/p
Pions at itiflector exit per fiil(l.28x10 per 10 protons)
Muons stored per flll(at 134 ppm capture efficiency)
Electrons counted above 1.6 GeV per f111(20% of the decays)
Fills per AGS cycled,4 s)
Fraction of AGS protons used
Fills per hour
Electron counts per hour
Running time for 0.3 ppm (i std. dev.)

90 mm
4.2x10I2

8.4x1012

±0.6%
1.07x108

14x10
2.8x10d

3
50%
7714
22x106

1288 hours

SOURCE
Systematic Errors
COMMENTS ERROR (ppm)

Magnetic field

Electric field
Correction

Pitch correction
Particle losses
Timing error

Includes absolute calibration
of NMR probes and averaging
over space, time, and muon
distribution.
0.7 ppm correction

0.4 ppm correction

0.1

0.03

0.02
0.05
0.01

TOTAL (in quadrature) 0.12

We note that LAMPF I I would be superior to AGS for the muon g-2 measurement.
Probably muon in jec t ion into the s torage r ing with the use of a ful l aper ture
kicker would be the preferred approach. A precision of 0.1 ppm in determining
au can be reasonably contemplated.
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HIGH RESOLUTION LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF ATOMIC HYDROGEN:
ADVANCES AND PROSPECTS

T. W. Hansch, R. G. Beausoleil, B. Couillaud,
E. A, Hildum, and D. H. Mclntyre

Department of Physics, Stanford University,
Stanford, CA 94305, USA

Recent advances in high resolut ion laser spectroscopy of the simple
hydrogen atom promise exciting new opportunities for t e s t s of fundamental
physics laws and for precision measurements of the Rydberg constant , the
proton/electron mass ra t io , and the charge radii of the proton and deuteron.

The 1S-2S two-photon t rans i t ion , with i t s predicted natural linewidth of
only 1.3 Hz, has long been at the center of our e f fo r t s at Stanford.1 In a
recent pulsed experiment,2 we have reached a resolu t ion of 3 pa r t s in 10s by
observing this t rans i t ion with Doppler-free two-photon spectroscopy in an atomic
beam. The necessary 243 nm radiation is generated with the help of a 486 nm cw
dye laser o s c i l l a t o r , an excimer-laser-pumped pulsed dye laser amplifier, a
confo r l f i l t e r interferometer servo-locked to the cw osc i l l a to r , and a urea
frequency doubler. The signal is observed via photoionization of the metastable
2S s t a t e . With an in ter ferometr ica l ly cal ibrated absorption l ine of l30Te2 near
436 nm as the r e fe renced the absolute frequency of the 1S-2S in terva l has been
measured as f(1S-2S) = 2 466 061 395.6(4.8) MHz. A new value of the Rydberg
constant, R^ = 109 737.314 92(21) cm"1, derived from th i s r e s u l t , i s not in good
agreement with the most recent previous value derived from the frequency of
Balmer-a.1*

Much improvement can be gained if the 1S-2S t rans i t ion is excited by highly
monochromatic continuous-wave radiat ion. After many prior fu t i l e a t tempts , a
successful such experiment has recent ly been reported by C. J. Foot et a l .5
Several mil l iwat ts of cw radiation at 243 nm are generated by summing the
frequency of a 351 nm argon lase r and a 789 nm dye l a se r in a 90° phase-matched
c rys t a l of potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP). A resolut ion of 5 pa r t s in 109

has been achieved by simply observing the hydrogen atoms in a gas c e l l a t room
temperature. A new absolute frequency measurement of 1S-2S using cw excitation
is presently underway at Stanford. The reference i s again provided by a 486 nm
cw dye laser which is servo-locked to a cal ibrated l ine of 130Te2. An external
urea crystal produces a few nW of second harmonic radiat ion in near coincidence
with the 243 nm radiation from the sum-frequency generator , so tha t an rf beat
signal can be observed for a precise frequency comparison.

By using straightforward means, we expect to improve the resolut ion of the
hydrogen 1S-2S t rans i t ion by another 3 orders of magnitude in the near future.
The laser linewidth can be much reduced by in te rna l or external frequency
s tab i l i ze r s with f a s t servo response.6 in order to reduce t r ans i t broadening,
the interaction time can be extended by directing an atomic beam along the l ight
waves, or by two-photon optical Ramsey spectroscopy with two spa t i a l l y
separated interact ion regions. More improvement is gained if the hydrogen beam
is cooled to liquid helium temperature. For experiments in the more distant
future, we are considering optical Ramsey spectroscopy in an "atomic fountain."7

An elaborate frequency chain could be designed to compare the 1S-2S
frequency d i rec t ly with the cesium frequency standard. Such a measurement
would yield a much improved Rydberg constant, improving the link between the
time standard and the system of fundamental cons tan ts . However, i t cannot by
i t s e l f serve as a t e s t of basic physics laws, since the cesium hyperfine
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splitting is not well understood theoretically.
I t appears more interesting to compare the 1S-2S transition with other

optical frequencies that can also be calculated from first principles, such as
other transitions in the hydrogen atom itself. One obvious candidate is the
486 nm n=2+1 Balmer-B line, used in earlier pulsed measurements of the 1S Lamb
shift.1 However, the large natural linewidth (=14 MHz) of even the narrowest
fine structure components limits the potential accuracy. Much sharper
resonances can be expected for two-photon transitions from the metastable 2S
state to long lived highly excited nS Rydberg states,8 if perturbing electric
fields are avoided. The excitation of levels with n=100 would require a laser
wavelength near 729 nm, slightly more than 3 times larger than the 2*»3 nm of
the 1S-2S resonance, and it should be feasible to compare the two frequencies
with extreme precision by detecting a microwave beat signal between the
ultraviolet light and the third harmonic of the red laser.

A direct comparison of the hydrogen 1S-2S transition with the con •ssponding
transitions in positronium^ or muonium would also be most interesting. High
resolution laser spectroscopy of these purely leptonic atoms avoids the
complications of nuclear structure effects, but the resolution will ultimately
be limited by annihilation or muon decay. The expected natural linewidth limits
are illustrated in Fig. 1, together with current uncertainties in the calculation
of the hydrogen 1S-2S interval.

Hz -I

1510

1012.

109 .

106 _,

10

10

3 .

0 .

posltronlum rnuonlum hydrogen

e+e~ p+e~ p+e~

2—photon decay

f (1S-2S)

Doppler width
(T=300 K)

uncertainties:
Rro ( ic r9 )
higher order QED
<rp> (2.5-10-2)
self-energy
m e /m p (2-1CT8)
alpha (9-1CT8)

natural linewidth

Fig. 1 Comparison of the 1S-2S intervals in positronium, muonium, and hydrogen,
illustrating natural linewidths and theoretical uncertainties. The data
points A (Ref. 9) and B (Ref. 5) indicate the experimental resolution
reached by Doppler-free two-photon spectrosoopy.
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Although quantum electrodynamics is believed to provide a very good theory
for the hydrogen atom, the accuracy of computed energy levels1 0-1 1 is limited by
the uncertainties of fundamental constants, unknown nuclear size and structure
effects, and computational approximations. Some of the uncertainties estimated
here are smaller than those given in Ref, 5, since they are based on more recent
precision measurements and data analyses. As shown in Figs, 1 and 2, the
dominant cuntrj-bution to the uncertainty of the frequency f̂  = f(1S-2S) is
presently the uncertainty of the Rydberg constant*1

(AR»/R<» =» 10~9;&fH = 2.5 MHz). Precision measurements of fjj can improve the
Rydberg constant until we approach the uncertainties due to the rms charge
radius of the proton (=2.5x10~a: 50 kHz) and the proton/electron mass ratio13
(2x10~8; 30 kHz). (Estimates of the accuracy of the measured proton charge
radius s t i l l differ widely. The uncertainty chosen here is somewhat larger than
that quoted in Ref. 12.) Additional uncertainties of comparable magnitude arise
from approximations in the computation of the one-photon self-energy for an
electron bound in a Coulomb field11 (35 kHz) and uncalculated higher order QED
effects1 0 (50 kHz).

Fortunately, important cancellations of some of these uncertainties can
occur if different transitions are compared. For instance, the uncertainty of
the Rydberg constant and the QED approximations are unimportant for the
hydrogen--deuterium 1S-2S isotope shift fp-fH (Fig- 2). Precision measurements of
this shift have been suggested as a means to determine an accurate
proton/electron mass rat io.1 However, after the much improved measurements of
van Dyck et a l . 1 3, this mass ratio contributes now only 15 kHz to the
uncertainty of the isotope shift, while the dominant contribution is due to
nuclear size effects (H:=50 kHz, D:=90 kHz).

m p

alpha
<rH>
<rD>

(2-10~8)
(9-1CT8)

(2.5-10~2)
(7-1CT3)

higher order QED

Fig. 2 Uncertainties of predicted simple and composite hydrogen frequencies.
The frequency fH = f(iS-2S) and i t s deuterium-hydrogen isotope shift
fD-fH are compared with f'H = fH - 7/(4+2i|/n3) df and i t s isotope shift
f'n-f'H. where df = f(1S-2S)-3f(2S-nS). The l a t t e r frequencies are
independent of nuclear size effects and uncalculated higher order QED
corrections.
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Above, we have proposed to measure the small difference frequency df =
f(1S-2S) - 3 f(2S-nS). This frequency depends critically on the Lamb shifts of
the participating levels. For n=10Q, the theoretical uncertainty is dominated by
approximations in the computation of electron structure corrections and
uncalculated higher order QED corrections (65 kHz), while the proton size
contributes about 25 kHz. The contributions of the Rydberg constant (1 kHz), the
proton/electron mass ratio (0.02 kHz), and the fine structure constant (4 kHz)
are negligible, by comparison. If the QED calculations are improved, and if
theory is correct, a precision measurement of df can provide accurate new values
for the charge radii of the proton and deuteron.

It is possible to construct composite frequencies which no longer depend on
energy shifts which scale with the inverse cube of the principal quantum
number.5 Such frequencies are thus independent of nuclear size, and they no
longer depend on uncalculated higher order QED effects. One interesting example
is the frequency f'n = f(1S-2S) - 7/(4+2U/n3) df, obtained by subtracting a small
measurable correction from the optical frequency f̂ . As illustrated in Fig. 2,
this composite frequency and its isotope shift f'ô f'H c a n b e predicted with much
less uncertainty than the original frequencies fn and fD~fH- A Precision
measurement of the isotope shift f'p-f'jj could serve to find an improved value
of the proton/electron mass ratio. Together with this ratio, a measurement of
the optical frequency f'̂  can provide a very accurate Rydberg constant, limited
only by current approximations in the computation of the lowest order self-
energy corrections.11

Very stringent tests of basic physics laws will become possible, if
accurate values for the above fundamental constants become available from
independent experiments.
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Foundation under Grant No. NSF PHY83~O8721 and by the U.S. Office of Naval
Research under Contract ONR N00014-C-0403. One of us (DHM) wishes to
acknowledge a Predoctoral Fellowship from the National Science Foundation.
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AND THE pHe-2S-LIFETIME

#*************************«***************
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C. Luchinger*. R. Schaeren*. D. Taqqu**, J. Unternahrer*
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1. Lambshift measurements in the lightest muonic atoms.

The measurement of the Lambshift, i.e. the 2S-2P energy difference, in the
lightest muonic atoms jtfp, ̂ *d, fJ He, and fA He leads to precise tests of the
vacuum polarization and to the determination of the nuclear charge radii [lj. A
good experimental precision can be attained by using laser resonance techniques.
The natural linewidth is only 300 ppm in the case ofywH and 1000 ppm for UHe.
The wavelength corresponding to the 2S-2P energy differences are around 6 i* for
»̂H and 0.9U for uHe atoms.

4
The muonic Lambshift has been measured so far only for LK He atoms in a

pioneering experiment of Zavattini et al. [2] using a gaseous He target at
40 atm and an infrared dye laser. If the He rms charge radius is taken from
electron scattering experiments, the vacuum polarization contribution is
verified to 1700 ppm which is, at present, one of the best tests of this
specific QED effect. Since the situation concerning the 2S lifetime is unclear
at high gas densities (see below), we are preparing an experiment at SIN to

the u He Lambshift at 30 Torr He pressure in the '^4-bottle"remeasure the u
apparatus [3] .

3 3
Similar measurements will be performed later with u He atoms. The He

nuclear charge radius contributes with about 25 % to the Lambshift. If the QED
terms are calculated on the level tested in others-atoms, the He radius can be
determined with an error much smaller than in electron scattering experiments.
In a second generation of ̂ 4 He Lambshift experiments, it will be possible to
determine the hfs splitting of the 2S state on the 200 ppm level by measuring
precisely two suitable 2S-2P transitions. This measurement is sensible to the
magnetic form factor (Bohr-Weisskopf effect) and anomalous interactions of the
muon [4,5] .

Ultimately, the combined determination of the ywp- and îd Lambshift will
simultaneously test the vacuum polarization on the 50 ppm level and determine
the proton radius with 0.1 % error. Much preciser measurements could be
performed if a f* -beam with extremely small phase space is available, as has
been proposed at SIN by Taqqu. Lasers operating with several kHz repetition
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rate can then be used to determine the jmp hfs splitting on the 10 ppm level with
the method mentioned for ijlHe. it will be of particular interest to combine the
up Lambshift- and hfs-measurements with the corresponding ones in the ordinary
H-atom.

2. The "muon-bottle" apparatus.

The muonic Lambshift measurements mentioned above require the formation of
the muonic atom in the metastable 2S state. 2S-lifetimes of the order of 1 JAS
can be attained at gas pressures below 0.5 Torr in the case of up and 50 Torr
for i*He atoms.

The conventional technique to stop a beam of negative muons in a gas target
is inadequate at pressures below /v» 1 atm, since the number of stopped muons
drops approximatively proportional with pressure, whereas the background level
remains more or less constant. This problem had been overcome with the "muon
bottle", an apparatus which was developed specifically for measurements on pi p
and (imHe) atoms at gas pressures in the Tovr- or even sub-Torr region
(1 Torr = 1.3 10 atm) [6,7]. The principle of this; technique is to inject
negative pions of 40 MeV/c momentum axially into a magnetic bottle filled with
the target gas. A quarter of the pions decays in flight within the bottle. The
muons from "backward decay" have very low momenta in the lab system and are
trapped on helical orbits. These muons are then slowed down due to excitation
and ionization of target atoms, until they form a muonic atom. The uv light
from primary scintillation produced during the slowing down process is detected
by photomultipliers coated with a wavelength-shifter. The detection of
"stop-light" makes it possible to trigger a laser inducing the 2S-»2P
transitions.

The stop rates of negative muons in H or He gas are 500/s at 1 Torr,
5000/s at 30 Torr, and 8000/s at 1 atm (120 fAk primary proton beam, 3 10 ff/s
at 40 MeV/c). At the lowest pressures, only muons of not too high initial
energies (*%» 200 keV at 1 Torr) can be slowed down within their lifetime. Above
30 Torr, the stop rate increases very slowly with pressure because the geometry
restricts the maximum radius of the muon orbit to a value corresponding to an
energy of about 2 MeV.

To detect the low-energy X-rays from the muonic cascade in the pp and
atoms, detectors with large efficient area were needed to cover a sizeable solid
angle. A good energy resolution was achieved by the use of xenon gas
scintillation proportional chambers (GSPC). The known principles had to be
adapted to the special requirements of an experiment in particle physics. The
details are described in ref. [8] and [9]. A relative energy resolution of
16 % (FWHM) and a time resolution of 80 ns (FWHM) was obtained at 2 keV. The Xe
gas of the GSPC's is separated from the target volume by a 5 urn thick aluminized
Mylar foil which is sustained by tungsten wires to hold a pressure difference up
to 1 atm. The window diameter (efficient area) is 20 cm. The efficiency for
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the detection of soft X-rays, which is limited by the window thickness, is good
down to an X-ray energy of 1.5 keV. Ionizing particles traversing the chamber
are discriminated against X-rays with very high effectiveness by means of a
pulse shape analysis.

3. Lifetime of metastable 2S muonic helium ions.

Preceding investigations of zhe metaauaole 2b muonic helium ion (yu He)
at 7 atm [lOJ and 10 to 50 atm [llj have shown only small deviations of the
lifetime Xro from the 'vacuum1 value x£= (AM+^OX) = 1.75 yas. ( JL, is the
muon decay rate and X = 1.18-10 s"' the 2S-»»1S two-photon transition rate.)
These earlier results strongly disagree with theoretical predictions: The rate
for radiative quenching due to Stark mixing of the 2S and 2P state during
collisions with neighbouring He atoms has been calculated by several
authors [l2-14j and is predicted to be at least two orders of magnitude larger
than the experimental limit (obtained at 7 atm FlOJ).

This has been explained via the formation of a cluster of He atoms around
the muonic ion which may prevent interactions of the ion with other He
atoms [ll,12J. A newer calculation [15] indicates, however, that molecular
vibrations at the centre of a cluster cause an alternating electric field which
is strong enough to rapidly quench the muonic 2S state.

In an experiment recently performed with the "muon botLle" apparatus at
SIN, the ^>»He-2S-lifetime has been measured in a gaseous target at pressures
between 50 Torr and 6 atm. A description of the experiment together with a
discussion of the resulting X-ray - time- and energy distributions is given in
ref. fl6j. Only the most important results will be summarized here.

At subatroospheric He pressures, delayed 2P-»4S transitions (8.2 keV) caused
by radiative quenching of the metastable 2S state were detected. The time
distribution of these delayed X-rays is well described by an exponential. The
corresponding lifetimes %s^ pH ^ w e r e fitted by means of a least squares
procedure. The resulting values are confirmed by the observation of two-photon
2S-»1S transitions at pressures below 200 Torr. The two X-rays could be
measured in coincidence since two detectors (Xe GSPC) were available.

At 6 atm, no significant effect was measured. The upper limit on the 2S
lifetime, resulting from the absence of delayed two-photon transitions, is
T 2o <

 1 5° ns- A n upper limit T ^ < 15 ns is obtained assuming radiative
quenching as observed at lower pressures.

From the measured total disappearance rate of the 2S state,

X t t(P »«)_j[T2S(PHe)] , the pressure-independent decay rate X = XJ»+ ApX =
5.7"10s s was subtracted to get the 2S-quenching ra?e X n(P H ) =
"Xtot(PHe) ~ "X.Q-

 A n excellent fit to ^ Q(p H ) was obtained with the sum of a
linear and a quadratic term in the He density p :
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2.
1 THe ' "2 ̂ He= kl ?He + k2 <?H

with

-13 3 -1
k = (1.1 + 0.4) • 10 cm s

k = (6.2 + 0.6) • 10~ cm s~ .

The dominant quadratic term is easily interpreted with the model of

Cohen [l5]: Molecular ions are formed in three-body collisions

(/*He)2S + He + He "*fHe-(/'|He)'2sl + He>

and the 2S states are quickly quenched within the molecules. In the ground

vibratio".al state of the diatomic molecular ion He-fyj<He) , the calculated 2S

quenching rate is X = 6-10 s , independent of th'- gas pressure. Since

the rate for the formation of molecular ions in three-body collisions depends

quadratically on the pressure, the quadratic term of the measured quenching rate

is to be interpreted as the rate of molecular ion formation. The value for k

is in close agreement with the measured three-body rate coefficient for the

formation of Het in the helium afterglow (as was presumed in ref. [l5J).

Clearly, this quadratic dependence cannot be extrapolated to higher pressures,

where the 2S quenching rate is limited by the rate X of Stark transitions

induced by the vibrating molecular ion. The result at 6 atm gives a lower limit

for Xc, which is in accordance with the prediction j_15j.

At subatmospheric pressures, our data are well described with the simple

model of the formation of diatomic molecular ions, where the 2S-states are

quenched rapidly. At pressures above a few atmospheres, the situation is more

complicated since triatomic molecules He-^wHe -He may be formed before the 2S

state is quenched in the diatomic molecule. The calculated Stark-mixing rate is

an order of magnitude lower in the triatomic configuration Q15J• ^ i s

therefore possible that T is in the order of 100 ns at high pressures, but, at

present, no working model exists which is able to explain a 2S-lifetime as long

as was necessary to perform the Lamb-shift experiment in u He [2J.

4. Lasers for Lambshift Measurements in Muonic Atoms.

The Lambshift in the lightest muonic atoms corresponds to wavelengths

around 6}* (6 lines) for the up system, 812 and 897 nm for u He, and 6 lines

between 522 and 1061 nm for JJ He. Since a measurement of the Lambshift consists

in dete>mining the exact wavelength of the transition, the laser must be

continuously tunable over the region of interest. Further requirements are high

peak power (typically 100 mJ in less than 50 ns pulses) and short delay after a

trigger. In order to keep the runtime of the experiment at a reasonable level,

the repetition rate should be as high as possible. In practically all
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experimental setups a low divergence laser beam is required.

In the following we will concentrate on wavelengths slightly above 800 nm,
which cover at least one transition in both the u He and u He atoms. A natural
choice for this region of wavelengths are dye lasers, pumped with a "fast"
laser. A suitable dye is for example styril 9, with a tuning range from 785 to
830 nm. For the pump laser, several possibilities are open:

- Eximer lasers are gas lasers pumped with a fast discharge and allow fast
triggering. The pulse duration is 20...40 ns5 and the energy per shot up to
0.5 J. The repetition rate can exceed 100 Hz. XeF* lases at 351 nm, a
wavelength that pumps styril 9, but not efficiently.

- Ruby lases at 694 nm and is a 3 level solid state laser. It is pumped by
flashlamps. It has a long storage time (3 ms), and needs Q-switching for a
fast synchronization. High energies can be obtained at low repetition rates
(typically 1 Hz).

- Nd:YAG lasers are 4 level solid state lasers at 1064 nm. They are pumped by
flashlamps and have a storage time of 240 us. To be useful to pump a near
infrared dye, they must be Q-switched and frequency doubled. The repetition
rate lies in between an eximer and a ruby laser. In an oscillator -
amplifier configuration up to 1 J per pulse can be extracted.

In the SIN experiment, the YAG laser system consists of a Q-switched
oscillator delivering 20 mJ, and a preamplifier with an output energy of 200 mJ.
The beam is then split into three parts to be fed into three amplifiers in
parallel. Each amplifier delivers 0.6 J and is followed by a frequency doubling
crystal (KD*P), a harmonic beamsplitter (to take the green light out of the
beam), and a second doubling crystal followed by a final harmonic beamsplitter.
This configuration converts 60 % of the laser output into six beams of green
light (1 J at 532 nm). These six beams pump the dye laser consisting of an
oscillator and two amplifiers in series. The dye laser has a conversion
efficiency of 15 % and delivers an energy of 150 mJ at 812 nm.

To synchronize the laser with the detection of a y-stop signal (around 1000
per second), the YAG laser is asynchronously pumped to the maximum inversion
level and kept there for typically 1 ms. If during that time a y-stop is
detected, the YAG oscillator is Q-switched, and the energy stored in the
inversion is released in a 15 ns long giant pulse. By this method of
synchronization, the average thermal load of the YAG crystals is five times
higher than it would be in a system with no synchronization requirements, and
the repetition rate is limited to about 7 Hz. Above that value, thermal
focusing spoils the beam quality and lowers the frequency doubling efficiency
and hence the dye laser output energy.
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DEEP INELASTIC LEPTON SCATTERING FROM NUCLEONS AND NUCLEI

Edmond L. Berger
High Energy Physics Division
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

A pedagogical review Is presented of results obtained from

inclusive deep inelastic scattering of leptons from nucleons and

nuclei, with particular emphasis on open questions to be explored

in future experiments.

Inclusive deep-inelastic scattering of leptons from nucleons and nuclei

has had an enormous impact on our understanding of the fundamental

constituents of matter and of the interactions among them. The quark,

antiquark, and gluon constituents of nucleons and nuclei were discovered in

deep inelastic electron scattering; their properties have been elucidated by

an impressive series of experiments over the past fifteen years with both

neutrino and charged lepton beams. Data on scaling deviations yield "gold-

plated" tests of quantum chromodyaai..'.cs (QCD) and provide determinations of

the strong coupling strength, c_. From the ratio of neutral-current to
s

charged-current neutrino croos sections, measurements have been made of sin^6w

crucial to tests of unified electroweak theory. Finally, the field is rich in

the potential for new discoveries including, perhaps, flavor-antiflavor

mixing, neutrino oscillations, substructure of leptons and quarks, and states

predicted by supersymmetry.
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In my talk at the Workshop, I concentrated on the properties and behavior

of the constituents of nucleons and nuclei , as determined from deep Inelast ic

experiments, and on tests of quantum chromodynamics. The selection of topics

In the outline below was guided by the poss ibi l i ty of further experimental work:

Definitions of F^, F2, F3, and R = a^/0^

Parton Modal; Properties of Parton Densities; Sum Rules

Scaling Deviations; QGD

Nuclear Dependence (EMC Effect)

Massive Lepton Pair Production

Further Experiments

In this summary, I w i l l avoid repeating material available in numerous gooi

reviews, providing instead references to those papers.

1. Kinematics and Definitions

For £N -»• £'X, q i s the four vector momentum transfer from the i n i t i a l

lepton I to the f inal lepton I* , and v i s the energy transfer measured in the

reference frame in which target N with mass M is at res t . Symbol X represents

an inclusive sum over a l l final s ta tes . I t Is conventional to define Q* =•• -q ,

and two scaling variables x = Q /̂2Mv and y = v/E. The deep inelastic domain is

that in which v and Q̂  are both "large" ( I . e . greater than a few GeV^).

In ©1 + A'X, with I = e, \i, or v, the structure of the lepton vertex Is

well known, and one particle (photon or vector boson) exchange i s a good

approximation. The deep inelastic data determine the total current-nucleon

cross sections: a (yN) , a(W*N),.... This physics i s usually expressed In

terms of dimensionless structure functions, designated F^(x,Q^) in the spin

averaged case:

H.«[F*W>(1-T-

(2)

dxdy
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One may also replace the set (F^.F^ by the set (F 2 ,R) , where R = a^lo? = (F2 -

2xFi)/2xFi •; OP and o> are virtual y nucleon cross sections for absorption of

transversely and longitudinally polarized virtual y**8- Because data2 show

that R » 0, within, say, ilO%, one practical advantage of this replacement i s a

simplification of Eqs. (1) and ( 2 ) . If R = 0 i s inserted in the equations, one

may use data on uN + u'X to determine F ^ direct ly , and use data on vN + u"X

and vN + \fx to i so la te F ^ and Fj1*. The current data sample3 extends in Q2 up

to about 200 GeV2.

2. Parton Model; Parton Properties; Sum Rules

The fact that F2(x,Q2) i s nearly independent of Q2 (approximate scaling)

led to the hypothesis that deep ine las t i c scattering occurs at large Q from

pointlike, approximately free constituents of hadrons, called partons.^ The

l ight front fraction of the momentum of the target N carried by parton i i s z =

(E + P L ) I / ( E + PL^N* where E and p^ are the energy and the longitudinal

component of momentum, k function f^(z) may be defined to represent the number

density of partons of type i (zf^(z) i s then a fractional longitudinal momentum

density).

In the parton model, both z and f^(z) are measurable quantit ies. Indeed,

z = x, with x determined from the lepton kinematics, as mentioned above.

Letting q*(x,Q ) and q?(x,Q ) represent the number density of quarks and

antiquarks of flavor f, one may express

F̂  («iQ > = I e fx[q f(x,Q ) + q f(x,Q ) ] . (3)

Thus, the observable F ^ measures the fraction of momentum of the target N

carried by quarks and antiquarks, weighted by the squares of the fractional

quark charges e^.

Invoking isospin symmetry, one may refer quark and antiquark densit ies to

those of the proton: e.g. for the up and down flavors, u(x) = u_(x) = dn(x)

and d(x) = dp(x) = un(x); subscripts p and n denote proton and neutron. For

the strange quark ocean, sp(x) = sn (x) = s(x) = s ( x ) . In terms of these,
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= x[|(u(x) + u(x)) + i (d(x) + a(x)) + | s(x)] 5

F^U) = x[A(d(x) + a(x)) + I (u(x) + u(x)) + | s(x) ] .

I have ignored small contributions from the charm, bottom, and top quark

oceans.

For neutrino and antineutrino charged current processes (vN + u"X, v»N +

y+X) on an "isoscalar" target N containing an equal number of protons and

neutrons, the structure functions per nucleon are

2xF^N = x [ u + d + u + d + 2 s ] ;

xF^N = x[u + d - u - d + 2 s ] ; (5)

J\M r J - J n l
x F _ = x [ u + d - u - d - 2 s J .

Note that the F2 structure function provides information on the sum q^(x) +

q"f(x), whereas F3 yields the difference. Together, the two may be used to

iso ls te the nucleon ocean q"f(x) from qf(x).

Since the hadronic bound problem is yet unsolved, the x dependence of

q(x,Q2) has not been computed theoretically from f i r s t principles. Its

evolution with Qz i s predicted in QCD perturbation theory.3 On the other hand,

statements can be made about the behaviors expected as x + 0 or as x + 1. At

small x, Regge theory may be used.^ A deep-inelastic structure function i s

treated as a total cross section for scattering of a virtual photon from a

hadron. According to the optical theorem, this i s related to the forward

elast ic amplitude for virtual photon-hadron scattering. If the x + 0 behavior

of a distribution function f^(x) i s dominated by a simple Regge pole, R, with

intercept ct= o^(O) r. then the distribution is predicted to be proportional to

x"a (at small x ) . For x + 1, a region in which the QCD bound state wave

function i s probed, counting rules7 specify that f ^ x ) = ( l -x ) 2 "" 1 , where n is

the number of spectator constituents in the hadron.

A number of crucial properties of partons and parton densities may be

determined directly from deep inelast ic data. Those which refer to parton
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properties such as spin and fractional charge confirm the Identif ication of the

charged partons as the quarks and antiquarks of the spectroscopic quark model.

Spin. That the charged partons are predominately objects with spin- l /2 is

demonstrated by the fact that R = aL/otj = 0 . This i s known as the Callan-Gross

re lat ion . 8 If the spin were instead zero, ô  would be dominant. Perturbative

QCD predicts9 that R(x) should Increase with x as x + 0 and Q2 grows. This

behavior Is associated with the QCD subprocess y g + qq. Precise data would

help to refine our understanding of the gluon distribution g(x,Q2) . At large x

and modest Q2, high-twist e f f ec t s 1 0 (diquarks?) yield f in i t e values of R.

Charge. That the charged partons carry fractional charges (2/3,-1/3) i s

demonstrated by the approximate equality1 1 F^N(x,Q2)/F^|N(x,Q2) <=• 18/5.

Helicity. As shown in Fig. 1, data1 2 on the polarizaticn distribution of

quarks in a proton show that quark spins are aligned preferentially along the

direction of the parent nucleon's spin, with the alignment becoming more

pronounced as x grows. The present data sample is limited to the interval

O.i < x < 0.65. Precise data at smaller x would permit tests of sum rules as

well as tests of expected Regge behavior. Above x = 0.65 one may speculate

whether A ~ I as x + 1 or whether A saturates at perhaps A = 2/3. Information

at large x is important for detailed tests of bound state models. Data with

polarized neutron targets i s essential for tests of the Bjorken sum rule . 1 ^

Given the advances in polarized target technology, i t should be possible now to

obtain more precise data than those shown in Fig. i . Intense polarized muon

beams at LAMPF II might be used for these experiments.

Number of Valence Quarks. The Gross-Llewellyn Smith sum ruie1^ measures

the excess number of quarks over antiquarks in a nucleon. In the simple quark-

par ton model, one expects this difference to be precisely 3. Gluonic radiative

processes and higher twist terms in QCD reduce the expectation*^ at f in i t e

Q2. Data obtained by the CCFRR collaboration1 6 a t Fermilab are shown in

Fig. 2. When data are extrapolated to cover the fu l l range in x, the

integral / F3dx = 2.81 -t 0.10, entirely consistent with expectations. A close

examination of Fig. 2 indicates that precise data are desirable at higher

values of Q2 and at smaller values of x. These important results should be

forthcoming from the Tevatron fixed target program at Fermilab.
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Dp and Down Quark Penalties. Data from different sources are collected•

In Fig. 3 on the rat io of the down quark to up quark dens i t ies , d(x) /u(x) . The

naive guess that d/u => 0.5 for a l l x i s inconsistent with the data, as i s

another expectation derived from a speci f ic diquark parametrization. °>*9

Important for bound state models i s the unexplored large x region, x >, 0 .8 , in

Fig. 3. Once up and down quark densit ies are determined, one can te s t the

Adler sum ru le , 2 0 / (u(x) - d(x))dx = 1. The CERN EMC group used their data

on the difference F£p ™ F^n to examine this expectation.21- They obtain

/ (u(x) - d(x))dx = 0.72 ± 0.06 * 0.39, consistent with the sum rule but with

unfortunately large systematic errors. Approximately 30% of the Integral is

contributed by the interval x <. 0.03 where there are no data. Imp r o v e r s ts may

be expected to come from the Tevatron muon beam program.

Antiquark; strange oceans. A decomposition may be made of the form q(x) =

iv^'O + qg(x), where subscripts V and 0 denote "valence" and "ocean", with

uv(x) = u(x) - u(x) and dy(x) = d(x) - a(x) . Data22 indicate that at

Q2 = 20 GeV2, the valence components are dominant for x >, 0 .1 , with the ocean

vanishing for x >, 0 .3 . Below x = 0 . 1 , the ocean quark densit ies are

substantial. Information on the strange quark ocean i s derived from heavy

flavor production.

Gluon Distribution. As indicated in Eq. (5) , the integral of 2xFj)N(x)

over a i l x provides the net fractional momentum carried by quarks plus

antiquarks. For Q2 above a few GeV ,̂ this fraction hovers near 50%. In order

to satisfy momentum balance, i t i s necessary to assign the remaining 50% to

constituents which carry neither weak nor e lectric charge. These are

identified as gluons, with distribution g(x). Correspondingly, the net

momentum, / x g(x) , carried by the glue i s fairly well known. Constraints on

the x dependence of g(x) are obtained from analyses of scaling deviat ions . 2 3

3. QCD; Deviations from Scaling

Quantum chromodynamics is a f ie ld theory of interacting quarks and

gluons.* Correspondingly, the partons are tiiOt "free", and deviations from

scaling are expected. In perturbation theory, observables may be expressed as

a series expansion in powers of the quark-gluon and gluon-gluon coupling

strength ag(Q2):
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(6)
(33-2N f )£n

In Eq. ( 6 ) , A i s a s c a l e parameter, determined from f i t s fto data, and Nf i s the

number of quark f l a v o r s . As a -~5-.iit of g luonic i n t e r a c t i o n s , a l l parton

d e n s i t i e s become e x p l i c i t , functions of Q2: q f ( x , Q 2 ) , q f ( x , Q 2 ) , g ( x , Q 2 ) . The

form of Eq. ($> s p e c i f i e s that deviat ions of F2(x,Q2) and F3(x,Q2) from s c a l i n g

should follow a logarithmic dependence on Q2.

In f i r s t -order QCD, Q2 dependence in F2(x,Q2) r e s u l t s from the deep-

i n e l a s t i c subprocesses y*g > qq and y*q + qg. This implies that data on

s c a l i n g deviat ions w i l l provide Information on the unknown x dependence of the

giuon d i s tr ibut ion g ( x , Q 2 ) , but i t a l s o suggests that t e s t s of the predicted

form of sca l ing dev ia t ions and one's a b i l i t y to ex t rac t ota(Q ) from data are

l imited by one's ignorance of g (x ,Q 2 ) . In other words, there are a t l e a s t two

unknowns being constrained simultaneously. The i n i t i a l gluon term W*g + qq

cancels from expressions for xF 3 (x ,Q 2 ) . However, s t a t i s t i c a l and systematic

uncer ta in t i e s l i m i t the usefulness of data on xF.j(x,Q2) .

A tabulation from S c i u l l i ' s review 2 4 i s reproduced below of values of ag

determined from data, with Q2 = 15 GeV2.

Group A^T(MeV) a s(Q2 = 15 GeV2)

u, EMC-Fe (1982) 1 7 3^27^L97 - 1 9 0 * * 0 A 2

v, CDHS (1983) 200 ± 100 .198 ± .028

v, CHARM (1983-84) 310 ± 140 ± 70 .228 ± .040

v, CCFRR (1984) 1 5 5 t l 3 O - 1 8 5 * - 0 6 6

U, EMC-H? (1985) 9 O t Jo^to .168 i .033

U average 122+|^ .17 6 f .02 6

v average 225^70 -2°5 ± «022

Average All 186 ± 60 MeV .193 ± .017
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The small value of as, a3 = 0.2 at Q
2 = 15 GeV2, justifies the parton model In

the sense that at large enough Q2, partons are nearly non-interacting and

perturbative corrections are expected to be small. As shown in the table, the

uncertainty on the determination of A is considerable. Smaller values of A

correspond to a "softet" gluon distribution g(x) falling off relatively steeply

as x grows. For example, with A = 200 MeV, xgCx.Q2,) <= (1-x)^ as x + I, whereas

for A =» 400 MeV, xg(x,Q2) « (1-x)4 as x + 1. Here Q2, = 4 GeV2. In spite of

this uncertainty, there is a hierarchy in the x dependences of quark,

antiquark, aad gluon distributions in a nucleon, with quarks having the hardest

spectrum, gluons next, and antiquarks the softest.

Higher twist terms are a serious but as yet poorly defined complication in

the analysis of scaling deviations. Rather than logarithmic in Q , these are

QCD contributions whose importance falls with Q2 as an inverse power, e.g. Q"2

or Q . They are associated with transverse momenta of partons within incident

hadrons, processes involving more than one active parton per hadron, non-

perturbative effects, finite hadron masses, and other intrinsic scales. For

fixed Q their relative importance is expected to grow as x increases. The

physics of high twist is interesting in its own right, and might be explored

usefully with intense muon beam? at LAMPF II. However, for studies aimed

principally at verifying the asymptotic logarithmic scaling deviations of

perturbative QCD, it would be best to restrict Q2 such that Q2 > 20 GeV2. Data

from the Fermi lab Tevatron muon program and eventually from the ep collider at

HERA will provide new perspectives on deviations from scaling.

4. Nuclear Dependence; EMC Effect

With the exception of a few, most of us for years believed that the

standard assumption of additivity,

F£(x,Q
2) = | FP(x,Q

2) + h± FJ(x,Q
2) , (7)

would be valid over the range 0.05 < x < 0.7. Shadowing was expected to

invalidate Eq. (7) at very small x, and Fermi smearing would do likewise for

x S" 0.7. The EMC group27 published tha first test of this assumption in 1983,
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7 7 28
comparing results from iron and deuterium targets, A compilation*'»AO is shown

in Fig. 4 in terms of the ratio R E M CU,Q
2) = F|e(x,Q2)/F^(x,Q2). The naive

expectation, R£WC(x) = 1, is violated in an x dependent manner, wiVh deviations

spanning the range +15%. The data and theoretical interpretations have been

reviewed elsewhere.

Since Fo(x) represents the sum of the momentum distributions ol" quarks and

antiquarks, the data in Fig. 4 show directly that the quark and antiquark

densities per nucieon in nuclei are uot the same as the quark and antiquark

densities of free nucleons. The nuclear medium is playing an active role--

either in modifying nucieon structure or In supplying additional contributions

to parton densities, or both. In the region 0.2 < x < 0.7, RgMQ
 < !• This Is

the region of x in which valence quarks are dominant. Thus, in a nucleus, the

val^ace quark momentum distribution per nucieon is softened. For x < 0.2,

where the ocean grows in importance, there is experimental uncertainty

regarding the precise value of REMC« An enhancement of the ocean in nuclei by

10 to 20% seems to be consistent with the data. Now that an interesting effect

has been identified, a new muon collaboration at CERN is planning a dedicated

experiment aimed, in part, at reducing uncertainties in RRMQCX) at small x.

Interpretations" of the EMC effect tun the gamut from full deconfinement

of partons within a nucleus, to baryon clustering (e.g. dibaryons), to changes

in nucieon properties such as mas. or size, and to conventional nuclear models

in which meson exchange effects are responsible for differences between F&(x)

and F?(x). All approaches yield fits of similar quality to FA(x). Two curves

are shown in Fig. 4. However, models differ in their predictions for the

antiquark density qA(x), as sh.own in Fig. 5. It seems evident that experiments

designed to measure qA(x) precisely could provide substantial new insight into

the short distance structure of nuclei.

5. Massive Lepton-Pair Production

Massive lepton-pair production, the Drell-Yan process, offers another

means of studying the A dependence of qA(x,Q2) and qA(x,Q2). In the Drell-Yan

model3-* for hN •> jjyX, the up pair arises from the decay of a massive

photon Y . This virtual photon is produced in the annihilation of a quark

(antiquark) from hadron h with an antiquark (quark) from the target nucieon:
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qq + f*. The invariant mass M of the y* is related to the fractional

longitudinal momenta xt of the annihilating partons by M = sx.x . and the

scaled longitudinal momentum of the pair is xp = x^- x ; T = M Is. The

variable s denotes the square of the center of mass energy of the hN

process. If the doubly differential cross section d2a/dMdxp is measured as a

function of both M and xF, one may explore the variation with x± and X2 of the

quark and ant*quark structure functions of the colliding hadrons. The Drell-

Yan model pi ;vides a successful description of data for M 5* 4 GeV.

For hA + Y*X. I use the notation oA(x1,x2) to denote d
2a/dMdxF. For the

ratio of the cross sections per nucleon measured on nucleus A and nucleon N,

the model specifies that

hA, > 1 2 _ f /„%
W*1'*1 = aN(xl)Jt2) ~ I .J{qJ(*l.M

2)q;C«2.M
2) + qj ̂ ,M2 )qj («2 ,M

2 ) } '

The sum in Eq. (8) is over the different quark flavors f; q (x,M2) and

q*(x,M2) denote the antiquark and quark structure functions of hadron i.

If the first terms are dominant in the numerator and denominator of

Eq. (8), then the ratio RQY( XI» X2^
 is controlled by the A dependence of the

quark distribution function qA(x2,M ). On the other hand, if the second terms

are dominant, the ratio provides information on the antiquark distribution

q (x2,M ). Judicious selections on x^ and X2 (i.e. on M and xF) should permit

an investigation of qA(x,M2) and qA(x,M2) independently.

In pA -+ y X, even in the absence of A dependence, the second term In the

numerator or in the denominator of Eq. (8) is slightly larger than the first

at the "symmetry point" x^ = x2 (ratio = 6/5). This is true because the up

and down quark densities in an isoscalar target are averages of the densities

in a proton. When x± is large enough, e.g. xj_ > 0.2, qP(x^) << qp(xt) for the

u and d flavors, and Eq. (8) simplifies to

I X I 1 1 1 r \ ^ M *

v r t .
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This approximation should be reliable as long as x2 is not too large. Because

e2 = 4e? and uP = 2dP, the up flavor dominates in Eq. (9), and a further

simplification yields

(x, > 0.2) . (10)

Equation (10) shows that the reaction pA + y*x> with xp > 0, should be a

valuable source of detailed iaformation on the A dependence of the antiquark

distribution qA(x,Q2), notably that of the up flavor.

The Columbia Fermilab Stony-Brook (CFS) collaboration3^ Investigated the

A dependence of pA + yX at 400 GeV/c using platinum and beryllium targets.

Their data are concentrated near xp = 0, a t which x± = x2 = M//s . They

parametrize the A dependence by the functional fctm a « Aa;

• "

The CFS results are shown in Fig. 6. The data are consistent with a constant

value of a over the mass and transverse momentum ranges covered in the

experiment: <a> = 1.007 -t 0.018 i- 0.028 for 5 < M < 11 GeV, but the error

flags are large and do not exclude some variation of a with mass.

The goal of experiments is of course to determine the antiquark content

of nuclei, not to test models, al l of which are surely naive. However, models

consistent with the EMC effect in \iU + u'X provide a range of possible

outcomes for a, and calculations should help to guide further investigations.

Shown in Fig. 6 is a curve computed^5 with structure functions from the pion

exchange model. In this model, the antiquark distribution qA(x) is

broadened in a nucleus because exchange pions supply valence antiquarks.

However, in the rescaling model,31 QCD ivolutlon leads to a narrowing of qA(x)

relative to qN(x). As indicated in Fig. 5, the two models provide quite

different expectations tor the antiquark ratio Rj(x) measured in deep

inelastic neutrino scattering. Unfortunately, the differences are significant
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only for x £, 0.35, where q(x) Is very small and where there are essentially no

results on q(x) from neutrino experiments. These differences between models

are apparent also In the predicted mass dependences of the massive lepton pair

ratio R D Y ( X I = x2 = M/ /s). In contrast to the positive value of a - 1 and the

rise with M shown for the pion exchange model in Fig. 6, a nearly constant

value, varying from a = 0.99 at M = 5 Gev to a = 0.98 at M = 13 GeV is

anticipated in the rescaiing model.

Although the expectations of the two models are quite different, neither

the neutrino nor the massive lepton pair data shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are now

sufficiently precise to indicate a preference. Owing to the very small cross

sections, this situation is unlikely to change in the neutrino case at large

Q2 (Q2 $• io GeV^). It Is noteworthy that the range in x spanned by current

lepton pair data Is greater than in the neutrino case, e.g., varying from

x = 0.15 to x = 0.4 for 4 < M < 11 GeV at 400 GeV/c and xp = 0. This range

could be extended by studies at larger values of T. Lepton pair data appear,

therefore, to have more discriminating power, and a (substantially) more

precise series of experiments on pA + y X seems advisable."

Experimental studies of A dependence in massive lepton pair production

have been designed in the past to distinguish between expectations such as

a a 2/3 (shadowing), a = 1 (naive parton model) and a = 4/3 (rescattering).

The quality of the data in Fig. 6 is sufficient for this purpose. However,

the difference between a = 1 and the pion exchange model curve in Fig. 6 may

be used to estimate the precision needed to make an Impact on models of th =

nucleus. Measurements good to 3% on a are necessary, and the mass and Xp

dependences of a are crucial. Experiments with intense primary proton beams

from LAMPF II may resolve matters. Detailed simulations are necessary to

establish whether clean massive lepton pair signals can be cbtained at /s =

10 GeV, over a broad range in xp, in the face of undoubtedly large accidental

rates in the high Intensity environment.

I have concentrated here on the value of A dependence for gaining new

insight into models of the nucleus. Studies of A dependence are also

necessary35 for reasons associated purely with perturbative QCD. Calculations

have been c.de of the effect of higher order QCD terms on the predicted Drell-

Yan cross section for, say, pp •* y X, on free nucleons. The results36 are
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expressed In terms of an enhancement factor K ( T , X F ) , such ehat the lowest

order expectation a0 is replaced by K(T,X F)OQ(T,X F). When computed

theoretically, the factor K is found to be large, K ~ 2, and to show little

variation with T and xF, except near kinematic boundaries. Let us focus here

not on the average magnitude of K, but on its dependence on T and Xp. In

experimental studies, heavy nuclei are usually used to enhance the event rate,

and the assumption is made that the cross section ^ on a free nucleon is

obtained by setting aA » Ao^. Calculations done within the context of models

consistent with the EMC effect show that it is not a good assumption to set

aA(x,xF) = A O N ( T , X F ) . The T and xF dependences are not negligible.

Correspondingly, if this assumption is imposed, erroneous conclusions on the

kinematic dependence of K(T,X F) may be drawn from data. Especially for TT"N *

V*X, in intervals of xp and T now being investigated experimental
1y> it

appears critical to determine the A dependence of O A(T,X F) ant! to remove this

dependence before conclusions are drawn on K ( T , X F ) .

6. Hadron Final State

In this talk I concentrated on inclusive reactions. The structure

functions obtained from the data provide information on the properties of

constituents "before" the deep inelastic collision. On the other hand the

development of the scattered constituents into hadron jets is explored in

studies of the hadronic final state X in £N + i'X. A great advantage of deep

inelastic processes is that the jet direction is specified in each event by

the direction of the four momentum transfer from the incident to the final

lepton. High energy of the incident lepton is necessary, because only when

the invariant mass of the system X is large enough can the final state parton

jets be separated in phase space from the debris of the spectator constituents

of the target.

7. Summary; Future Experiments

7.1 Precise measurements of R = Or/a-^ are desirable:

a) at large x, for modest values of Q to explore the possible role of

higher twist terms, diquarks, and to gain insight into bound state

models of nucleons.



b) at small x. and large Q2 for tests of predictions of perturbative

QCD.

c) as a function of A for all x for insight into models of nuclei and,

among other reasons, to resolve the discrepancies between CERN and

SLAC results on RE^C^
X^*

7.2 Studies of spin dependence are important:

a) with neutron targets to permit tests of the Bjorken sum rule.

b) with proton and neutron targets at smaller x and at larger x than

covered by current experiments, as discussed in the text above.

7.3 Measurements of xF3(x), FJ>(x), F
n(x), and FA(x) in the very small x

region are necessary for:

a) tests of Regge asymptotics;

b) evaluation of parton model sum rules;

c) understanding of shadowing phenomena; and

d) tests of models of A dependence.

7.4 Measurements at large x are needed to:

a) extend knowledge of F£n(x)/F£P(x);

b) for investigations of high twist phenomena.

7.5 Measurements of xF3(x,Q
2) and F2(x,Q

2) for all x and a broad range in Q2

will further refine our understanding of scaling deviations in terms of

both gluonic radiative terms and higher twist contributions.

7.6 Studies of nuclear effects in massive lepton pair production, hA + y X

are important for verifying whether the A dependence seen in deep

inelastic scattering is a universal property of structure functions. In

pA + y x data will provide perhaps unique insight into the antiquark

density in nuclei.

7.7 The gluon density in nuclei, gA(x), and its variation with A can be

examined in processes which are believed sensitive to the gluon

density. These include prompt photon production3^ hA + yX: chi

production, pA + xX; and inelastic38 leptoproduction of the J/T, Y*N +

J/1OC.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Asymmetry measured by a Yale-SLAC collaboration [Ref. 12] in deep

ine las t ic lepton scattering from a longitudinally polarized proton

target.

Fig. 2 Measurement of the structure function xF-j(x,Q ) and of the

integral / dx F3(x,Q2) by the Caltech-Chicago-Columbia-Fermilab-

Rochester-ftockefeller collaboration at Fermi lab [Ref. 16] ,

Fig. 3 Ratio of the down quark to up quark density in a proton. This figure

i s taken from the review by Robisut [Ref. 17 ] . The dashed l ine shows a

linear dependence r = (1 -x ) . The dot-dashed curve in a prediction of

broken SU(6) [Ref. 19] , and the dotted curve i s a parametrization based

on a diquark model [Ref. 18],

Fig. 4 Compilation of data from Ref. 30 on the rat io of structure functions

F^Cx.Q )/F2(x,Q2) for deep i n e l a s t i c electron and muon scat ter ing ,

plotted as a function of x. Shown are published results from the EMC

Collaboration [Ref. 27] from the BCDMS Collaboration [Ref. 2 8 ] , and

from SLAC experiments [Ref. 28 ] . The shaded band indicates the EMC

group's estimate of experimental systematic uncertaint ies . The sol id

curve shows the expectation of Q2 rescaling [Ref. 31] , and the dotted

curve resul ts from the pion exchange model [Ref. 3 0 ] .

Fig. 5 The dashed curve i l lus tra te s predictions of the pion exchange model

[Ref. 3 0 ] , whereas the sol id curve shows expectations of the rescaling

model [Ref. 3 1 ] . They r.re compared with data of Abramowicz e t a l .

[Ref. 32] on the ratio Rjj(x) = q F e (x) /q p (x) from neutrino scat ter ing .

Here q = (u + a + 2s) .

Fig. 6 Nuclear dependence of massive lepton pair production, pA + yyX, as a

function of the mass of the lepton pair; a i s defined in Eq. ( 5 ) . Data

are from Ito ^_t eiJL, Ref. 34. The solid curve i s the prediction of the

pion exchange model of Ref. 30. For the rescal ing model, ct remains

close to unity, varying from a = 0.99 at M = 5 GeV to a = 0.98 at M =

13 GeV.
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DEEP INELASTIC MOON SCATTERING - EXPERIMENT*

K. Peter Schuler
Physics Department
Yale University

New Haven, CT 06520

Introduction

High energy muon scattering has evolved at a breathtaking pace over the past
ten years and has contributed prominently to our current understanding of the
structure of the proton and neutron. High energy muon beams at Fermilab and CERN
have extended the kinematic frontiers beyond the reach of SLAC, where much of the
foundation of the quark-parton picture of the nucleon had previously been
established in a series of deep inelastic electron scattering experiments.

As a general introduction we recommend the review articles by Francis &
Kirk, Renton & Williams and Drees & Montgomery. We are restricting ourselves
here to the case of inclusive deep inelastic scattering uN+uX, where the incoming
and outgoing muon is klnematically well determined by the experiment, but where
the hadronic final state X is either not registered by the apparatus or ignored in
the analysis. We will therefore not try to address any of the following important
topics of high energy muon scattering: jets, fragmentation functions,
multiplicities, charge correlations, identified hadron distributions, multimuon
events,...

With regard to the target nucleus N, the emphasis will be on protons and
deuterons, since we are primarily interested in the structure of the proton and
the neutron. Nevertheless, we must concern ourselves also with complex nuclear
targets. The orthodox viewpoint, commonly held until a few years ago, that there
ought to be no difference after Fermi motion corrections between the proton
(neutron) structure functions of deuterium and iron, for example, was proved wrong
by the European Muon Collaboration (EMC). The so-called EMC-effect has profound
consequences for the interpretation of experimental data as well as the theory of
nuclear structure.

Major Experiments

The principal high energy muon experiments at Fermilab and CERN, past,
present, and future, can be grouped into three generations:

I. Chicago-Harvard-Illinols-Oxford (CHIO)/Fermi**
Berkeley-Fermi lab-Princeton (BFP)/Ferml »

II. European Muon Collaboration (EMC)/CERN7»8»9

Bologna-CERN-Dubna-Mtfnchen-Saclay (BCDMS)/CERN20» n» 12

III. New Muon Collaboration (NMC)/CERN13

E-665 Collaboration/Fermi11*

The CHIO and BFP experiments at Fermilab have been finished some time ago.
The EMC and BCDMS experiments at CERN had the advantage of superior muon intensity
and beam quality. Some of their recent data are still being analyzed.
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Typical beam energies range from 100 to 300 GeV, except for E-665, which will be
able to cover energies up to 800 GeV. The B?P and BCDMS spectrometers are
characterized by a large number of identical modules of magnetized iron and have
good muon detection efficiency and high luminosity. The other experiments employ
large air gap magnets and are capable of detecting hadrons as well as muons. The
kinematic regions covered by the experiments are indicated in Fig. 1.

Proton Structure Function F? (x,Q2)

The most extensive data have been published by the EMC . The forward
spectrometer configuration was used (Fig. 2). The experiment ran for 120 days at
beam energies of 120, 200, 240 and 280 GeV and with a liquid hydrogen target of 6m
length. 245,000 events survived the analysis. The radiatively corrected results
of the proton structure function F? (x,Q2) are given in Fig. 3.

Scaling Violation and Perturbative QCD

For fixed x, the structure function F^ (X,Q 2) exhibits a slight Q^dependence
or scaling violation, /t small x, F£ tends to increase with higher Q , at large
x the opposite occurs. In other words, the quark momentum distribution becomes
"softer" at higher Q . The observed effect can be associated with radiative gluon
emission and is considered to be an important piece of evidence in favor of
perturbative QCD. The quantitative treatment involves evolution equations such as
those derived by Altarelli and Parisi. Although excellent fits of the
experimental data can be obtained, such parametrizations are by no means unique.
The situation has been further complicated by the suggestion that other sources of
scaling violations (so-called higher twists) may have to be included. »

This secona structure function has given ulcers to several generations of
experimenters. Its determination requires for any kinematic point (x,Q ) at least
two cross section measurements at different scattering angles (which is then
equivalent to having different beam energies as well). This requirement
introduces large systematic errors. No experiment has so far seen any significant
variation within the accessible kinematic range. The averaged values from three
experiments are:

SLAC/MIT16 0.22 ±0.10

CHIo"1 0.52 ± 0.35

EMC9 0.01 ± 0.04 (stat.) + 0.10 (syst.)

Neutron/Proton Ratio Fn/F£

Results from MIT/SLAC 17 and the EMC18 are given in Fig. 4. Experimentally,
the ratio is more accurate than the difference F^ - Fn , since some common
normalizations cancel. The New Muon Collaboration13 will try to determine this
important quantity with greater precision. They plan to use an LH2 target and an
LD2 target simultaneously, one upstrem of the other, but sufficiently apart from
each other so that the two event classes can be separated.
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The "EMC Effect"

Three years ago the European Muon Collaboration reported to everybody's
surprise significant differences in the structure functions of iron and deuterium
which are quite distinct from Fermi motion (Fig. 5). Taking the different
proportions of protons and neutrons in iron and deuterium into account, this
implies that

* i [26F2(X) -1 -
The effect has since been confirmed at SLAC20»21 and also by BCDMS. A remaining
discrepancy between EMC and SLAC Cata at small x may indicate that R = ^i/or
is also A-dependent.

Polarization Experiment

A polarization experiment with a longitudinally polarized muon beam and a
longitudinally polarized proton target has recently been carried out by the EMC at
CERN. In this type of experiment, the spin-dependent structure function
gl(x,Q ) enters in the expression for the cross section. Closely related to
gjU.Q2) is the asymmetry A^x.Q2) = 2x(l+R)g 1(x,O

2)/F2(x,Q
2). In the

quark-parton model, Ai is given by:

I eL
2 [qi(x) - qi(x)]

Z ej [qj(x) +

where q̂  and qj art the distribution functions for quarks of flavor i, charge
ej and spin along (+) or opposite («-) the spin of the parent proton.

The muon beam has a large degree of polarization (>80%) since the muons
originate from the weak decay of pions in flight. The polarized target contains
NH3 which has a polarizable proton fraction of 17.5%. This material needs to be
irradiated before it can be polarized to approximately 80%. There are two target
cells along the beam direction, 40 cm long each and 20 cm apart, with opposite
polarization directions.

An estimated total of 2 million good events have been accumulated at beam
energies of 200 GeV and 120 GeV. The data analysis is still in progress. Fig. 6
and Fig. 7 show the ep-polarization data obtained by our Yale group at
The rauon polarization experiment reaches much higher Q ("50 GeV ) and lower x
(-0.015). The low x-data will be of high precision and should considerably
improve the tests of the Bjorken and Ellis-Jaffe sum rules.24

Future Developments

The New Muon Collaboration will use the EMC forward spectrometer at CERN for
detailed measurements of structure functions from nucleons and nuclei.13 The
E-665 collaboration pursues a program of muon scattering with hadron detection
(Fig. 8) at the Fermilab Tevatron with muon beam energies up to 800 GeV.
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1 Fig. 5. The "EMC effect•• 19
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MUON BEAMS AND NEW DEVELOPMENTS

LAMPF Workshop of Fundamental Muon Physics
January 20-22, 1986

Introductory remarks presented by: Claude Petitjean
SIN and UC Berkeley

Muon physics became a wide field of exploration in the 60's with the

advent of the Synchro Cylotrons. The first muon channel, consisting of a

large series of alternating focusing quadrupole lenses, was designed and built

in 1963 at the CERN-SC by Citron et.al. More quadrupole channels came soon

into operation at the SC's of Chicago, Williamsburg (SREL) and Dubna. The

avialable fluxes of clean muons (by running the channels in the backward decay

mode) were restricted to a few 1Cr y/sec with rather large beamspots (100 cm2)

and ranges (AR - 5 g/cm ).

In the 197O's the great progress was made by inauguration of the meson

factories LAMPF, SIN and TRIUMF. Due to much larger primary currents (100-

1000 viA) and the use of external production targets, the improvements in p

beam intensity (and/or quality) was (e.g., at SIN) about >i orders of

magnitude!

SIN made right at the start a very important decision, namely turning to

superconducting muon channels (= SCMC's, 5 Tesla solenoids of 5^8m length and

12 cm inner bore). This move has initially stirred some controversy about the

usefulness, so I would like to discuss briefly the advantages that were gained

with SCMC's as compared to quadrupole channels:

SCMC's are much easier to tune, since injection of pions is

decoupled from the muon extraction system.

-" SCMC's have wider momentum acceptance, streching in fact to zero,
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whicli i.6 important for the c^oay of low momentum pions (< 120 MeV/c),

-- SCMC's produce higher muon beam luminosities because the pions can

be kept closer to the field axis.

SCMC's can be run in a low momentum mode using thin internal stop

targets. For bent crystal spectrometer experiments (see QED

session, Leisi et al.) an additional gain of 30 in luminosity was

measured.

In conclusion, the SCMC's are better suited for experiments using low

muon momentum (<100 MeV/c). On the other hand, quadrupoles are more

convenient and cheaper for high momentum muon beams. SCMC's are now also in

use at IKO, Netherlands, and KEK, Japan, and another one will soon be

installed at TRIUMF, Canada.

What's the situation today? Since frontier experiments always need more

and more sophistication the trend had been to use thinner targets and smaller

beamspots while maintaining high muon fluxes. This need is equivalent to the

request for beams of lower momentum and higher luminosity.

In the case of y+ beams it was possible so far to keep up Kith the rising

demands by installing surface y+ beams. Today fluxes of - 10^y+/s at 28 MeV/c

(areas - 10 cm2, range width - 50 mg/cm2) typically are available. However,

p~beams are 2-3 orders of magnitude behind, which is clearly inadequate for

the next generation of y~ experiments like ye conversion or radiative yp

capture. We are thus confronted again with the problem of how to circumvent

the theorem of Liouville, that prevents us from squeezing beam phase space

without using tricks.

A revolutionary idea is presented at this workshop by David Taqqu (SIN),

who invented the so called "Phase Space Compression" of muon beams. Other

(less wild) ideas comprise magnetic trapping, e.g., the "Cyclotron Trap"

presented here by its inventor Leopold Simons (SIN), or magnetic bottles using
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the magic pion momentum 40 MeV/c, "at which backward decaying muons just stay

at rest (see Franz Kottmann, SIN, session on laser spectroscopy of muonic

atoms).

Raffael Abela (SIN) presents an idea of DieterRenker (SIN) about a new

improved design of a muon cloud beam using degrading and magnetic cleaning

methods for getting a negative muon beam of high flux, low momentum and ultra

high purity.

Michael Paciotti (LAMPF) reports about a degrading experiment of a

surface y+ beam at LAMPF.
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PHASE SPACE COMPRESSION OF MUON BEAMS

David Taqqu

Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research

CH-5234 Vil1igen/Switzer1 and

1. Introduction

Various production schemes for muon beams are now in use or have
been proposed. Their relative value is traditionally expressed
in terms of intensity and achievable stopping density. While in-
tensity is directly related to the muon source design, stopping
density depends also on other factors such as target density, beam
energy, strength of focusing and beam phase space. Some increase
in stopping density can be obtained by using optimal target den-
sity and beam energy, and one or two orders of magnitude improve-
ment can be achieved by using stronger focusing near the target.
It is however by acting on beam phase space that the most spec-
tacular increase in stopping density will be obtained. This is
related to the fact that the quality of existing beams is quite
poor in comparison with a so-called "ideal" beam. This would be
a beam that could be stopped in a volume whose size is limited
only by the effects of straggling and multiple scattering. For
10 yi/sec and a solid target, the corresponding stopping density

can be estimated to be around 10 y/gr sec at 30 MeV/c or
1910 p/gr sec at 3 MeV/c. Existing beams do not even approach

these figures. This can be attributed to their large transverse
phase space that excludes the possibility of focusing them to a
spot of a size smaller than their range.

Significant decrease of transverse phase space can be achieved
by phase space compression ( P S C ) . The basic idea is to measure
the phase space of each particle of the beam and steer them one
by one into a phase space volume of much smaller size.

Application of the method to muon beams is discussed in Ref. 1)

and its usefulness in improving the quality of extracted anti-
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proton beams from LEAR is considered in Ref. 2 ) .

For the case of axial beams, the design of a transverse PSC stage
is straightforward: a thin, position sensitive detector is fol-
lowed by a beam line having at its end four longitudinal deflec-
tion electrodes. The beam optics are arranged so that the particle
enters the deflector in a direction whose angles relative to the
axis are proportional to the particle's coordinates in the
detector. The analog signals corresponding to the coordinates,
obtained from the detector, are amplified and fed to the electrodes
to produce the required transverse field to correct the trajectory.

Many successive stages can be used, each achieving a phase space
compression factor of the order of 100 to 1000. The final limit
in PSC is set by the position resolution of and multiple scat-
tering in the last stage detector.

Intensity will be limited either by the intensity of the muon
source used, or by the power and repetition rate of the deflection
field generators in the first stage. For electric deflection and a
beam of momentum p, emittance e and velocity v, the maximum vol-
tage that has to be pulsed on the plates of the deflector is

where £ is the deflector length and k a factor of about 2 (the
ratio of the distance between opposite plates and beam s i z e ) . The
maximum energy per pulse will be

E - k'k2 2 e° V y2 (?)
Lmax ' K K ~Y — (2)

2 2where V = p E is the transverse phase space of the beam end
k1 a factor introduced to take power losses in account.

As an example, let us consider the case of a subsurface muon beam

having TT . 1 000 mm mrad emittance, Ap/p of 3 % and an intensity

of I = 5 • 1 0 5 (p/30 M e V / c ) 3 * 5 y +/sec at 100 pA proton current.
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The above e x p r e s s i o n s then give (for a = 3 m, k = 3 and k1 = 19)
V = + 20 kV (p/30 M e V / c ) 2 and a pulsed power P = I • E of less
max o r

than 40 kW (p/30 M e V / c ) .

With p = 20 MeV/c and 250 pA of p r o t o n s , we obtain V m a x = + 8 kV,

P < 4 kW and 1 = 3 - 10 v* +/sec. The required voltage, power and

r e p e t i t i o n rate are within the c a p a b i l i t i e s of standard fast

pulsed HV d e s i g n s based on power t u b e s .

For such a beam, t h r e e stages could be used and with a s e c o n d a r y
o

e m i s s i o n f o i l d e t e c t o r ( 5 0 p g / c m l o w d e n s i t y K Cl o n t h i n s u p p o r t )
a n d a d e t e c t i o n a r r a n g e m e n t a s d e s c r i b e d i n R e f . 2 ) , an o v e r a l l

P S C f a c t o r o f 1 0 c a n b e o b t a i n e d . T h e f i n a l b e a m ( 0 . 1 TT m m m r a d

e m i t t a n c e a n d 2 • 1 0 i n t e n s i t y ) c a n b e f o c u s e d w i t h i n a s p o t o f

1 0 p a c h i e v i n g s t o p p i n g p o w e r s o f an " i d e a l " b e a m .

In a s i m i l a r w a y w e c o u l d c o n s i d e r t h e a p p l i c a t i o n o f P S C t o
o t h e r k i n d s o f m u o n b e a m s . C o n s i d e r a b l e i m p r o v e m e n t o f b e a m
q u a l i t y w i l l b e o b t a i n e d a n d v e r y r e a s o n a b l e p u l s e d p o w e r l e v e l s
w i l l a l r e a d y a c h i e v e q u i t e u s e f u l l b e a m i n t e n s i t i e s .

In t h e n e x t sect", o n , a p p l i c a t i o n t o t h e p r o d u c t i o n o f a v e r y

s p e c i a l k i n d o f m u o n b e a m w i l l b e c o n s i d e r e d .

2 . A m u o n b e a m o f v e r y l o w e n e r g y

T h e m o s t f a s c i n a t i n g a p p l i c a t i o n o f t h e P S C m e t h o d i s t h e p r o -
d u c t i o n o f a r e l a t i v e l y i n t e n s e h i g h q u a l i t y b e a m o f m u o n s o f
e i t h e r s i g n s i n t h e e V t o k e V r a n g e . S u c h m u o n s w o u l d s t o p i n
t h e f i r s t l a y e r s o f s o l i d s a n d w o u l d a l s o a c h i e v e h i g h s t o p p i n g
d e n s i t i e s in v e r y l o w p r e s s u r e g a s t a r g e t s . E v e n s t o p p i n g i n
a t o m i c b e a m s c o u l d b e c o n s i d e r e d . T h i s o p e n s n e w p o s s i b i l i t i e s
in t h e f i e l d s o f f u n d a m e n t a l a n d a p p l i e d p h y s i c s .

W i t h e x i s t i n g m u o n s s o u r c e s , l o w e n e r g y m u o n b e a m s h a v e r e l a -

t i v e l y l o w i n t e n s i t y . In o r d e r t o i m p r o v e t h e i n t e n s i t y f i g u r e ,

w e c o n s i d e r h e r e s o m e a m o u n t o f d e c e l e r a t i o n . A n e f f i c i e n t c o m b i -
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n a t i o n of PSC and d e c e l e r a t i o n will i n v o l v e f o u r s t e p s :

1) PSC of the i n i t i a l beam

2) D e c e l e r a t i o n to e n e r g i e s b e t w e e n 20 keV and 50 keV

3) PSC of the low e n e r g y b e a m

4 ) D e c e l e r a t i o n d o w n to very low e n e r g y

T h e first s t e p , by i m p r o v i n g t h e beam q u a l i t y will a l l o w the
use of easily a c h i e v a b l e power levels for t h e d e c e l e r a t i o n s t e p .
T h i s second o p e r a t i o n will be r e a l i z e d w i t h the help of HF c a v i -
t i e s o s c i l l a t i n g at a phase c o n t r o l l e d by t h e c r o s s i n g t i m e of
t h e muon in a t i m e d e t e c t o r . S o m e PSC can be added w i t h i n t h i s
step to i m p r o v e its p e r f o r m a n c e . In the t h i r d step, PSC will
be c o n d u c t e d as f a r as the d e t e c t o r q u a l i t y and the r e s o l v i n g
p o w e r of the b e a m o p t i c s will a l l o w . In the last d e c e l e r a t i o n
s t a g e , the b e a m p a s s e s a series of c y l i n d r i c a l e l e c t r o d e s t h a t
are s u c c e s s i v e l y pulsed at t h e r e q u i r e d t i m e with v o l t a g e t r a n -
s i e n t s that d e c e l e r a t e the m u o n down to the lowest e n e r g i e s
w h i l e keeping A p / p s m a l l .

A d e s i g n has b e e n studied f o r the e f f i c i e n t p r o d u c t i o n of low
e n e r g y muons of both s i g n s . It m a k e s use of m u o n s r e s u l t i n g from

3 )the decay of 40 M e V / c pions in a s o l e n o i d a l m a g n e t i c f i e l d . A

r e l a t i v e l y h i g h i n t e n s i t y of m u o n s h a v i n g v e r y low l o n g i t u d i n a l
v e l o c i t y v,, is o b t a i n e d . This low v e l o c i t y r e d u c e s to a m i n i m u m
the power r e q u i r e d for PSC (see e q u a t i o n (2) ) and d e c e l e r a t i o n .

D e t a i l s on t h i s d e s i g n can be f o u n d in R e f . 1) so that we o n l y

g i v e some f e a t u r e s of the v a r i o u s c o m p o n e n t s :

1) P r o d u c t i o n s o l e n o i d : A 5 m long 5 T s o l e n o i d a v a i l a b l e at SIN

At its e n t r a n c e a d e g r a d e r r e d u c e the p i o n m o m e n t u m f r o m

100 MeV/c to 4 0 M e V / c .

2) S-shaped s o l e n o i d : O p e r a t e d at about h a l f a T e s l a , t h i s
allows the e l i m i n a t i o n of m o s t of the u n w a n t e d high e n e r g y
m u o n s .
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3. F i r s t PSC s t a g e : T h e s p i r a l i n g t r a j e c t o r y o f t h e m u o n is

m e a s u r e d ; p u l s e d t r a n s v e r s e e l e c t r i c f i e l d is a p p l i e d to c e n t r e

t h e t r a j e c t o r i e s v i a t h e E x B d r i f t .

4 . S e c o n d PSC s t a g e and d e c e l e r a t i o n : T h e p h a s e of c y c l o t r o n m o t i o n

of t h e m u o n is d e t e c t e d ; it is u s e d to p r o d u c e a p u l s e d r o t a t i n g

t r a n s v e r s e e l e c t r i c f i e l d f o r e f f i c i e n t m u o n d e c e l e r a t i o n .

P u l s e d l o n g i t u d i n a l e l e c t r i c f i e l d will r e d u c e t h e l o n g i t u d i n a l

v e l o c i t y s p r e a d . A low e n e r g y ( 2 0 k e V ) a x i a l m u o n b e a m is e x -

t r a c t e d .

5. T h i r d and f o u r t h PSC s t a g e s : T h e y f o l l o w t h e s t a n d a r d d e s i g n

w i t h a d e f l e c t o r . T h e s e c o n d a r y e m i s s i o n e l e c t r o n d e t e c t o r h a s

i t s foil p l a c e d w i t h i n a s u p e r c o n d u c t i n g s o l e n o i d a l s t r o n g lens

f o r best r e s o l v i n g p o w e r of e l e c t r o n and m u o n o p t i c s .

6. F i n a l d e c e l e r a t i o n : T h i s w i l l u s e t h e t i m i n g i n f o r m a t i o n f r o m
t h e f o u r t h s t a g e d e t e c t o r .

T h e e x i t i n g b e a m s h o u l d h a v e t h e f o l l o w i n g p r o p e r t i e s :

I n t e n s i t y : 1.5 • 1 0 4 u ~ / s e c (4 - 1 0 4 y V s e c )

E n e r g y : v a r i a b l e b e t w e e n 10 eV and 50 keV

T r a n s v e r s e e m i t t a n c e : TT • 0.1 mm m r a d at 5 0 keV

S i n g l e p a r t i c l e l o n g i t u d i n a l p h a s e s p a c e : TT • 100 eV ns

& E / E : can be v a r i e d b e t w e e n 10 % and 0.1 %

S i n g l e p a r t i c l e t i m i n g p r e c i s i o n : 0.4 n s / A E ( k e V ) .

T h e o v e r a l l t r a n s v e r s e PSC f a c t o r is a b o u t 10 . Such a b e a m c a n
be f o c u s e d to w i t h i n a few m i c r o n s at t h e h i g h e s t e n e r g i e s ( a c h i e v -
ing s t o p p i n g d e n s i t i e s > 10 y / g r s e c ) or w i t h i n a few h u n d r e d
m i c r o n s at thd l o w e s t e n e r g i e s . T h e i n h e r e n t t i m i n g ( a v a i l a b l e
f r o m the c r o s s i n g t i m e in the f o i l d e t e c t o r of t h e last s t a g e ) is
a very i m p o r t a n t f e a t u r e , as t h e u s u a l m e t h o d of h a v i n g an e n t r a n c e
t i m i n g d e t e c t o r is not p r a c t i c a b l e at t h e s e v e r y low e n e r g i e s .

S o m e w o r k has b e e n s t a r t e d at S I N to s t u d y t h i s t e c h n i q u e in m o r e

d e t a i l and d e v e l o p the most c r i t i c a l c o m p o n e n t s . At the p r e s e n t

t i m e , a stand a l o n e v e r s i o n of t h e s e c o n d s t a g e is u n d e r c o n s t r u c t i o n
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for test p u r p o s e s .

The experimental possibilities of such a beam have been discussed
at various m e e t i n g s held at SIN in 1985. A list of possible appli-
c a t i o n s can be found in Ref. 1.
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ON THE USE OF A CYCLOTRON TRAP

L. M. Simons
SIN, CH-5234, Switzerland

Modern experiments in the field of exotic atoms often require a higher stop

density than provided by conventional beams and target arrangements. As

examples the use of isotopically enriched targets and of thin targets to prevent

self absorption of x-rays can be mentioned. Also the need to use gaseous

targets in order to produce exotic atoms with almost no contact with neighboring
1 3normal atoms require high stop densities. '

The additional requirement of still having a sufficient number of particles

stopped in order to allow for statistically significant experiments lead to the

development of the idea to wind up the decelerating particles in a weak

focussing magnetic field (cyclotron field) with the stop region in the center.

The longitudinal and transversal straggling of the order of up to several 10"

of the range will then lead to a concentrated stop distribution with the

dimension given by (f*R)3*10~ • R is the radius of the usable cyclotron field

and f is a fudge factor of the order of 10. It reflects both the deviation of

the straggling frr ., the assumption of being 10" of the range and the need of

exciting betatron oscillations in order to inject the particles into the

cyclotron field.

Phase space considerations invoking Liouvilles Theorem can be used to get a

deeper insight into the basic features making such a device work . There are

two ingredients which have to be mentioned:

1. Without taking diffusion processes (straggling and scattering) into account

the emittances of a particle beam decelerating in matter remain constant in

contrast to a deceleration in a longitudinal electromagnetic field.

2. Including diffusion processes will in the linear case (without focussing

cyclotron fields) lead to a rapid increase of the momentum uncertainty dp of

the beam. For a beam decelerating inside a cyclotron field there is no

marked difference in dp compared to the case of no diffusion.

These facts combined with the knowledge of the development of the amplitudes of

the radial and axial betatron oscillations as obtained from at. idiabatic
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invariant leads to a remarkable precise description of the deceleration process

as compared to computer simulations.

The apparatus realized is a superconducting split coil magnet (Fig. 1). It

accepts a maximum momentum of 123 HeV/c. Beams with a higher momentum will be

injected and decelerated to the maximum momentum with a moderator array at the

boundary of the cyclotron field. A transversal emittance of about 400n mm mrad

and a horizontal emittance of a factor of 4 higher is accepted by the trap. A

radial betatron oscillation (plus a possible axial betatron oscillation for

beams with small emittances) is excited in order to prevent the beam from

hitting the moderator again. An additional foil placed in the trough of the

first betatron oscillation is used to keep the particles away from the moderator

array in the following revolutions. The foil thickness necessary to do this

together with the life time of the particles limits the minimum pressure of the

target gas to be used.

CURRENT LEAD. PROTECTION LEAD.

SYPHON ANO LEVEL GAUGE ASSEMBLY

LIQUID HELIUM RESERVOIR

' < . . PERSISTENT MODE SWITCH STAINLESS STEEL COIL SUPPORT

sS\ \ STAINLESS STEEL P I I U R \ TITANIUM RADIAL SUPPORT

7
0 100 POOmm LN, COOLED RADIATION SHIELD TITAN AXIAL SUPPORT

Fig. 1 Superconducting split coil magnet.
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Experiments up to now both at CERN (LEAR) and at SIN confirmed the

expectations. Results are shown in Table I.

Stops/sec

Stop volume [cm3]

Pressure [mbar]

Stop Density
[number/g*sec]

TABLE I
Antiprotons
Mi-Beam LEAR

105

< 100

30-60 H2
> 108

Muons from
n-Injected

8*105

< 300

500 Ne

> 5*106

nEl-Beam SIN
u-Injected

5*10*

< 50

900 Ne

> 10«

With antiprotons a factor of 103 higher stop density could be reached as

compared to a usual setup.

Up to now muons have been stopped at pion channels in two ways. In one

arranges»ir. muons from pion decays in the first revolutions inside the trap

could be transported to the center of the trap with a stop density a factor of

50 higher than at dedicated muon channels (uEl at SIN). Secondly, the

contamination muons of the beam could be stopped with still an order to

magnitude higher stop density as compared to an usual arrangement.

In the near future the trap will be used at the uEl muon channel at SIN for

deceleration at even lower pressures in noble gases and gases with low Z. Also

the deceleration in thin foils will be tested.

In a longer termed future a newly designed trap will be used especially

suited for beams with higher emittances and higher momenta (injection at r = 25

cm).

It is also considered to inject pions into vacuum in a special way which

lets them swing between the radius of injection and the center. The

inhomogeneity of the field prevents the pions from hitting the moderator again

but it also keeps most of the pions inside the field because of the axial

focussing. Muons from pion decay will leave the trap axially to one side with

the other side closed by a magnetic mirror. They can be guided to a potential

user with a transport solenoid. This transport solenoid also serves as a

cleaning device with a moderator at about the same radial and azimuthal position
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as the injection moderator in order to stop all pions scattered off the

moderator with large angle scattering.

Because of the optics of the solenoid field the pions are always forced to

swing back to the radial position where they originated. With the length of the

solenoid of > 3 m a more than fourfold chance of cleaning can be achieved.

With suitable diameter of the transport solenoid and a not too small target

diameter a u/n-conversion ratio of more than 10% can be reached which may be

helpful for the study of rare processes.
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BRIEF SURVEY OF THE THEORY OF NUON-CATALYZED FUSION

H. Leon
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NH 87545

The field of muon-catalyzed fusion began nearly 40 years ago, when

F. C. Frank1 considered muon-catalyzed p-d fusion as a possible way to avoid

having to postulate the existence of two distinct mesons. Ten years later

Alvarez and his colleagues discovered just this process taking place in the

Berkeley bubble chamber, and Jackson"* wrote his much-cited paper analyzing the

physics of muon catalysis in some detail. A decade later, in order to explain

the drastic increase in the ddu molecular formation rate between liquid hydrogen

and room temperatures, Vesman proposed the existence of the resonant molecular

formation mechanism. According to this mechanism, the energy released in forming

the muonic molecule goes into vibration and rotation of the resulting compound

molecule instead of being carried off by an electron. This mechanism requires

the existence of a very loosely-bound (< 4 eV) excited state in the muonic

molecule. A further decade later (we are now up to 1977), theoretical evidence

for the existence of such loosely-bound states for ddu and dtu was developed, and

Gershtein and Ponomarev5 pointed out that the resonant molecular formation

mechanism for dtu implies rates large enough to allow - 10

fusions/muon! Shortly thereafter, Vinitsky, Ponomarev et al.6 published their

Born approximation calculations of this resonant molecular formation process.

Until recently, all of the calculations relevant to this field were being carried

out in the USSR by the "School of Ponomarev".7

Now for some of these resonant molecular formation reactions—those with

resonance collision energy close to zero—the rates are extraordinarily sensitive

to the precise values of the loosely-bound (J=l, v=l) muonic molecule states.

The required accuracy in the calculations, - 1 meV, is just now being approached.
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The basic catalysis cycle for d-t fusion can be described by a few very

simple formulas. Since the dominant times in the cycle are (1) the time spent in

the du ground state, and (2) that spent in the tu ground state, we can write for

the cycling rate X

1 1lSCd 1

qlSCd *s t n e probability that the rnuon arrives in the du ground state (q^g is < 1

because of excited state d-»t transfer), X ^ is the d->t (ground state) transfer

rate, and Xjt is the resonant molecular formation rate. (All these rates are

conventionally normalized to liquid hydrogen density.) Since resonant molecular

formation can occur for tu atoms colliding both with D7 and DT molecules, we

write

Xdtu = cdXdtu-d + ctXdtu-r

The tu-atom can exist both in the triplet (F-l) and singlet (F=0) states; by not

distinguishing between these we are tacitly assuming that the l-*0 quenching is

very rapid. Clearly at. low enough target density this will not be the case.

(The generalization to include hyperfine effects is straightforward).

The rata ^ associated vith the appearance of fusion neutrons (hence the

slope of the semi-log plot of the number of detected neutrons vs. time since the

muon arrival) will reflect all the processes that <*move muons from the cycle.

Thus

(3)
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where XQ is the muon decay rate and V the probability for muon loss because of

sticking to the daughter o (probability ws) plus all other loss mechanisms (He

scavenging, ddu fusion and sticking, etc.). Then n, the average number of

fusions per u~, is given by

5 =

and hence

(5)

Clearly large h requires both large Xc and small W.

Determination of \ j t is one of the basic objectives of the experiments.

The only "ab initio" calculation of X^^ published is the Born approximation

calculation of Vinitsky et al. While impressive, this paper has some clear

shortcomings: (a) only molecular rotation states (Kj-»K.£) 0->l were considered;

(b) hyperfine energy shifts were not included; (c) only S-wave collisions were

considered; (d) only D2 target molecules were considered; and (e) shielding by

o
the electrons was ignored. Points (a) through (d) were addressed by Leon, and

(e) by Cohen and Martin. In addition, Menshikov and Faifman pointed out (f) ,

that the use of distorted three-body tu+d wave functions is inconsistent;

however, this affects the overall molecular formation rate, not the relative

contributions of the different components.

The calculations (or even just simple arithmetic) indicate very clearly that

the only contribution that is significant at low temperature (T < 200 K) is that

from singlet tu atoms colliding with Dn molecules. Kence the recent
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interpretation by Breunlich et al. of the transient seen in their low density

( U of liquid density) experiment at SIN implying xJ=J » X^jj at 30 K was

extremely distressing. Fortunately as Cohen and Leon*2 and (independently)

Kammel have pointed out, the transient can instead be interpreted as reflecting

the thermalization of the tu atoms, and indeed the weight of the evidence seems

to favor this interpretation. This is a great relief.

Q

One of the things pointed out in the calculations of Leon was that the

strongest resonance, 0->l, for singlet D2 formation lies below threshold and hence

cannot contribute to the usual two-body molecular formation process. However

Menshikov and Ponomarev note that if a third body is nearby, it can carry off

some energy, thus effectively moving the 0-»l resonance from below to above

threshold. Tha rate for this three-body quasi-resonant molecular formation

process contains an extra factor of density, and Menshikov and Ponomarev offer

this as a possible explanation of the extra density dependence of Xc seen in the

LAMPF experiment. However, so far no detailed calculation has been given.

The proposed existence of a three-body effect in molecular formation leads

immediately to the possibility of n-body effects in very dense, e.g., condensed,

targets. Thus in a solid D-T target one or more phonons can carry off the extra

energy to make the 0->l resonance accessible. Since solid hydrogen is very

compressible and since increased density implies increased Debye energy, we might

expect compression to significantly enhance this phonon-assisted molecular

formation process. It would be very interesting to investigate this effect for

both solid and liquid targets.

We turn now to the probability of muon loss per cycle, which we have denoted

by W. The various modes of loss are shown schematically in the figure, and by

considering the branching ratios we can write
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V =
X dt c t + X ddy c d

|o. 58 Xd H eCH ej

XdtuCd
[X t tMC tu t+ XptyCpWPt +XtHeCHej ,e + ws (6)

Once all the "extra" terms are evaluated or shown to be small, the term of

greatest interest, the sticking in d-t fusion w , can be extracted. However, it

must be understood that this equation, and the diagram, are simplifications that

may not always be applicable, because the different hyperfine states of du and tu

Figure 1. Modes of loss from the catalysis cycle.
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are not treated explicitly. It is quite straightforward to generalize Eq. 6 to

include the hyperfine effects.

To end, let me point out a fact that you have probably already noticed:

the major advances in this fascinating field have occurred every ten years,

starting in 1947. In view of the very great progress made in the last few years,

we can veil expect next year, 1987, to be truly a vintage year for muon

catalysis!
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Muon-Induced Fusion: Experiments at LAMPF

Steven E. Jones
Department of Physics and Astronomy

Brigham Young University

LAMPF Experiment #727, a study of muon-eatalyzed fusion in mixtures of

deuterium and tritium, was started in 1982 and completed with several important

extensions in 1985. A unique feature of the experiment was that near-liquid-

hydrogen densities were maintained over a broad range of temperatures, as

displayed in Fig. 1. Many basic parameters of muon catalysis were measured

for the first time, as reported elsewhere. '̂  Here I will summarize saliant

results with an emphasis on the many surprises that the experiment yielded.

I.XC INCREASES WITH TEMPERATURE, 13K < T < 800K

We set out to look for a possible dependence on temperature of the rate

Xc at which the muon-catalysis cycle proceeds. The Soviet theorists S.S.

Gershtein, L.I. Ponomarev, S.I. Vinitsky and colleagues^ had reawakened

interest in the study of muon-catalyzed d-t fusion circa 1978 with their

prediction that the rates Xdty_d and \ } t y _ t with which dty-molecules form in

collisions of tu atoms with D2 and DT molecules (respectively) would proceed

via resonance and would be several orders of magnitude faster than previously

expected. Furthermore, the rates were expected to increase with increasing

target temperature, reaching maxima around 540K. But an experiment at Dubna

in 1979 failed to detect any temperature dependence of A (which depends on

Xj t u\. The accelerator at Dubna was unfortunately shut-down for

refurbishment shortly thereafter so the Dubna experiments were put on hold.

Early in the morning of November 21, 1982, we cooled an equimolar

deuterium-tritium mixture to 100K using liquid nitrogen. The night crew (Gus

Caffrey and Mike Paciotti) observed that Xc decreased as the target was

cooled. Like good physicists, Gus and Mike questioned the observation and

spent the rest of the night scrutinizing the electronics for a

malfunction. But nothing had gone wrong. When the target was reheated to

room temperature, X returned to the expected value. Then we heated the

Work supported by U.S. Dept. of Energy, Division of Advanced Energy Projects.

Talk presented at the Workshop on Fundamental Muon Physics; Atoms, Nuclei and

Particles, January 20-22, 1986, at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF).
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target with resistive heaters to 540K and Xc continued to rise, with no hint

of levelling off as predicted. However, XQ displayed no T dependence when we

used a 90%-deuterium/10%-tritium target, consistent with the Dubna experiment

which employed a maximum tritium concentration of 8%. These results are

shown in Figure 2.

From these early experiments we learned that:

1) \jtu-d ant* \ltu-t s n o w strong but distinct dependences on temperature

(see Figure 3), consistent with the resonant dty-formation model.

2) However, the rates continue to climb at 540K and indeed, as we later

demonstrated.* at 800K. Mel Leon and James Cohen" have since accounted for

those observations within the framework of the resonant dtu-formation model.

They predict maximum dtu-formation rates around 1200K. We plan to test these

predictions using D-T targets at temperatures up to 2000K.

3) No temperature dependence of A was seen for low-tritium

concentrations since Ac is then dominated by the (du + t + tu + t) transfer

rate A, • Adt shows only a weak T-dependence as shown in Figure 3. For

targets having large tritium fractions (Ct ^ 0.3), Ac shows a striking

temperature dependence (Figure 1), since the T-dependent dtu-formation rates

then become important.

II. Xc INCREASES STRONGLY WITH INCREASING DENSITY

2 7The relationship between the rates discussed above is given by '

* 1 _ qls Cd . 1 ( l a )

,obs " A A, C A, C '
A c dt t dtp d
c

X d t u = C d xdtu-d + c t W t ,
where the product qj g C^ is the probability that the muon will reach the

ground statej qj g will differ from unity both because of u transfer to t from

excited states of d y
7 and because the initial atomic ratio may differ somewhat

from the ratio Cd/Ct (the deuteron-to-triton ratio in the target).

The rates A in equation (1) show some suiprising dependencies on target

density. Data from LAMPF #727 (see figure 4) are consistent with a linear

dependence of A d t/q l s and of Adtvl_t on target density as explained in Ref.2.

The surprise here is that \jt/qis was expected to depend quite strongly on
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target density.'»** However, we do detect some dependence (less than
7 fi 2

expected) ' of q^s on tritium fraction.

q l s - [1 - (1 - y) Ct] Y
2 Ct, (2)

Y = 0.75 ± 0.20. ,

While our results for q.s depart from recent predictions, they are consistent

with analogous results regarding ir~ capture in hydrogen-deuterium mixtures; the

meson is preferentially captured by the heavier (d) nucleus independent of the
q

gas pressure between 6 and 90 atm.

LAMPF data also lead to the conclusion that the rate ^tlJ_d increases

much faster than linearly with target density. ̂ Figure 5 shows the striking

density dependence of the normalized molecular formation rate for tu + D2

collisions for T < 130K. The slope of the fitted straight line in Figure 5 is
identified as \\ ' , while the intercept is \[ ' . such that

dtu-d dtu-d,

, _ .(1) .(2) ,,*
A,. , = A, , + A,. , d>. \JJdtu-d dtu-d dtu-d r

The pattern of Figure 5 (non-zero \\ ) is consistent with significant
dtu-d

dtu formation via three-body collisons. The singlet tu + D2 collisions have

their strongest resonances just below threshold where they are not accessible

in two-body collisions. By absorbing some kinetic energy, a third body (D2,

DT of T2) can move these resonances above threshold thus increasing ^tu-d*

(To better explore (tu + D2) collision processes, we will prepare a (D2 + T2)

target, with very little DT.)
This model implies that three-body effects should become less pronounced

( 2)at higher temperatures. Indeed, X). , is evidently smaller at higherdtu—a

temperatures, as shown in Figure 3. The error bars are large, but having seen

this new effect we can take more data to reduce the uncertainty. Mel Leon

points out that n-body effects (n>3) should become evident at higher densities

if this picture is correct, an hypothesis which we plan to test.

III. AMPLITUDE OF NEUTRON-APPEARANCE TRANSIENT DECREASES WITH INCREASING

DENSITY.

In LAMPF Experiment #727 and in a similar catalysis experiment at SIN,10

rapidly-decaying transients are seen in the time-spectra of 14 Mev neutrons

produced from d-t fusion. Alan Anderson presented our early results regarding

this phenomenon at the Workshop on Muon-Catalyzed Fusion at Jackson Hole,
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Wyoming, in June 1984,* In particular, Al showed the fusion-neutron time

spectra for equimolar D-T mixtures at $ = 0.36 and <|> - 0.72 shown in Figure

6. These results were puzzling at the time because they suggest that the

amplitude (not just the width) of the ohserved transient decreases as the

density of the target is increased. Recent data at higher and lower densities

(Figure 6) confirm this unexpected density-dependence.

Two theoretical models for the observed transients have been widely

discussed:

1) A hyperfine - effects model, in which the dtp-formation rate for

triplet tu is much larger than that for singlet tp, and the triplet-to-

singlet quenching rate depends strongly on temperature (contrary to

expectations);

2) Epithevmal dtu-molecular formation, in which the transient appears

since the resonant dtp formation rate is faster for "hot" (~leV) tp

atoms than for thermalized tp atoms, o*11

In both models, the width of the transient must decrease as the target

density is increased. However, only the second hypothesis accounts for the

density-dependence of the amplitude (Figure 6) explaining that the population

of energetic tp atoms shrinks as the target density is increased. Thus, the

LAMPF data regarding transients at different densities strongly favor the

second interpretation above.

IV. THE EFFECTIVE ALPHA-STICKING PROBABILITY BECOMES SMALL FOR HIGH-DENSITY
D-T TARGETS.

The probability for the muon to be captured by the alpha-particle

following d-t fusion and retained as the ap-lon slows In the fluid is known as

the ct-sticking probability, iDg. This quantity is important because it is

thought to ultimately limit the number of fusions x which a p~ can catalyze:

Xmax = l/^s-
 In order to extract o)g, other modes of muon loss from the

catalysis cycle must be accounted for: »

w " A r+V r ( O 5 8W c^ + Wv-v + WCHc)

+ — 7 ^ ( K^C.OJ, + *„„<>„ + X,McCHc)

where \ j t l i , \jdu, *tty' *pdp
 and *pty a r e t}ie formation rates for dtp, ddp,
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ttu, pdu and ptu molecules respectively, and the union may be captured and

retained by the helium nucleus synthesized during fusion with respective

probabilities ws, a)d, ti»t, oipd and aipC. X d R e and X t H e are the rates for muon

transfer to 3Re from du and ty atoms and a>He is the probability for initial

muon capture by 3He. Of course, the amounts of the removable contaminants

helium-3 and protium are generally small (CRe £ 0.3%, C p ^ 0.5%), and muon

losses in the dd- and tt- fusion channels are small for roughly equal

proportions of deuterium and tritium (C^ = C t ) .

In the course of LAMPF experiment #727, we have measured ALL the relevant
1 2quantities in equation 4 and have evaluated ii)g for the first time, • I would

o

like to clarify our results regarding the He-scavenging rate ^tH°* Figure 7

shows the striking temperature dependence of this rate based on atomic

concentration for C-jjjg in contrast to the molar concentration used earlier,
The temperature dependence of AtHe is qualitatively consistent with

theoretical models ' which posit that muon transfer to helium proceeds via

formation of an intermediate nucleus:

tu + 3He + (tu3He)* > t + 3Hey (5)

Subtracting from w the muon-loss contributions discussed above yields the

effective sticking-probability &>s (effective because ug is evaluated

indirectly and some as-yet unidentified muon-loss term may still be embedded

in this quantity). I have selected salient results for figure 8 from Refs. 1

and 2 to underscore two major surprises of LAMPF Experimental #727:

1) <Dg
e decreases with increasing target density. (No strong claim is

made regarding the apparent dependence of wg on Ct since this is only

a ~2o effect in our data.)

2) The value of wseff near liquid-hydrogen density is one-third the

calculated value of 0.9% for a-sticking accepted before the present

experiment, and evidently still falling with increasing density.

The data for CL = 30% are particularly relevant to these conclusions

since corrections made to extract us
e from w are quite small in this case

(see Figure 8). These results have stimulated considerable theoretical

activity15'16'17 but the theoretical picture is not yet clear and will not be

reviewed here.

Because the LAMPF-727 results regarding alpha-sticking are so surprising,

we are preparing an experiment (part of approved LAMPF Experiment #963) to
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evaluate u directly. This will be done by measuring the ratio of (ay) ions

to a++ ions which emerge when rauons stop in 3 D-T gas at "-l-atm. A

feasibility test of the experiment in December, 1985, showed n clear <x~n

coincidence signal above background. However, improvements in the thin target

window are needed before the experiment can be completed, probably this

summer.

Tn conclusion, LAMPF Experiment #727 has produced many surprises and led

to further work. The discovery of a small alpha-sticking coefficient is

particularly intriguing and challenging to our understanding. Clearly, mur.h

remains to be learned about muon catalysis of nuclear fusion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years muon catalyzed fusion (MCF) has gained great interest due
to the observation of resonance effects in formation of dyd molecules^'2 and
the predictions of extremely fast rates in the deuterium-tritium (DT)
cycled. Even concepts to use MCF for energy production are being
considered^. Currently several experimental programs are under way to study
muon catalyzed DT fusion and first results indeed confirm the existence of a
very rapid DT cycle""' producing multiple fusions of the type

dyt + a + n + ji" + 17.6 Mev (1)

On leave from Oesterreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften

On leave from Schweizerisches Institut fur Nuklearforschung, CH-5234
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This paper presents an overview of the program and results of our experiment
performed by a European-American collaboration at the Swiss Institute of
Nuclear Research, Systematic investigations of the low temperature region
(23K-3OGK) reveal a surprisingly rich physics of mesoatomic and taesomolecular
processes, unparalleled in other systems of isotopic hydrogen mixtures : A
dramatic density dependence of the reaction rates is found. The rich
structure in the time spectra of the fusion neutrons observed at, low gas
density yields fir3t evidence for new effects, most likely strong
contributions from reactions of hot muonic atoms, The important question of
muon losses due to He sticking is investigated by different methods and over a
wide range of tritium concentrations,

II. MUON CATALYZED FUSION CYCLE

The physics taking place when a muon comes to rest in DT mixtures has
been covered in a number of theoretical papers11"13, see also M. Leon at this
workshop. Thus we limit the following discussion to the simplified scheme of
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Muon catalyzed
fusion cycle in DT mixture

XBI. «a-i

After the initial muon capture into high atomic orbits, fast muon
transfer from excited states yd* to ut* is expected to compete with cascade
transitions to the ground state. This effect reduces the initial population
P13 of yd atoms in their ground state to

'1a = c. (2)

where q J a 1 strongly depends on the density * and tritium concentration
From the yd ground state isotopic transfer takes place with an

effective rate
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•}-

Adt - • ct

All effective rates Ax depend on the target density *, The rates Xx are
normalized to liquid hydrogen density *0 - 1.25 ' 1 0 " atoms/cm^. Gas
densities are given relative to 4>o.

In collisions with nuclei of the Dg, DT and T 2 target molecules muonic
molecules dpd, dpt or tyt are formed, Due to the resonance character of dyt
formation, the rate Ad t consists of strongly .different contributions for
molecular formation on D 2 and DT molecules

11 »ld»i:3

Dp DT

j ^ CDT denote the concentrations of D2
 anc) DT molecules, respectively,

cD»+cDTlcT* " 0#5^ D u e t 0 t n e l a r 6e transition rate between pt hyperf ine
states*6 , Ad t is expected to represent mainly dyt formation from the yt
singlet state.

The behaviour of the effective dyd formation rate &£„$, on the other
hand, i s dominated by more complex hyperfine effects at low temperatures2.(For
the sake of simplicity the two hyperfine states of yd were not included
explicltely in Fig. \). Because the molecular formation rate from the upper yd
hyperfine state is resonant at liquid temperatures, AdjJ(j i s approximately
proportional to the population of this state1^:

which leads to a nontrivial ct dependence of A d u d (for rate definitions see
2).

In the various muonic molecules nuclear fusion occurs rapidly1^. After
fusion the muon is free to start a new cycle, evcept when it guts captured by
the ^He (or ̂He) fusion products with sticking probabilities SQ, «„ or u t (see
Fig. 1).

III. EXPERIMENTS

The measurements were performed at the uEi beam of the Swiss Institute
for Nuclear Research. The experimental set up shown in Fig. 2 is a
development from the apparatus used in our previous experiments (see2*** for
more details).
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Fig. 2 Experimental setup:

Target (T)

Insulation Vacuum (I)

Muon Telescope (Mj)

Neutron Detectors (Bi and NE213)

Electron Telescope

The DT liquid is contained in a cylindrical copper target cell (V=20cm3).
Silver coating of the target walls and silver windows in the beam direction
are U3ed. (Muon3 stopping in silver disappear quickly by nuclear capture).
The ratio of real stops to electronic stops varied during the measurements
with liquid DT between 64% and 68$. For the experiments with gaseous DT
mixtures larger targets (V=100-1000cm3) were used and effective stopping rates
between 6* and 40* were achieved.

Time and energy spectra of neutrons (from dt and tt fusion) and electrons
(from muon decay) were measured in 8 consecutive runs with high density liquid
fillings (T • 23K, density 1.16-*1.2M) and in 32 runs with gaseous mixtures
(T = 35K -300K, densities from 0.5? to 8$ of liquid hydrogen). The tritium
concentrations were varied in a wide range from 2% to 96%.

As a significant modification to our previous set-up a set of 5
fast plastic counters (sizes 12" x 2" x 2" each) was installed to detect the
large neutron multiplicities expected at high (liquid) target densities.
Using fast routing circuits and pulse clipping techniques up to 4 subsequent
neutron hits per detector were recorded. Due to the small efficiency (en »
4*10~3) and dead time (50ns) per detector, pile up distortions of the time
spectra were small and are well understood (Fig. 3). To determine the
absolute neutron yields an experimentally calibrated liquid scintillation
counter (5" x 4", NE213) with neutron'-gamma pulse shape discrimination (PSD)
was operated in addition. A sufficient distance (56cm) to the target was
chosen to keep the occurance of double neutron hits within the PSD integration
time well below 10%. Systematic effects were also checked by doubling this
distance at one run condition.
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Fig. 3 Time spectra of fusion neutrons observed subsequently in
one of the plastic detectors at ct • O.36, liquid target. Solid
curve demonstrates agreement with analytical expressions derived for
these distributions including small effects of deadtime and
accidentals.

The trigger for accepting events was a muon stop signal (with pile up
rejection of beam particles entering the target area within 9ys before and
after) accompanied by at least one neutron or electron telescope signal within
8jiS. This simple and nonrestrictive trigger turned out to be valuabls, since
coincidence conditions between neutrons and electrons can lead to significant
distortions of the neutron time spectra19. The full information about
unconstrained neutron and electron time spectra allowed a careful off-line
3tudy of systematic effects and gave sufficient redundancy in the analysis.

Cne particular problem of DT fusion experiments is the handling of large
quantities of tritium. For this purpose a closed loop high vacuum and gaa
filling system was constructed using exclusively metallic components and
palladium filters for gas purification20. Different filling procedures
enabled us to investigate equilibrated as well as non equilibriated molecular
mixtures at liquid temperatures and to directly observe the effect of
molecular concentrations on the dyt formation rates (see Eq. 1). A mass
spectrometer was connected to the target cell for an in situ determination of
the molecular compositions.
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IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Basic Kinetic Parameters

Steady State Behavior

Due to the strong coupling between the different states yd.pt... in
the MCF cycle shown in Fig.1, a steady state can be attained during the muon
lifetime. Then the relative probability of the muon being in one of these
states is constant and all states disappear with the same loss rate xn, which
is also the neutron disappearance rate. Because the effective rates Ax in
Fig. 1 strongly depend on density, the time scale for reaching the steady
state will range from a few ns in liquid DT to some 100ns in gas of density
1*.

In the steady state the time distribution of observed DT fusion neutrons
is simply'

^ = en Xc e
 n (6)

Xn - XQ + W xc (7)

where Xc is the DT cycle rate, W the muon 1033 per cycle, Xo - 0.H55 ys"*' the
muon decay constant and en the neutron detection efficiency for 1

1* MeV fusion
neutrons.

The inverse of the cycle rate Xc characterizes the average time a muon
needs to pass through the fusion cycle leading to DT fusion. It can be
expressed in terms of the effective rates (Fig. 1)

1 P-t3
L 3 ( 8 )

xc Ad'c + (1~p1s

Figure H presents the cycle rates normalized to liquid hydrogen density
observed in our experiments at low temperatures. Since these data were taken
at nearly the same temperature (gas T - 35K, liquid T - 23K) temperature
effects in the dyt formation rates should be insignificant. Thus the large
difference between liquid and gas data seen in Fig. *J is clear evidence for a
surprising density dependence of the cycle rates which enhances the rates by a
factor of -2 at liquid conditions. Recent theoretical explanations^
consider the effect of three body collisions in resonant dyt formation. If a
small resonance defect exists for two body collisions, triple collisions like

ut + D2 + D 2 + [(dyt)d2e]* + D2 (9)

with energy transfer to the spectator molecule allow large resonant rates.
These conditions seem to be fulfilled for the dominating dyt formation rate
from the singlet yt state, where the strongest resonances for two body
reactions are below threshold^.
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A detailed analysis of the cycle rates \c obtained in liquid DT mixtures
were performed in terms of basic rates. The observed cycle rates were fitted
to Eq.(8) in the tritium range 0.04 & c t £ 0.80 using the measured atomic and
molecular concentrations for the different data points. The results are
presented in Table I together with preliminary values from the experiment
at LAMPF23. D,

TABLE I
dtp

Bthavlor CMS"1 !

DT

[us-1]

Theorj13'1*

Byatrltsky,

Jones et al23
preliminary
T < 130K

This experiment
preliminary
T - 23K

drastic ct

drastic +
dependence

(not aenaltve)

Weak ct

no 4

strong oi

dependence

dependence

200

290 ± 40

28H 1 10
(T-23K)

- 250

>100

656 ± 58

300 ± 50

(not sensitive)

26 ± 5

10 ± 30
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A key problem for the analysis is the correct choice of q1a (Eq.2),
describing the fast rauon transfer, which is expected to be a function of •,
and cJ 3«™. It is difficult to disentangle q1a from the ground state
muon transfer rate Xdt, because at low c^ £ 0.1

(10)

The value of X ,̂. adopted in table I results from preliminary analysis of our
gas data at low * ,c t and our recent experiment with extremely low O f i ' I O ^
liquid targets, where al l models predict q^a-1.

D2
Also, one should note the large discrepancy concerning the rate Ad t,

which is a direct consequence of the different ct dependence of cycle rates
observed in the LAMPF data and this experiment.

Transient Behavior

A more direct approach to disentangle the complex kinetics of muon
induced processes is persued in low density gas experiments. Because of the
density dependence of effective rates due to collisions, fast rates (up to
some lOOOus1"1 at liquid conditions) become directly observable at low
densities8. Figure 5 presents examples for the rich structure of neutron time
distributions observed at $ - If. Two distinct components are seen. The
intensity of the fast component is extremely high, corresponding to dyt
formation rates approaching lOOOus"1. Our original interpretation of these
data in terms of a hyperfine model resulted in significant disagreement with
theoretical calculations as discussed already8. Only recently a new
explanation of our data has been proposed"^»25. -phe intense components
correspond to molecular formation by hot, non thermalized ut atoms, the
transient times represent the thermalization times at various tritium
oncentration3. Thus, these transients provide first evidence for largely
enhanced molecular formation rates in an energy range corresonding to a few
1000K, which significantly exceeds the energies reached in hot target
experiments so far.

B. Sticking

Integration of the time distribution of fusion reactions Eq.(6) yields
the average number of fusions Y

Y " 1 = - * + W ( 1 1 )
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Fig. 5 Examples for time spectra of fusion neutrons at 1$ gas
densitiy. The dependence of this time structure on ct, T and <(>
gives direct information about the kinetic parameters.

The muon losses per cycle W can be further decomposed into20

tt
W

*dt
(12)

(for rate definitions see Fig.1. X ^ is the fusion rate of tut molecules27)
The loss terms into competing fusion channels become less important with
increasing \Q. Thus, with sufficiently high cycle rates (dut formation rates
of hot atoms observed are already - 2000 times faster than \0) the intrinsic
sticking of the dut fusion u3 ultimately limits the fusion yield catalyzed by
a single muon to Y £ 1/ui3.

Neutron Method

Figure 6 shows the raw sticking values W obtained from the disappearance
rates Xn of fusion neutrons at liquid target conditions. Because preliminary
LAMPF data for ct < o/i have indicated a surprising dependence of u>s on the
tritium concentration^, the sticking probability u>s was evaluated over the
whole range of tritium concentrations observed in our experiment. Once a set
of kinetic rates is determined from the fit of the cycle rates, the
contributions of the various loss channels can be subtracted from W to give u)g
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according to Eq. 12. The most important corrections are calculated from
experimental results (tut rates from our data at c t = 0.963, u»d from2^, An *
including hyperflne effects from2|3°, pud rates from31), only for put w

molecular formation theoretical values '2 are used. The values of u>3 result in
from this preliminary analysis show no significant c t dependence^ With

u3 = (0.50 + .08)$

somewhat lower than most recent theoretical c a l cu l a t i ons^ 1 ^ .

(13)

1.2

0.8 -

o.a

0.4

o.a r

Fig. 6 Raw sticking W and sticking
w3 (after subtraction of other losa
channels). Dashed line shows
current theoretical

0.8

X Ray Method

Additional detailed information about the sticking process can be
obtained by observation of X-rays from excited yHe states following fusion.
The overall sticking probability w 3 consists of

(T-R) (U)
o

where ui3 characterizes the initial sticking and R - 0.24-0.32 is the
reactivation efficiency of the muon during the slowing down of the recoiling
yHe lonj 'I 7' 3 • Both these important steps, the initial population of uHe
levels-5 »•» and the understanding of collisional processeS'3°»37l are
systematically studied by observation of X-ray intensities. Our results for
Pud and dyd have been published39. An experiment in liquid DT(ct-M.8'10" '•),
which is extremely difficult due to the high tritium activity, has been
performed successfully. First, very preliminary results indicate a 2p •» 1s
yield of -2-10"3 per fusion, smaller than the recent theoretical value of
3.6-10~3 37.
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V. CONCLUSION

A systematic study of muon catalyzed DT fusion at low temperature has
produced a consistent set of data showing high cycle ratea (see Fig, H) and
very small DT sticking values (w3 - 0,5$, see Fig. 5). Our maximum observed
neutron yield per muon just exceeds 100 and could approach 200 if conditions
with even large cycle rates can be achieved. Indeed, our gas data indicate a
sharp rise of fusion rates in the case of hot, non thermalized yt atoms (see
Fig, 5). Thus, at high temperatures, conditions for extremely high fusion
yields may be found.

Our observations can be Ascribed in terms of the kinetic model
displayed in Fig. 1 and outlined in Section II and IV. A non trivial density
effect of the cycle rate between gas and liquid data is well established over
the whole range of investigated tritium concentrations. It can be understood
qualitatively by two different mechanisms: at low ct by isotopic exchsnge
during the muonic cascade 1 4 and at ct * 0.15 by resonant dyt formation in
triple collision21.

A comparison with the experiment at LAMPF23 shows agreement in the
magnitude of xc and 'D3 observed, but discrepancies up to a factor of 2 in the
resonant dyt formation rate and qualitatively different behavior of q1a,
i.e. isotopic transfer from excited states (sea Table I). Our preliminary
analysis indicates no significant ct dependence of sticking ius, see Fig. 6.
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The measurement of the muon decay spec-
trum is one of the most fundamental experiments
in particle physics because it is the best way to
determine the character and strength of the weak
interaction. The goal of the experiment described
herein is to make an improvement in one of the
quantities used to parameterize muon decay. The
experiment is known as the Los Alamos Meson
Physics Facility (LAMPF) Time Projection
Chamber (TPC) experiment. Before describing
it, we present a short overview of the physics
addressed by this experiment.1

The normal decay mode of the posi-
tive muon is

|X+ -» e+ v e v~n .
In our experiment, the momentum distribution of
the decay positrons averaged over their emission
direction with respect to the muon spin is
measured. In its more general form, that spec-
trum (integrated over the positron polarization
and to first order in nym^) is2

dN

dx
« (3-2x)

+ 1

-1) (4x-3)

where nig and m^ are the positron and muon
masses, respectively x is the reduced energy of
the positron (i.e., x = 2E/m^, where E is the
positron energy), and p and r\ are two Michel
parameters. The constants p and i\ predomi-
nately determine the shape of the high-energy
and low-energy parts of the decay spectrum,
respectively. Their currently measured
values are3.4

 p = 0.7518 + 0.0026 and
TI = -0.007 + 0.013. The accepted model of the
electroweak interaction is the Weinberg-Glashow-

Salam Theory. That theory, which is charact-
erized by two-component, massless neutrinos, is
a purely V-A interaction. In such an interaction,
one finds that p = 3/4 and n. = 0 (which are in
good agreement with experiment). However, the
experimental limits on the theory allow some
degree of more complex couplings.5 Our experi-
ment will help to strengthen those limits by
improving upon the value of p by about a factor
of 5.

A schematic view of the experimental
apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The main
component is the TPC.6 It was chosen as the
detector because of its large solid angle and good
momentum resolution. The sub-surface muon
beam for the experiment entered the detector
through a hole in the TPC magnet after passing
through an ExB separator. The separator rotated
the longitudinal polarization of the muon beam
into a transverse polarization. The muons then
stopped in a 10-mU-thick scintillate* target at the
entrance to the TPC. This target produced two
signals—a large pulse Height signal when the
muon stopped in the target and a smaller pulse
height signal when the muon decayed. The
signal associated with the muon decay was used
to give the to signal for the TPC drift time
rsieasurement The stopping target was
surrounded by a cylindrical scintillation counter.
That counter was used to veto events wherein the
positron passed through the G-10 portion of the
high-voltage electrode of the TPC The trigger
for a muon decay event was a signal indicating
that a muon had stopped in the target followed by
a decay signal within 12 |xs. A veto occurred if
the later signal was in time coincidence with a
signal from the veto counter. The detector read-
out used flash-encoding analog-to-digital
converters (FADC's) to digitize the pulse height
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FIG. L A schematic view of the TPC detector apparatus for the High Statistics Normal Muon Decay
experiment at LAMPF.

on all 17 pads under each of the TPC's 315 sense
wires.7 These 5355 pad amplifier signals went
into 153 multiplexed FADC channels wherein the
pulse height was digitized every 50 ns. To aid in
the sparse-data-scan of these pad data and to
remove the ambiguity due to the multiplexing, the
amplifier/discriminator state of every one of the
sense wires was also recorded every 50 ns.
Because a very high data rate was required for
the experiment (a goal of the experiment was to
take one event every 8 ms—the LAMPF beam
repetition rate), the on-line sparse-data-scan of
the FADC's was performed by three special
purpose, home-built, bit-slice preprocessors
running in parallel. After the eveftt data were
compressed by the preprocessors, on-line cuts
were applied to remove events that had no decay
positron track (mainly because the positron had
gone back up the beam pips), and successful
events were taped by the cn-line computer (an
LSI-11/73). At the same time, a sample of the
incoming data was analyzed by a simplified
version of the off-line data analysis program
running in an array processor attached to the LSI-
11/73. In that manner, on-line positron decay
spectra were accumulated; these provided the
ultimate diagnostic of the apparatus. A typical
event, as reconstructed by the on-line program, is
shown in Fig. 2.

We collected about 4 x 107 muon decays
on tape during a data-taking run that ended on
December 1, 1985. Those data are currently
being analyzed. Also, a considerable amount of
work is being done to fully characterize the TPC
detector and to analyze calibration data. All of
that effort must be completed before we will have
a final result; however, it is our desire to have a
preliminary result for the value of p by the end
of the summer.

!For a more complete presentation of the
physics goals of the experiment see W. W.
Kinnison, in Low Energy Tests of Conservation
Laws in Particle Physics, edited by M. Blecher
and K. Gotow (American Institute of Physics,
New York, 1984), pp. 226;241.

2H. Primakoff, in Muon Physics II.
Weak Intergption^ ^[^ by V. W. Hughes and
C. S. Wu (Academic Press, New York, !?75),
p. 20ff.

3S. E. Dsrenzo, Phys. Rev. 18J., 1854
(1969).

4H. Burkara. et at., Phys. Lett. 160B.
343 (1985).
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FIG. 2. A typical muon decay event as seen in the TPC. The figure on the left is a view as seen by
the Scorning beam. The figure on the right is a side view. The event shows the helical track formed
by the decay positron under the influence of die TPC magnetic field, which is perpendicular to the read-
out plane. It also demonstrates the multi-hit capability of the TPC.

5H. J. Gerber in these proceedings; H.
Burkard, et ai, ibid.

6For a more complete description of the
apparatus used in the experiment, see W. W.
Kinnison, in The Time Projection Chamber,
edited by J. A. Macdonald (American Institute of
Physics, New York, 1984), pp. 21-36.

7For more details on the electronics, see
J. W. Lillberg, Nucl. Instru. & Methods A240.
122 (1985).
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RADIATIVE MUON CAPTURE ON HYDROGEN

by

G. Azuelos, S. Ahmad, D. Armstrong, M. Blecher, A. Burnham,
E.H. Clifford, P. Depommier, T. Gorringe, M. Hasinoff, J. Macdonald,
T. Numao, J-M. Poutissou, R. Poutissou, B. Robertson, H. Sumhammer,

C. Waltham and D. Wright

TRIUMF-UBC-Montreal-VPI-Queens Collaboration

Uadiative Muon Capture (RMC) has

long I'f.en the subject of experimenta-

tion, especially on Ca, and more

recently,1 on lighter nuclei. The

interest stems from the fact that this

reaction is very sensitive to the

value of gp, the induced pseudoscalar

coupling constant of the weak hadronic

current. Two observables are usually

measured: the absolute rate (above a

cutoff photon energy) and the asymme-

try of the photon distribution rela-

tive to the spin of the rauon. The

major difficulties in these exper-

iments are, on the experimental side,

the neutron background suppression

and, on the theoretical side, the

interpretation of an inclusive photon

spectrum clouded by all the uncertain-

ties of nuclear physics and renormali-

zation effects, etc. For these

reasons, we intend to measure the rate

of RMC, and the spectrum shape direct-

ly on hydrogen with a large solid

angle pair spectrometer (Fig. 1). The

spectrometer will be very similar in

design to the drift chamber being

built for the rare K decay experiment

787 at BNL. It will be cylindrical

with an inner radius of about 35 cm

and outer radius of 54 cm, with a

length of 70 cm, thus covering a solid

angle of about 2it. At a field of

4-0 kG, with a Pb converter 1 mm

thick, the expected e»0 for a 70 MeV

photon will be >1% and the resolution

(FWHM) ~10%. The short drift time

will nearly eliminate the likelihood

of spurious tracks from muon decay

electrons being present at the same

time as the tracks from the converted

photon. The detector will reside

inside the large volume magnet where

the TRIUMF TPC now sits.

Initially, measurements of RMC

rates will be done on light nuclei and

the systematics of gp venortnalization

will be studied. Later, we shall

attempt the measurement on hydrogen.

High purity protium similar to the one

used by the Saclay group for the ordi-

nary muon capture (OKC) experiment2

will be used. Monte Carlo studies

have been made to help in the design
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Fig. 1. Preliminary design of the pair spectrometer showing
tracks of an e e~ pair produced by the conversion
of a photon on a Pb sheet-
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of the target and the beam counter

geometry. Because of the extremely

low cross section for this process

i,6« lCT8) it is necessary to have as

high an efficiency and as large a muon

stopping rate as possible, without

generating too many false triggers.

The precision aimed for is shown in

Fig. 2 and compared with the world

average of previous measurements of

gp from OMC on hydrogen.

REFERENCES

Fig 2. Present precision in the
measurement of the pseudo-
scalar coupling constant, and
the precision aimed at. He^f,
g' is a nonpionic-pole part
or the coupling constant.

1. M. Dobeli et al., presented at the
III Int. Conf. on Mesons and
Nuclei, Czechoslovakia, June 1985.

2. G. Bardin et al., Phys. Lett. 104B
(1981) 320.
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MEASUREMENT OF NUCLEAR MUON CAPTURE IN DEUTERIUM

M. Cargnelli, W. H. Breunlich, H. Fuhrmann, P. Kammel
J. Marton, J. Werner, J. Zmeskal
Austrian Academy of Sciences

C. Petitjean
SIN, Villigen

Presented by E. Zavattini, CERN

Using the uE4-beam of SIN, we measured the rate A of the u-absorption on

the deuteron starting from the doublet state of the ud-atom.

(y~ + d ) F = 1 / 2 > n + n + -vy

Experimental Method (Neutron Measurement)

1. Pure deuterium was used for the first time, where nuclear capture takes

place in an atomic state of well defined spin (see no. 3).

2. The deuterium was cold (T=45K) gas of A% liquid density to reduce background

from dd-fusion and to achieve ultra clean filling (atomic concentration of
_n

impurities less than 10 .

3- The dd-fusion neutrons were detected and used to determine the initial-state

hyperfine population of the yd along with the capture measurement.

4. Electron counters covering a solid angle of 85% were used to identify the

fusion neutrons efficiently.

5. The effect of diffusion of ud-atonn to the target walls was measured using a

large (16 x 16 x 24 ccm) N'al crystal to detect the muonic x-rays emitted

after the transfer to the wall atom.

6-. Background due to y-stops in the carbon of surrounding plastic scintillators

was measured by running the experiment with a target filling of xenon with

the same stopping power as the deuterium. In that case all y stopped in the

gas are captured rapidly and long-lived neutron (or electron) components

identify the C-stops.
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7. For the absolute neutron efficiency, the liquid scintillator was calibrated

in a time-of-flight measurement with a Cf - 252 fission chamber. This data

was analyzed using extensive Monte Carlo studies, which were also used to

calculate scattering effects in the target. Since the fusion neutrons are

measured along with the capture neutrons, the capture rate can also be

regarded as measured relative to the molecular formation rate of dud. In

this case only the ratio of efficiencies for fusion neutrons and capture

neutrons is needed.

8. Since a large n - efficiency was needed, a big scintillator

(28 x 14 x 10 cm) had to be used. The necessary performance of

neutron-gamma discrimination resulted in a threshold setting of about 1.5

MeV neutron energy. Therefore, the obtained result depends on the

capture-neutron energy-spectrum taken from literature (Eramzhyan).

Numeric Results

10 n-stops in deuterium, 5x10 u-stops in Xe.
Total numbers and various backgrounds (relative):

a) Neutron energy about the
2.5 MeV dd-fusion neutrons

n e
C-stops
Diffusi I
Photoneutrons

3.57 + 0.09
0.61 ± 0.17
0.28 0.10
0.33 ± 0.02

b) "Low" neutron energy threshold

16.70 ± 0.27
1.90 ± 0.31
1.00 ± 0.40
1.13 ± 0.05

Fusion neutrons remaining
in n i due to inefficiency
of electron counters 5.52 ± 0.50

Error due to detection efficiency: ±5
Error due to gas-stop factor: ±2.5%

AD = (401 ± 44) s"1
C

Combined result:

AD = (417 ± 50) s"1
C

409 ± 40 s-1
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MUON CAPTURE IN DEUTERIUM: PRESENT STATUS AND FUTURE WORK

A.Bertin.M.Capp .. ,.De Castro,I.Massa.M.Piccinini.M.Poli .N.Semprini-Cesari,

A.Vitalfi, and A.Zoccoli

Dipartimento di Fisica dell'Universita di Bologna, and Istituto Na^ionale di

Fisica Nucleare, Sezione di Bolcgna, Italy

+Dipartimento di Energetica dell'Universita, Firenze, Italy, and Istituto Na-

zionale di Fisica Nucleare, Sezione di Bologna, Italy

I. INTRODUCTION

The reaction of nuclear muon capture by a deuteron

u t - d + n-i-n + v (1)

' /U

represents a natural extension of the field of muon capture in hydrogen. With

respect to the case of hydrogen, however, the measurements of the rate of pro-

cess (1) are more difficult, both due to the smaller reaction rate, and (if the

neutrons in the final state are observed) due to the fact the energy spectrum of

these neutrons is not monoenergetic, and is peaked at significantly smaller ener-

gies (about 1.5 MeV). Despite these difficulties, the studies on reaction (l) re=

present an effective tool for the purpose of getting information on the weak in-

teraction coupling constants on which the rate of the process depends.If second-

class currents are disregarded, in particular, the rate depends on the sector

(g ), axial-vector (g ), weak-magnetism (g ) and induced pseudoscaiar (g )cou-

pling constants. The canonical, V-A -predicted strong dependence of the reaction

rate on the total spin state (doib.let or quartet) of the muon-deuteron system is

to be retained.
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Opposite to the case of hydrogen, only a few experimental results are avai-

lable on the rate of nuclear muon capture in deuterium. In the present report,we

shall shortly recall them, discussing the following facts: (i) the compatibility

of the experimental values among them;(ii) the difficulty in establishing an

agreement with the predictions of theory;(iii) the experimental and theoretical

work which is demanded in this field, to be carried out on new grounds with re-

spect to the past.

II. STATUS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1-4)
The results of the experiments obtained so far are recalled in Table I

and plotted in Fig.1.The different experimental conditions under which the mea-

surements were carried out correspond to observe reaction(l) in different physi-

cal systems, such as:(i) the p ud molecular ion, produced within a target of li-

quid-deuterated hydrogen (Columbia). In this case, the neutrons emitted were ob-

served, and the data analysed to obtain the rate of capture in the doublet state

of the muon—deuteron system;(ii) the ud muonic atoms formed in a deuterated ga-

2)
seous hydrogen target at 8 atm pressure (Bologna-CERM). In this condition.most

TABLE

Experimental results on the rate X of nuclear muon capture by deuterons in the

doublet spin state of the muon-deuteron system.

Experiment Year Detected particles (s Reference

1

2

3

4

( ) Corrected value, referring to X .The dir-rf .xperimental result was X
i d exp

(445+60J"1

Columbia

Bologna-CERN

Vienna-SIN

Saclay-Bologna

1965

1973

1984

1986

neutrons

neutrons

neutrons

electrons

365+96

553+80

420+60

470+29

(b) Unpublished.
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of the ud systems where the capture takes place are in the doublet state.The re-

sult, obtained by looking at the outcoming neutrons, can then be referred(provi-

ded a suitable correction is introduced)to muon capture in the doublet state.

(iii) The ud muonic atoms continuously recycled within a liquid deuterium tar-

4)
get (Saclay-Bologna). Here d ud molecules are formed, which promptly undergo

nuclear synthesis, releasing in most of the cases rejuvenated muons; the muon

time is spent, mainly, within ud muonic atoms in the doublet state. The Saclay-

Bologna experiment was carried out by measuring the lifetime T - of negative

muons stopping in deuterium to a very high degree of accuracy (~1O ), and cr.mpa-

rine, it to the lifetime r t of positive muons.
u

As it is shown in Fig.l, the experimental results are fully compatible

Columbia
1965

Vienna-Sin (-)
1984

700

600

•> 500
(A

U

< 400

300

i •

i

i

<

i

j
<

l

-

>

-

Bo-Cern
1973

Saclay-Bo
1985

Fig.1.-Experimental results on the

rate of nuclear muon capture by

deuterons in the doublet state of

the muon-deuteron system. (^Unpu-

blished value(see Ref.3).Shown are

also the average of the three va-

lues obtained by detecting the out-

going neutrons (X^=(447+43)s-1),

and the world-average result(see

Equation(2)in the text).

among them. The world average for the rate of nuclear muon capture by deuterons

in the doublet spin state

-1
A = (463 + 24) s
d, w —

(2)

has an accuracy of about 5%, which was predominantly attained by the experiment

performed by the Saclay-Bologna collaboration.where the inaccuracies due to the
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calculation of the efficiency of the neutron detectors are avoided.

III. COMPARISON WITH THEORY

A sample of the most complete calculations on the rate of process (1) occur-

5-9)

ring in the doublet spin state is given in Table II. Since the original resul-

ts were obtained starting from canonical values of the weak-interaction coupling

constants which were subsequently updated, we have also listed in the Table the

values one would have obtained assuming the presently accepted values of tho cou-

pling constant themselves. The following comments can be expressed:(i) the chan-

ging values of X are due to the inclusion of different correction terms,such

as e.g. final-state interaction or meson exchange currents.(ji)Even the most re-

cent evaluations fail to agree with the experimental result(2).The discrepancy is

TABLE II

c
Typical theoretical predictions on the rate X of nuclear muon capture by deu-

terons in the doublet spin state of the muon-deuteron system.

Reference

5

6

7

8

9

Authors

Wang

Pascual

Sotona

Dautry

Dogotar

et

et

et

et

al.

al.

al.

al.

Year

1965

1972

1974

1976

1977

Assumed

-gp(q
2)

8.6

10.27

8.58

8.24

8.61

couplings

1.19

1.23

1.226

1.23

1.23

d.th

334

313

377

405

380

U d

358

334

381

406

384

[ ) Corrected values, assuming g = -8.1 and g = -1.23.

about two standard deviations.This disagreement, which was first pointed out by

2)
the authors of the Bologna-CERN experiment, is confirmed by the entirely dif-
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ferent measurement carried out by the Saclay-Bologna team.(iii)If one assumes

the theoretical frame on which are based the calculations of the rate of reac-

tion(l) as fully correct, one may get by comparing theory to Eq.(2)

g = - (1.34 + 0.04) (3)

taking for ^ and g the values provided by CVC and PCAC, respectively (see Fig.

2). This implies a difference with the corresponding value obtained from maon

capture in hydrogen Ag = (0.10 + 0.06).

4|

0
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*> -8
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S -12
Q.

-18

.on

/ /
/ /

/ / '
/ / '
/ / l̂ -e.
/ / IUNIV,

/ / '

/ / i "

Fig.2.-Couples of values g /g and

g /g allowed by the world-average of

the experimental results on the rate

\^ (see Equation(2))on the basis of cur-

rent theoretical treatments.

-1.8 -1.6 -1.4 -12

_i i i i — i — i

-20 -18 -16 -14 -12
9A(0)/9v<0)

It is hard to say, for the present, to which extent this excercise is signi-

ficant .Beyond the corrections already considered to the theory,there are still

two points which seems worth while being examined.First,process(l)occurs over a

wide range of r, omentum transfer, while the coupling constants involved indeed

depend on the momentum transfer itself.In our opinion, this fact was not taken

into account in detail in the calculations performed so far.Given the relative-

ly small disagreement between theory and experiment on reaction(1),it might well

be the case that the inclusion of such dependence in the calculations turn cut

to be illuminating.Second, one would underline that renewed theoretical treat-
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ments are nowadays demanded, where such processes as reaction(1) are treated as

quark-lepton interactions at low energies.In an updated standpoint,precise cal-

culations of the rates of muon nuclear capture processes should preferably be

conceived by this renewed approach.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We wish now to express the following concluding remarks:

(i)The case of muon capture in deuterium is still open:no plain agreement

is verified between theory and experiment.

(ii)Further theoretical effort would be welcome,both to include the detai-

led dependence of the effective coupling constants on the momentum transfer,and

to state the problem of muon capture as a lepton-quark interaction.

(iii)The rate of process(l)in the doublet spin state is'presently measured

to a good degree of accuracy(see Eq.(2)).0n the experimentalist's point of view,

however, it would be highly appealing to observe the rate of reaction(l)for dif-

ferent energies of the emitted neutrons, detecting both of them in a coincidence

measurement.This experiment would provide the possibility of observing reaction

(l)under such conditions where it is produced by different combinations of the

coupling constants involved,which is one of the chief aims of muon capture expe-

riments in hydrogen and deuterium.An alternative possibility in this direction

would be to exploit the lifetime method to measure the rate of reaction(l)in a

gaseous target of ultrapure deuterium,where some good chances e.re present to pro-

duce and keep alive a -tatistical population of quartet and doublet ud states.

(iv)The development of significantly improved apparatuses for the detection

of neutrons(with a well controlled efficiency),as well as of high-intensity clo-

ud beams of negative muons are two apparent necessary conditions to prepare si-

gnificantly renewed studies of the reaction of nuclear muon capture in deuterium.

The authors are indebted to E.Zavattini for many stimulating discussions

on the subject of the present report.
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MUQNIC HYDROGEN AND DEUTERIUM: FUTURE WORK ON SELECTED TOPICS

A.Bertin.M.Gapponi.S.De Castro,I.Massa.M.Piccinini.M.Poli ,N.Sempririi-Cesari,

A.Vitale, and A.Zoccoli
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Fisica Nucleare, Sezione di Bologna, Italy

+Dipartimento di Energetica dell'Universita, Fir-snze, Italy, and Istituto Na-

zionale di Fisica Nuclear*!, Sezione di Bologna, Italy

I. INTRODUCTION

1-3)
It is currently being emphasized that many significant experiments are

worth while being performed in the field of low-energy muon physics.The general

aim of these measurements would be to attain conclusive clarifications on funda-

mental fields such as the muon electrodynamic and weak interactions. The way to

proceed apparently goes through higher-accuracy measurements,and through an im-

proved quality of the observable quantities.A typical example would be the measu-

rement of the rate of nuclear muon capture in gaseous hydrogen by the lifetime

method, which would provide the first rate of capture in the up atom singlet

spin state independent on the efficiency of the apparatus for detecting neutrons.

The above-mentioned considerations, however, can easily be extended to such the-

mes as the coincidence measurement of the neutrons emitted after muon capture in

deuterium, the ortho-para transition within the p up molecular ion, the laser-

spectroscopy of muonic atoms as accurate tests of QED, and to the observations

of the main parameters describing muon decay.

Besides developing new detectors, this fairly ambitious experimental line
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demands as a preliminary step improved low-energy muon beams, having high inten-

sity, low momentum spread and in some cases a pulsed structure.In order to make

them available, one can obviously upgrade the muon beams at the existing meson

factories, while the construction of high-intensity intermediate energy accele-

rators is being considered,Alternatively, one may try to extract low-energy pion

and muon beams at high-energy machines. This possibility was studied first at

the BNL AGS, where a fast pulsed muon beam was obtained from 30 GsV protons,to

fit the requirements of an experiment on QED effects on the levels of muonic he-
4)

lium. A similar study is being performed at the CERN SPS by a Bologna-CERN col-

laboration, with a view to study the production of low-energy pions(and muons

from pion decay)from proton beams in the range of 300 GeV energies.

In the present report, we shall shortly recall a line of research on nega-

tive muons stopped in matter, which in its turn is complementary and, to some

extent, preliminary to the fundamental measurements mentioned above:this is the

complex field of processes involving muonic hydrogen and deuterium atoms in mat-

ter. In particular, we shall discuss the reasons for performing some new measure-

ments in this field.

II. A COMPLICATED PICTURE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

The rich phenomenology involving hydrogen (up) and deuterium ( ud) muonic

atoms in matter can roughly be subdivided into three classes of processes:(i)for-

mation in excited states, and de-excitation to the IS ground levels, of the up

and ud systems;(ii)inelastic reactions, which include the muon exchange between

a proton and a deuteron, the transfer of muons to other elements and the forma-

tion of hydrogen and deuterium muonic molecular ions;(iii)elastic scattering pro-

cesses. Besides their intrinsic interest, each of these classes is deeply connec-

ted to fundamental fields of investigation, namely (i) to laser-spectroscopy

tests of QED predictions,(ii) to the muon fundamental weak interactions(muon cap-

ture in hydrogen and deuterium)and to the muon catalytic action of nuclear syn-

thesis between hydrogen isotopes;(iii)to the evolution in time of the spin sta-

tes of the up and ud systems formed in gaseous targets(which again is connec-
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ted to the field of muon capture).

Therefore,starting from the early sixties, a lot of experimental and theo-

retical effort has been devoted to get systematically deeper insight into the

hydrogen and deuterium muonic atoms phenomenology.Nevertheless,more remains to

be done, along each of the lines(i)to(iii).This is especially true in view of

new-generation experiments on the mentioned fundamental topics, some of which

would possibly be carried out under very special physical conditions with re-

spect to the past.

The problems connected to points(i)and(ii) are treated(implicitly or ex-

plicitely)in other reports presented at the present Workshop.Here we shall shor-

tly discuss some of those concerning point(iii),which(together with other topics

in this field) were the object of a systematical investigation by our group.

III. ELASTIC SCATTERING PROCESSES

The diffusion process of muonic hydrogen atoms against protons has provided

so far a unique possibility to investigate the total spin state(triplet or sin-

glet) of the up muonic atoms where the nuclear capture mostly occurs in gaseous

hydrogen targets at few atm pressure.Since the capture ratt is strongly depen-

dent on such a state, the latter must be precisely known if a significant com-

parison is to be performed between theory and experiment.

The cross-section a for the scattering reaction

up + p + up + p (1)

is also expected to be strongly spin-dependent.In particular, it is foreseen to

be significantly larger when the up atoms are in the initial statistical mixtu-

re of triplets and singlets than in the case of a coherent scattering in the sin-

glet state.

The transition cross section,which corresponds to up atoms passing from

the triplet to the singlet state via an incoherent process(1),is roughly of the

same order as the one referring to the statistical mixture of states.Since the
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7)

triplet-to-singlet transition becomes irreversible at room temperature, the ini-

tially formed triplet states are expected to be eventually depopulated in favour

of the singlet ones, as a result of process(1).The question is how long will be
the lifetime x of the triplet states in a given experimental condition, once it

T
is accepted that it is a decreasing function of the hydrogen pressure.Studies on

the cross-section of process(l)are aiming to answer this question.

With regard to this subject, the following points should be retained:

i) Measurements of this type are difficult.Indeed,only very recently some

agreement has been attained between the results of experiments performed at CERN
8-11)

by the Bologna group and at JINR by a Dubna one(see Table I).

TABLE I - Summary of the experimental results on the scattering cross-sections

of up muonic atoms against protons.

Authors Year o( ) Reference

Dubna 1965 173 +19 8

Bologna-CERN 1967 6.5+1.0 9

Bologna 1982 15.0+1.4 10

Dubna 1984 17.4+ 3.3 11

_ 21 2
units 10 cm

(a) Effective values of the cross-sections,obtained by analysing the data disre-
garding possible transitions between the hyperfine structure states of the ( up)
systems.

ii) The interpretation of the experiments performed on the rate of muon nu-

clear capture in gaseous hydrogen is leaning essentially on the results of the-

se measurements, which provide values which do not change in the range between

10 and 40 atm, and are in substantial agreement with the theoretical predictions

12)
for the coherent scattering in the singlet up state.

iii) If the theoretical picture is realistic, there ought to be a low-pres-
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sure range where a significant increase of the cross-section for process(l)would

he observable, corresponding to a partial survival of the initial statistical po-

pulation of triplets and singlet spin states, This was never investigated so far.

iv) Measurements of the cross-section a in the low-pressure range would be

highly appealing,both to confirm the validity of tne theoretical scheme (as well

as, indirectly, the validity of the present interpretation of muon capture expe-

riments in gaseous hydrogen)and to look for sufficiently low-pressure conditions

in order to observe events of muon capture in hydrogen partially coming from .up

13)

triplet states.For the present (see Fig.l), the values for T calculated star-

ting from the measured values of a indicate that such experiments should be per-

formed in a significantly subatmospheric range. Also for this reason, the availa-

bility of higu-intensity,low-energy muon beams of low momentum spread would be

quite welcome.

001 01 1. 10.
Hydrogen pressure (atm)

100.

Fig.l - Calculated Lifetime T of the triplet states in hydrogen, as a function

of the gas pressure(taken from Reference 13).
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From the study of the scattering process

ud + d + ud + d , (2)

instead,little can be known on the evolution in time of the spin states of ud

atoms formed in pure deuterium. Nevertheless, since the measurements of the

muon capture rate by deuterons can also be performed(detecting the outgoming neu-

trons) in deuterated hydrogen targets, there is a particular interest in studying

directly the diffusion process

ud + p •* ud + p (3)

which is thought to be quite effective in depopulating the initial statistical
2)

mixture of states in favour of the lower-lying doublet ones. The cross-section

for process (3) was never measured in a fully-dedicated experiment.Also with re-

gard to this process, therefore, the field is open.
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Radiative Miiori Capture in 2He
Edward K. Mclntyre

Boston University

We are planning to measure the induced pseudoscalar (P.S.) form factor,/•/>(</-).
by means of the radiative capture reaction

,L I 3 He . 3 / / • ,• • •) 1

Thf shape of the photon spectrum in the energetic portion (E-, • 60 MeV) is quite sensitive1

to the P.S. form factor. The sensitivity of the spectrum to />(y-) is due to contributions
from the diagram in which the hadron radiates. In this case, for high energy ->'s, the
momentum transfer squared approaches m'J(. Hence the denominator (</2 • »<•) in the
matrix element becomes small, enhancing the importance of the P.S. form factor. In a
sufficiently accurate experiment, the variations of t'p(q2) with q3 could be measured, since
(/'-" is a function of E,. Furthermore, since the theoretical calculations1 employ the im-
pulse approximation, in which only single nucleons participate, the importance of mesonic
degrees of freedom in nuclei can be estimated. The sensitivity of the spectrum to Ff»(<r)
is being determined and is indicated in figure 1. where the strength of the P.S. coupling
is multiplied by arbitrary values from 0. to 2.0. The physics impact of the experiment
depends on confirmation of our ability to provide a more precise value of F f̂r/2) than is cur-
rently available. Variations of 20% from the expected Wolfenstein values of the form factor
can probably be detected. Since current values vary by this much, this level of sensitivity
is ->urricient to proceed. A measurement of the ordinary (i.e. non-radiative) capture rate
with the same apparatus (and the same systematics) will normalize the radiative capture
rate.

Ths' major experimental challenges are 1) to distinguish -)-rays in a large Nal
detector from the background from p decay electrons and energetic neutrons, and 2) to
identify tritons in the final state from a background of dY. and p's in the same energy

The photon detection system exploits one advantage of the proposed study, that
the -, rays of interest are above the endpoint of the \i decay spectrum. This fact in com-
bination with charged particle vetoing should eliminate decay electrons as a source of
background. While the number of energetic neutrons (which can mimic 60 MeV -j\s) is
Mu;dl. they can be dealt with using the external conversion method. If this is done with an
active converter \--z\" Xal) the energy resolution is not seriously degraded. In the photon
detector envisioned, in addition to a system of appropriate charged particle vetos. a. 1
in. thickness of Nal (with a photon conversion efficiency of 40(/<j) and a very large (18"
diameter. 22" deep) Xal crystal will provide resolution energy of the order of a few percent.

The identification of the final state triton is more difficult. These are produced
in reaction 1 with a spectrum extending up to about 2 MeV. The major sources of
background- arc from the ordinary (OM(') reaction channel (Eq. 2n) nnd related breakup
channels (Eq.2h.2c).

// • •"' II • • i i- ' l a

t> ' I I I • •/ II l> 21:

H • '' l l r • ]) • v • v • i' 2r

The t,d,p from OMC (Equations 2) can bo ruled out by requiring a coincidence with an
energetic -,. However, since the OMC rate is much higher than the RMC rate, accidental
coincidences may be significant.
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Two alternative systems for tritoii identification are under consideration. The
first is a large volume drift chamber with sHe as both the active gas and the target.3 Tlii.s
method provides particle identification through range and dE/dx measurements. The
second technique is to observe scintillation light from a high pressure 3He target. This
technique has been used hi previous measurements of the OMC rate.* Here, one hopes to
distinguish tritons produced in RMC by their pulse height alone. The competing advan-
tages and disadvantages of these two methods will be discussed below.

The best available estimate1 of the rate for RMC' with a final state -7 of energy
GO MeV is -•; . 15/sec. (Fig. 2) This correspond* to a branching ratio of 10 7//j-stop.

Such a low rale demands a large solid angle* detection system. The advantage of the drift
chamber-target array is that it is an existing system of large solid angle, potentially capable
of sufficient particle identification,5 The disadvantage is that it acts as a thin target, and
hence has a relatively low stopping rate. Additionally, it has some geometric ineffiencies.
The advantage of a high pressure target is a proportionally higher stopping rate (ie, a
thicker target) and an essentially 4n solid angle for detecting tritons. The disadvantage is
that the pulse height resolution may be inadequate to distinguish tritons.

Calculations basod on a thin target (i.e.. the drift, chamber) suggest, that the
SMC at LAMPF could provide the highest stopping rate of 60,000 /j-stops per second. In
this case approximately 700 hours of Seam time would be needed to make a statistically
meaningful measurement. If instead the high pressure target were used, the amount of
beam time would be significantly reduced.

Footnotes
1)L. Kleih.et. al.. Physical Review C29 (1984) 229. and private communication
2)One source of background is the reaction

in which low energy neutrons are captured and produce a triton of energy similar 1.0 the
signal. Neutron shielding should control this source of background.

3)Hasashi Harada. Thesis. Columbia University. lOSo
4)D. Clay. et. al.. Physical Review V140 Number 3B. (19G5) 586
5)It may be possible to create a large volume,polari/ed "He target, in which case the

track finding ability of the drift, chamber would allow a measurement of various correlations.
such as that between the -| and the residual // polarization.

Figure Captions
Figure 1.) This shows the calculated photon spectra for different assumed strengths

of the P.S. coupling. The form factors is multiplied by ().(). 0.5. 0.9. 1.0. 1.5 and 2.0. The
multiplication by 1.0 corresponds to the theoretically expected strength, and the .5 and
1.5 to i50'7 change in the strength. The rate i« plotied against x=k/k,fl,ir. where k,.,,,, is
the maximum photon energy, about equal to the union mass.

Figure 2.) This show-, the expected total integrated rates for final states with photon
energies above the indicated value of x = k/k,,,,,.r.
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A COMMENT ON T-VIOLATING TRIPLE-CORRELATIONS IN MUQN-CAPTURE

by

J. Oeutsch

Universite' Catholique de Louvain
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

The aim of this brief comment is to call attention to the interest of

searching for T-violation in muon-capture and so to encourage:

1) the emergence of new experimental ideas and

2) the clarification of the theoretical aspects of this issue. It is by no

means intended to present a detailed discussion of the problem.

We shall first recall the status of searches for T-violation in

semi-leptonic weak interactions, then justify their renewed interest and -

finally - evoke some experimental possibilities.

1) The status

As it is well known, CP-violation was observed up to now only in the

K^-system, on the 10"3 level.1

It was searched for, without success, also in the semi-leptonic weak

decays: that of the K+ 2 (violation less than 8 x 10"3) and in nuclear

(nucleon) beta-decay.

T-odd correlations in nuclear beta-decay are classified according to their

parity properties:4 the P-even ones ["D-type"], such as ^initial'(VKP' are

sensitive, for Z -> 0, to ImCyC^, the P^odd ones ["R-type"], such as
Jinitial*(°exlS>)' are sensitive, for Z -> 0, to ImCgCy.
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The corresponding upper limits are -12 x 1CT4, respectively 5 x 10" •

In connection with nuclear beta-decay, one should stress, however, that

T-odd correlations (of about 3 x 1(T4Z) can be present due to electro-magnetic

final-state interaction and have to be evaluated in each case if we wish to

draw from these experiments genuine information on T-violation.

In muon-capture reactions, though such pseudo-T-violating effects are

absent, no searches for T-odd triple correlations were performed as yet.

In the following, we shall give some arguments in favor of such

muon-capture experiments even if they turn out to be of moderate precision only

compared to their beta-decay counterparts.

2. Why to search for T-violating triple correlations in muon capture?

In the standard model CP-violation can be explained introducing an

imaginary phase in appropriate locations of the Kobayashi-Maskawa quark-mixing

matrix.6 In this model there is no T-violation in semi-leptonic processes in

first order.

So the search for such effects is an investigation of the physics

beyond the standard model. These investigations gained recently a new

motivation by the difficulty to accommodate the new results on the B-meson

lifetime, the b-quark branching ratio, the t-quark mass and e'/e in the

framework of the standard model.

On a purely phenomenological basis, i.e., leaving aside any theoretical

prejudice about the physics beyond the standard model, such searches should be

performed of course independently in each lepton sector.

If we search however for some guidance from the existing models which

propose scenarios for CP-violation beyond the "standard model",'' two are of

special interest: the extension of the Higgs-sector from one doublet to two or

more8'9 and the SU(2)R x SU(2)L x U(l) models (introducing a right-handed gauge

boson tfR) whfch allow new CP-violating phases to be present.
1^»^1'12
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A study of possible T-violating effects in muon-capture for various

possible sources of CP-violation, including the two scenarios mentioned above

is actually in preparation.13 We would like to make here only some qualitative

remarks.

ft Q

A) An imaginary phase introduced by supplementary Higgs doublets0' could

manifest itself in a tetm ImCgCj, i.e., in "R-type"

triple-correlations. In the original suggestions8 it was assumed that

the charged Higgs-bosons involved couple as their neutral counterparts;

this would lead then to an enhancement of n̂ /nig a 200 of muon-capture

effects over beta-decay ones. So a measurement even with precisions

less than the ones achieved in beta-decay (- 5 x 10"2) seems justified.

In the model mentioned above, the effects to be expected remain

small (- 10"6 in beta-decay and 10"* in muon-capture).1* However,

larger effects (corresponding to stronger couplings) cannot be ruled

out , and therefore sven a muon-capture test of moderate precision

could be of interest.

B) Imaginary phases introduced by the presence of a right-handed

gauge-boson could manifest themselves in a nonvanishing ImCyCA, i.e.,
11 19

in "D-type" triple correlations. ' In this model, to first order,
19

there is no difference between the electron- and muon-sectors.

We shall now specify some of the muon-capture correlations which

could be studied.

3. How to search for T-violating triple correlations in muon-capture? '

A) P-odd correlations

Recall that these correlations expected to be of the type <?„ •

x ^recoil^' a r e exPectea< t 0 D e sensitive to ImCgCy and havefinal recoil g y
actually only a rather moderate limit of 5 x 10 in nuclear
beta-decay.

The polarization «Jfinai could be observed - depending on the decay
of the final state - either via the direction of the subsequent
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beta-ray116 or measuring the circular polarisation of the subsequent

gamraa-ray.17

The first approach could be implemented in 1 2C using the ingenious

selective depolarization method described in Ref. 16; unfortunately the
12 +

amplitude of the Cs-piece is expected to be small in the x<tC((r) -*
12B(1+) transition. An alternative could be the 9B(3/2") -• 9L(3/2")

transition17 vith additional problems introduced by the important

contribution of the Li excited levels.

The second approach requires the development of high-luminosity

gamma polarimeters.

B) P-even correlations

Reca1! that these correlations are expected to be sensitive to

A typical example would be the observation of the alignment of

^final v*a tne anisotropy in the emission of the subsequent gamma-ray.

The corresponding T-odd correlation would have the form

If an appropriate target-nucleus suitable to be used as a

drift-chamber filling gas can be found, this correlation could be

observed in a GSPC of the type described in Ref. 19: the direction of

^recoil wou-*d be determined detecting the characteristic Bragg-peak in

the density of the charge deposited. An other approach vould be to use

a target thin enough so as to observe the recoil-nuclei (0.1-1 MeV)

directly; this method obviously requires beams of very high

stop-densities as described in Ref. 20.

We are grateful to P. Herczeg for illuminating discussions. We also thank

Dr. S. Ciechanovicz for clarifying discussions on the use of gamma linear

polarization measurements.
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NEGATIVE HUON REPOLARIZATION WITH POLARIZED NUCLEAR TARGETS

K, Nagamine

Meson Science Laboratory, University of Tokyo

The u", when it is injected into materials, forms muonic atom

around a nucleus. The u~ quickly cascades down to the atomic ground

state and mostly stays there during its lifetime determined by the free

decay rate and nuclear capture rate. Because of strong spin-orbit

interactions in the intermediate atomic states, the u polarisation at

the ground state becomes down to 1/6 for zero-spin nuclei, and further

down for nonzero~spin nuclei due to the hyperflne interactions between

nuclear magnetic moment and the M moment. Although it is small we

can expect polarization of the u~ at the ground state of the muonic

atoms. Polarized M has been used for the basic understanding of the

nuclear muon capture; high momentum transfer behaviour in nuclear weak

current .

Depolarization mechanism for U in muonic atoms was studied
2)

theoretically many years ago . So far, there have been many studies

either in nuclear muon capture or in u SR by using the limitedly small

polarization. In order to overcome this small M polarization,

several ideas have been proposed aiming at precision measurement of the

polarization phenomena in muon capture: 1) the selection of the muonic

transition 2p3<2 - ls^ .„ or 2p. .„ - Is. ,„ by measuring the

muonic X-ray can enhance the apparent u polarization at the ground

state; 2) with the aid of strong hyperfine coupling between nuclear spin

I and muon spin J, one can expect a highly polarized F-state (F =

I + J) by using highly polarized nuclear targets. In the first

method, we have to use Air X-ray detector in order to select the u~

which pass through either of these two transitions. In the second

method, which we call here a repolarization method, we need highly

polarized nuclear-targets with a reasonably large size. Recently we

have successfully realized this repolarization method for muonic
209

Bi, a chort summary of which will be given here.
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The experiment of the repolarization has been proposed by the

present author et al, based upon the concept of polarized muonic

atoms , The essential mechanism for the repolarization is

schematically shown in Fig, 1. The polarization degree in the hyperfine

F stace can be given by using the formula developed for the polarized

muonic atoms . A more compact form of the statistical tensor of rank

k for the F state B, (F) is given by Kuno et al in terms of the

statistical tensors of rank k. for the nucleus B, (I) and rank

k2 for the muon B. (J) as

„ (2F+l)3/2(2k+l)1/2
1

B (F) = £ T^ fiU I J F I B (I)B (J)

where k=l and k=2 correspond to the polarization degree and the

alignment degree, respectively. In this formula, it is clear that

B.(F) has a non-zero value for the case when B.(J)= 0 (no muon

polarization) with a finite value of B. (I) (target polarization).

Change of the statistical tensors during the transitions between various

F-states can be described by using the extended U-coefficients ' .

Eventually the hyperfine transition (F •* F ) at the ground state of

the muonic atom gives us the polarization of the lowest muonic hyperfine

level where the final U polarization can be obtained by projecting

the F polarization to the muon spin.

Recently, experiment has been performed at SIN by a

Tokyo-Zurich-Lausanne-Louvain collaboration by using the polarized
209 7)

Bi target developped by the present author et al. . The highly
20 9

(59(9) %) polarized Bi target (200 gr) was realized in a

ferromagnetic compound of BiMn under 7 kG external field to saturate the

magnetization and at relatively "high" low temperature (0.062 K). The

basic experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. As it is clearly

seen in Fig. 2, we did not expect any contribution of the original u"

beam polarization in this experiment; the axis for repolarization is

perpendicular to the beam direction. The repolarization degree was

monitored by the asymmetric e~ emission from the polarized u~.

Specially designed MWPC, plastic scintillation counters plus Nal
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crystals were used for the measurements of the time spectrum as well as
- 209

the energy spectrum of the decay e from the Bi target by

eliminating the contributing backgrounds from the surrounding materials

including Mn In the BiMn compound. The observed e~ asymmetry (energy

averaged) was +13.2(38) %, where the sing is defined with reference to

the direction of the external field. By assuming the energy averaged
— 8)

e~ asymmetry of to be 0.21, taken the from the old calculation , we

obtain the if repolarlzation degree as -63(18) %. Since the internal

field of BiMn has a positive sign, the negative u~ polarization (see

Fig. I) as well as the positive e~ asymmetry observed in this

experiment is all the correct sign.

The result should be compared with the theoretical prediction of

the repolarization degree at full target polarization which becomes

-1.0(3). The result is close to the value (-0.8) ' expected for the

case where the hf-interaction is switched-on at the Is level of rauonic

atom.

In conclusions we have demonstrated that the idea of repolarization

does work. Further precise measurement should give us a clear knowledge

of the repolarization mechanism; at what level hfs splitting become

larger than the natural width. As a rather straight extension, this

method will be used for the photon asymmetry measurement in radiative

capture of highly polarized muori.
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Fig. 1. Basic concept of u~ repolarization by using highly
polarized nuclear targets.

-R
(48x48x42 cm)

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the essential part of the u~
repolarizetion experiment carried out by
Tokyo-Ziirich-Lausanne-Louvain collaboration at SIN.
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METASTABILITY OF THE 2S-STATE OF 4Hew~

Robert T. Siegel
College of William and Mary

The abstract of a paper to be published in Physical Review A is given below.

Search of 2S-State Metastability in Muonic Helium at 40 Atm

M. Eckhause, P. Guss, D. Joyce, J.R. Kane, R.T. Seigel, W. Vulcan,
R.E. Welsh, and R, Whyley

College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA 23185

R. Dietlicher and A. Zehnder
Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research, 5234 Villigen, Switzerland

A search was made for photons from the two-photon deexcitation of the

2S-state of muonic He by measuring the time and energy distributions of delayed

photons emitted when negative muons were stopped in gaseous He at room

temperature. An upper limit of 46±1 ns was obtained for the lifetime of this

state at 40 atm, in disagreement with earlier measurements. Prompt muonic

x-rays were also measured at pressures between 0.5-40 atm, and the x-ray

intensity ratios used to deduce initial 2S-state populations.
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3d-3p Transitions in (n"Hel*)+ **

M. May*
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York, 11973

An experiment1 to measure the energy of 3d-3p transitions in the ((i"He ) +

ion is now in progress. The experiment, which is being performed at the

Brookhaven National Laboratory Alternating Gradient Synchrotron, will use an

infrared CO2 laser to stimulate the transitions. These transitions are of

interest because their energy is due almost entirely to the polarization of

the vacuum. In a pure Coulomb field, states with the same principal quantum

number, n, and total angular momentum, J, are degenerate. Vacuum polariza-

tion, because of its nonlinear dependence on electric field strength, results

in departure from an inverse square Coulomb field, causing a splitting which

depends on the orbital angular momentum, removing the degeneracy. The

dominance of vacuum polarization in giving rise to these splittings in the

muonic ion is in contrast to the situation in electronic atoms where vacuum

polarization makes a very minor contribution to the Lamb shift.

This experiment may be regarded as a test of vacuum polarization terms in

quantum electrodynamics, or as a search for an anomolous muon nucleus interac-

tion. QED calculations of the effect are reviewed in Ret. 1.

The measurement of a transition energy, which is almost entirely due to

vacuum polarization, directly in terms of a laser frequency gives this experi-

ment the potential of going beyond the accuracy of previous experiments.

Experiments which are sensitive to vacuum polarization include g-2 of the

electron, g-2 of the muon, the Lamb shift in hydrogen, and the 2p-2s transi-

tion in muonic helium . The most precise test to date is the measurement

using x-rays from high Z muonic atoms reported at this conference.

*Research performed under contract with the U.S. Dept. of Energy.
**Research supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation.
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Fig. 1. The energy levels of (u""He ) + (not to scale).

These experiments are less direct than the present experiment in that

either vacuum polarization rives only a small contribution to the effect

measured or the interpretation of the experiment depends on the values of

externally measured quantities whose values are imprecisely known (e.g.,

nuclear size corrections introduce uncertainty in the 2p-2s experiment).

Figure 1 shows the energy levels of (u~He ) + . In the majority of cases

the muon proceeds through the 3d state to the 2p state and then to the ground

state with the emission of a Ka x-ray of energy 8.226 keV. In the normal

cascade in helium gas at 1 atmosphere, Kp rays (9.748 keV) occur in about

15% of the cases, while Ka occur in 70%. Stimulation of 3d-3p transitions

with a laser results in an increase in the number of Ka transitions. The

Ka and Kp x-rays are easily resolved using lithium drifted silicon
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Fig. 2. Line shape of the 3d5/2-3p3/2 transition in

bars indicate lines in a C130 2 isotopic gas laser.

Vertical

detectors. A change in the ratio Kp/Ka signals the occurence of a transi-

tion.

Of the three possible transitions, the 3d5/2->-3p3/2 transition rate is

highest necessitating the use of l 3C 1 8O 2 gas m the laser. The use of a rare

isotopic gas entails recirculating the gas and recombining gas molecules dis-

associated during the laser discharge using a platinum catalyst.

The 3d5/2+3p3/2 transition has a waveleng-h of 9.8 microns and is

broadened to a width of 500 A because of the short lifetime of the states.

The individual lines in a rotational band of 13ClaO2 are separated by about
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Fig. 3. Top view of target box.

200 A (fig. 2). The individual lines may be selected by a diffraction

grating. By tuning through the laser lines which overlap the transition, the

line shape can be mapped and the transition energy accurately determined.

The apparatus is shown schematically in fig. 3. Tne muon beam enters the

target box which contains helium gas at a pressure of up to 3 atmospheres.

The laser beam is split into two to avoid problems of breakdown. The beams

enter the target box through a NaCl window and are captured by reflection

between two copper mirrors of 20 meter curvature, one of which has two 7 mm

diameter entrance holes. The laser beam traces out an ellipse on the mirrors

and exits through the entrance hole after 38 bounces. The muons stop in a

volune that is illuminated by the laser radiation. Three lithium drifted

silicon detectors each 1.6 cm diameter are mounted below the stopping region

to detect the X-*'dys. A tungsten shield and collimator surrounds the SiLi

detector to protect it from the direct beam which has a large electron
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component, from x-rays and decay electrons produced by muons stopping in

helium outside of the volume illuminated by the laser, and from beam halo

interacting in the mirrors.

The 24 MeV/c muon bean was constructed specifically for this experiment

and has a pulsed mode of operation which is matched to the repetition rate of

a high power CO 2 laser. Every 1,4 seconds 1012 protons at 28 GeV/c strike a

platinum production target producing a beam of 10 negative muons. The unions

arrive at the target in a pulse of 30 nanoseconds duration and 200 muons per

pulse stop in 3 atmospheres of helium gas in a volume 2"x2"x6". We must then

detect the prompt K x-rays in the presence of all the prompt background

associated with the pulse of high energy protons on the production target and

with the pulse of muons entering the target box. Timing resolution due to the

SiLi detector and the time width of the beam is about 50 ns full width and can

be used to reject background. Sources of background include electrons in the

beam which come early with respect to the muon pulse and slow neutrons or muon

decays which come late. However all these sources contribute to the deadtirae

since the SiLi detector must be sensitive for one microsecond to achieve

adequate energy resolution.

Extensive preparations for the experiment have bsen required to develop

the pulsed low energy muon beam and to reduce the backgrounds to a level at

which the K x-ray spectrum could be cleanly observed.. Figure 4 shows the

spectrum which was observed with one detector in one atmosphere of helium

gas. In our anticipated running condition, with 3 detectors and 3 atmospheres

of helium, an equivalent spectrum could be taken in 12 minutes. Further

improvements in rate may be possible. The background level in the spectrum is

very low, and there is no evidence of any structure in the background.
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Fig. 4. Muonic x-ray spectrum for helium at 1 atmosphere pressure taken in

the pulsed muon beam.

The laser system has been successfully operated, and a four joule laser

pulse trapped in the target cavity containing 3 atmospheres of helium. In

March 1986, all aspects of the experiment will be in place together for the

first time. We expect to observe a resonant effect at one frequency during

this phase of the experiment.
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THERMAL MUONIUM IN VACUUM; its Birth and Future

K. Nagaminea* and A.P. Mills Jr.b)

Meson Science Laboratory, University of Tokyo,

Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan, and

b' AT and T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill,

N.J. 07974, U.S.A.

§ 1 Birth

There has been a long history of search for a method for producing

thermal muonium (Mu) in vacuum. Since the pioneering experiment of

the University of Arizona group at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in

1973, there have been a number of experimental trials, all of which have

been unsucessful.

At the end of 1985, our experiment done at the BOOM facility of

Meson Science Laboratory, University of Tokyo located at KEK (National

Laboratory for High Energy Physics, Tsukuba, Japan) finally succeeded in

forming thermal Mu in vacuum. The result and experimental methods are
2

described in a forthcoming publication . Here, we would like to

report, in addition to the essence of our experiment, some possibilities

for the use of thermal Mu in future experiments.
2

In our recent experiment', the production of the thermal energy

Mu was observed from the surface of the hot high-purity tungsten after

stopping low momentum (23.2 MeV/c) pulsed surface U . The production

rate has a thermally-activated temperature dependence with an activation

energy E = 0.66(4)eV. The Mu yield reaches a maximum at around 2250

K above which it decreases again reflecting the u trapping at

thermally generated vacancies. The ratio of the thermal Mu produced per

incoming U becomes 0.04(2) at 2250 K. This production rate is

essentially determined by the linear stopping density of the injected

U times the u diffusion length during its lifetime.

As for the details of our experimental method, we have essentially

followed the old Arizona group experiment at LBL: stop the u near to

the one surface of a hot W foil, let the u diffuse toward the surface

and let the thermal Mu desorb from the surface into vacuum.
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However, various new ideas and techniques have been introduced which

have fortunately brought success. Major improvements from the old

Arizona experiment are summarized as follow.

a) Selection ox W and surface treatment

The choice of W foil for the thermal Mu generation was based upon

the favorable properties of hydrogen in W such as high solution

enthalpy, fast bulk diffusion, small surface potential, high melting

point and low vapor pressure. Ultra-high purity W was used to avoid

trapping of the U at defects, and C impurities were removed from the

W surface by exposure to 0_ at elevated temperature in situ.

b) Ultra high vacuum chamber

To avoid surface contamination, we placed the hot W foil In an

ultra high vacuum chamber. The surface cleanliness was confirmed using

Auger spectroscopy.

c) Use of pulsed muon beam

The UT-MSL BOOM facility provides a unique pulsed surface u beam

with 50 nsec pulse width and 50 msec pulse separation ' . This pulsed

beam is particularly helpful for measurements of delayed events after

many muon lifetimes. In the present thermal Mu generation experiment,

the events after the u arrival at the target can be followed in time

with very small background.

We are presently extending our experiments to determine to what

extent tha bulk and surface quality of the W sample is essential to the

successful thermal Mu generation.

The setup used for the above-mentioned experiment and a part of the

results representing the first signal of thermal muonium in vacuum are

summarized in Fig. 1.

§2 Future

Now, let us consider some of the possible future experiments with

thermal muonium in vacuum.

1.Production mechanism of thermal muonium

Although our first result seems to support a picture of thermionic

Mu emission, the detailed mechanism is not clear yet, e.g. what is the

most important factor determining the emission rate; the binding energy

for the Mu on the surface, the subsurface potential , the solution
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enthalpy, or the diffusion of U in the bulk. By studying the

temperature dependence with greater precision and using different

well-characterized targets we may find an answer.

2. Production of high intensity thermal Mu at primary beam

Intense thermal Mu can be obtained by combining productions of

surface u and thermal Mu; place all the set-up for thermal Mu

production at the primary proton beam so that the protons can interact

directly with the hot W foil. The Mu production rate would be Increased

by at least a factor as great as the. inverse of acceptance of the usual

surface u channel.

3. Muonium polarization and MuSR studies on surfaces

Polarization phenomena of thermal Mu can be studied by applying a

pulsed transverse field or by the spin resonance method with an rf

field. Various interesting surface effects can be explored. Some

examples would be: diffusion of Mu on the metal surface to see whether

it is a band-like diffusion or not; Mu chemical reaction on the

surface to understand the role of H for catalytic reactions; Mu

hyperfine field on surface and surface magnetism.

4. Mu- Mu* conversion

This subject was one of original motivations for producing thermal

Mu. Various methods have been proposed for the Hu detection: muonic

X-ray measurement; same with K -L coincidence , radiochemical

detection of the radioactive nuclei firmed after u capture .

At the UT-MSL, a new version oi chis experiment is under

consideration in which the delayed y-ray is to be detected after U~

capture between beam pulses. The pulsed beam has an obvious additional

advantage that, by turning the heater off when the U are present, we

can eliminate the magnetic field due to the heater current. The W foil

would not cool significantly during the pulse.

5. Hyperfine coupling constant measurement

The 4.43 GHz microwave resonance can give us a precise value for

the Mu hyperfine interval Av. In order to obtain further improvement,

the "old muonium" technique has been proposed by using pulsed u+

9
beam . A one order of magnitude improvement in accuracy could give us

a most important test of QED and electro-week theory. For the ultimate

goal, the microwave resonance should be done on the Mu without

Mu-producing-media. There, no correction for the pressure shift would

be needed.
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6. Two photon excitation of the 1S-2S transition

A precise QED test can be done by measuring two photon allowed

1S-2S transition using pulsed laser excitation. Theoretical

understanding could be easier for muonium case: compared to the

positionium experiment , the recoil correction is small and, compared

to the hydrogen experiment , a finite size correction for the nucleus

is not needed. The resonance signal would be the detection of a bare

U following the ionization of the 2S rauoniura due to the absorption of

a third photon.

This resonant three-photon ionization would also provide a new and

highly efficient way to detect spin-selected states of Mu for further

studies of the thermal emission process, for ultra-high precision

measurements of Av, and for detection of Hu with no ambiguities having

to do with the unknown surface interactions of an anti-atom.

7. Slow u beam

The resonant three photon ionization using laser techniques is very

important since it can provide thermal y that can be collected and

injected into different target materials. Various interesting surface

experiments can be realized using such a slow, monochromatic, polarized

U beam. In particular, ionizing the Mu produced by the primary beam

as described above should give us a thermal U source as intense as

the surface beam it would replace. We may also take advatage of the

high brightness of the slow u by increasing the length of the

production target and thus the beam intensity by an order of magnitude.

(Note that the laser-Mu interaction region may be lengthened to several

feet without needing more power.) The slow M from such a large

target can be accelerated (up to nearly 10 KeV) and focused to a spot

smaller than the size needed for the usual surface M target. At

implantation energies of tens of keV most of the u would diffuse to

the surface. Thus if desired, the u can be converted with 100 %

efficiency to thermal Mu again at a second hot W target, and reionized

to make an even brighter slow u beam. This process of brightness

enhancement could thus make possible a u microprobe and could also be
+ mm

important for forming the new exotic atom (u u ).

In conclusion, the new method of thermal Mu production in vacuum

may open new era in the history of both foundamental and applied muon

physics.
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Fig. 1. (A) Apparatus used for the first successful observation of

muonium in vacuum (left); A.^ Bif C and S± are scintillation

counters and CMA is the Auger spectrometer. (B) Time spectra of u+

decay events (right); (a) raw spectra binned and normalized, obtained

with the W target hot (between 1970 and 2290 K) and cold (below 1210 K);

(b-d) "hot" - cold" difference spectra for there Z positions of the

decaying Mu from the W-target.
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PRODUCTION OF MUONIUM IN VACUUM FROM SILICA POWDERS

by

G.M. Marshall, G.A. Beer, T. Boven, 2. Gelbart, P. Halveraon, D.R. Harshman
K.R. Kendall, A.R. Kunaelman, G.R. Mason, A. 01 in, and J.B. Warren

University of Victoria, University of British Columbia, and TRIUHF Canada
University of Arizona and University of Wyoming

Muonium, the atoo consisting of a

positive muon and an electron, can

serve as a testing ground for weak and

electromagnetic processes* Muonium is

easily produced by stopping positive

muons in certain materials, but for

fundamental measurements it must then

be isolated from the influence of

other atoms. This technical problem

must be overcome before the advantages

of the purely leptonic system may be

realized. We have studied the diffu-

sion of muonium into vacuum from fine-

ly divided silica powders. This pro-

cess is found to yield the most

intense source of muonium in vacuum

yet reported.

The production of muonium in

silica powders has been studied pre-

viously at TRIUMF, and a yield of

(61±3)Z of the stopping muons has been

measured.1 It has been established

that the muonium escapes quickly into

the region between the powder grains

by observing the quenching of the

muonium precession signal by 0- gas-2

The close agreement of the quenching

rate with that obtained with an argon

gas moderator strongly suggests that

muonium moves thermally in the regions

between the powder grains, rather than

being trapped Inside or at the surface

of the grains. In the present work we

have observed positron decays from a

neutral cloud of particles moving with

approximately thermal velocity away

from a thin powder layer.

The experimental arrangement 1 B

shown in Fig. 1. The Ml5 channel at

TRIUMF, a 25 m channel with excellent

optics designed for the production of

low energy positive muon beams, was
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Fig. 1. Schematic of experimental
apparatus. The powder target
is Indicated by P, and S Is a
stack of three scintillators.

used to produce a flux of 2x10** muons

per second of momentum 19.6 MeV/c with

momentum spread 32 FWHM. Electro-

static velocity analysers were used to

remove contaminant positrons. The

muon beam passed through a 25 pm

stainless steel isolation window, a

13 mm x 20 mm collimator, and was

incident at 60 degrees to the perpen-

dicular of a 125 urn plastic scintilla-

tor coupled via vacuum light guide

with 8 pm aluminized mylar reflective

wrap to a lucite light pipe (Fig. 2).

Transmitted muons then struck a silica

powder layer (1.0 - 3.5 mg/cm2)

supported by a 2.5 pm mylar film

parallel to the scintillator.

The scintillator-target region

was viewed through a 25 pm Ti window

by three planes of multiwire propor-

tional chambers with two dimensional

Fig. 2. Target region viewed by the
wire chambers. The powder
layer (F), the thin scintil-
lator (S), and itB lucite
light guide (L) are indi-
cated, as are the coordinate
axes.

readout, three scintillators, and a

large Nal(Tl) crystal. The position

resolution obtained with this system,

projected to the position of the union

decay, was 5 mm FWHM. The degradation

of position resolution due to multiple

scattering was reduced by requiring

the muon decay positron to have energy

greater than 30 MeV.

To describe our data we use a

coordinate system shown in Figs. 1 and

2, with z normal to the target, x

horizontal, and the beam axis in the

x-0 plane. Figure 3 shows a density

plot of the trajectories of the decay

positrons projected onto the x-0

plane. Decays from the target and

beam scintillator are clearly seen.

Histograms of the muon decay time for

the target region and vacuum drift

regions 1 and 2, (identified in
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Fig. 3. Density plot of projection of Fig. 4. Histograms
decay positron trajectory to
x-0 plane, shoving definition
of regions for tine histo-
grams.

of muon decay
times for spatial regions
defined in Fig. 3. Vacuum
regions 1 and 2 have been
multiplied by 20 and 80
respectively.

Fig. 3) are shown in Fig. 4. The

decay constant for target region

events is higher than the free muon

decay constant, indicating a disap-

pearance of unions from that region at

longer times. The mean velocity of

events in the vacuum regions, <vz>, is

approximately 0.6 cm/us. By com-

paring the yields of drift regions 1

and 2 with Honte Carlo calculations,

ve find a total vacuum yield of the

order of 10%. Similar yields into the

vacuum were found when a 2.5 V/cm

electric field was imposed to sweep

away charged particles. When the

Silica layer was replaced with 8 wm

aluminum foil, no thermal cloud was

observed. Thus the observed signal

behaves as neutral particles moving at

velocities consistent with room

temperature thermal energies.

Further analysis and investiga-

tion is underway to determine which

parameters most influence the observed

effect, in order to optimize the

technique for future experimental

application.
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DEGRADED MUGN BEAMS AT LAMPF

M. A. Paciotti
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

The proposal at SIN for u~ve- conversion (A. Badertscher, Session I) and the
proposed SIN high-rate u~, low it" contamination channel (R. Abela, Session VI)
prompted a look at LAMPF muon facilities to see what performance might be
achieved- Since we had experience with degraded muon beams at the biomedical
channel, we view it as the first stage of a double-degraded system and report on
pion contamination, muon rate, and the effect of the degrader on rate. We also
report calculations on the LAMPF stopped muon channel viewed as the first stage
of a double-degraded system.

Biomed Channel, Measurements and Calculations

A 120 MeV/c cloud u" beam was reduced to 80 MeV/c with a flat 5.4 cm Be
degrader located at the channel first focus indicated in Fig. 1. Although the
channel was designed to collect as much beam as possible following a degrader at
this location, considerable beam is lost. In addition to scattering the beam,
the degrader increases percentage momentum spread by lowering the central
momentum and through nonlinear dP/dx. TURTLE calculations indicate that a
factor of 3.5 in beam rate is lost due to these effects; that is, excluding decay
factors, the 120 MeV/c beam if left undegraded would have 3.5 times the rate of
the degraded 80 MeV/c beam. In this example, the rate is no worse than a direct

O- QUADRUPOLE MAGNET
T-PION PRODUCTION TARGET
B- IENQING MAGNET
S- SLITS
D- MOMENTUM DISPERSION PLANE
W- WEDGE ENERGY OEGRAOER

M-BEAM MONITOR

1. The Los Alans Neson Physics Facility
Blomedlcol Plon Chonnel
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cloud beam of 80 MeV/c since mupn rates scale approximately as P3.2 So the factor
(12Q/80)3 = 3.5 makes up for the beam lost by degrading.

The degraded muon beams were designed for better quality and higher rate
than backward decay beams. Adjustable Slit S3 located at a momentum dispersed
image of S2 removes pions and sets the momentum acceptance. Although the
momentum separation of muons and pions caused by the degrader should have been
adequate to separate pions, subsequent measurements and detailed calculations
show large pion contamination. Table I gives measured and calculated n~/u~
ratios for several Slit 2 openings. Larger opening accepts a wider momentum
spread since the beam is dispersed at Slit 2> and higher momentum pions are
evidenced in the increasing nf/u~ ratios.

Table I. n" Contamination at Biomed for Degraded u~ Beam

TURTLE
Slit 2 Opening Measured Calculated
After Degrader Degrader n~/u~ n"/y~

±1.2 cm 5.4 cm Be 3* ' 0.12%
±2.4 cm 5.4 cm Be 4%
±3.0 cm 5.4 cm Be 6% 5.0%

±3.0 cm Be wedge 0.5%

More pions are found than predicted for the smallest slit opening, and no
clues as to the source of these particles were found with wire chamber
measurements. Most likely, the momentum resolution of the channel is not as good
as expected from TURTLE, so high momentum pions are present in the narrow ±1.2 cm
slit opening. For the wide slit openings, a wedge degrader should be used to
take advantage of the dispersed beam, as shown by the factor of 10 improvement in
pion contamination with a wedge degrader.

850jiA of protons on a 6 cm pyrolitic graphite target would give 10 u~/s at
80 MeV/c ; at 65 MeV/c the rate drops by a factor of 2. Adding another wedga
degrader and another analysis section for pion rejection would cost another large
factor in rate.

Stopped Muon Channel Calculations

The most favorable location in the SMC for a degrader was found to be before
the third bend at the normal position for degraders. Following the SIN design,
we degraded a 100 MeV/c cloud u" beam to 70 MeV/c with 11.5 cm of lithium. The
retraining quads were tuned for a dispersed beam into the Crystal Box cave with
momentum resolution optimized for pion rejection on a mass slit. The degrader
effects discussed above lead to a loss in rate of a factor of 5. We would be
satisfied if, as in the biomed example, the losses could be held to the factor
(100/70) = 3, which may be possible if the beam transport after the last bend
was optimized for this problem.

The n/u transmission ratio was calculated to be 0.2%, ignoring the pion
decay factors and assuming equal n/u near the target. The actual particle ratio
would then come out to be 0.014% assuming the measured ratio at biomed of n~/u~ =
16 near the target at 120 MeV/c. It would be helpful if some of the SMC length
could be used to decay pions at 40 MeV/c or even utilize more of the length at 70
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MeV/c, but degraders earlier in the channel caused excessive beam loss for the
cases tried.

SMC produces 2xlO7 y~/s at 70 MeV/c in the direct cloud mode at 1 ma proton
current.4 As a first stage of a double-degraded configuration, SMC could produce
the same 2x10 u~/s starting at 100 MeV/c assuming that the degrader loss factor
could be reduced as already discussed. The reduction in pion contamination would
be at least a factor of 100 over the 70 MeV/c direct beam. (As stated above,
transmission alone made a gain of 500 uhich is diminished by a factor of 4 due a
long portion of the channel running at the higher 100 MeV/c)

Solid Angle Comparisons

It is useful to compare the solid angj.es of the two channels for the
degraded beam tunes. No degrader is present, and magnets are be scaled
accordingly. Table II lists the solid angles through the second and third bends
of each channel as veil as through the entire channel. Estimates are from the
TURTLE calculations, and are given as the central momentum solid angles with
dP/F=O and as the full solid angle given in msr-percent. The biomed case has the
slits set as for the actual measurements vhich somewhat restrict the rate, and
opening these slits doubles the output rate to 280 msr-percent. The SMC numbers
do not contain the 25X reduction which comes from the mass slit intercepting
unions. The conclusion is that since the numbers are rather similar, SMC would
likely have comparable performance in a degraded beam mode.

Solid Angles
Calculated
Through Beam

Element

B2
B3

Entire Channel

REFERENCES

SMC

Central
Momentum

Solid Angle
(msr)
flp/p=O

49
48
28

Table II

Full Solid
Angle
(msr-2)
flp/p^O

600
470
200

Biomed

Central
Momentum

Solid Angle
(msr)
Ap/p=0

31
27
22

Full Solid
Angle
(msr-X)
Ap/p^O

800
240
140
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A MUON FACILITY AT BIOMED

H. Paciotti and J. Bradbury
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Any further use of the biomed channel would require major funds and
resources and would not be undertaken without substantial justification such as
would be required for the installation of a new channel. The objective here is
to document the potential of this channel as compared to other possibilities for
new muon facilities.

In general, an upgrade of biomed could make available surface u+» high
purity u~ beams derived with double degraders such as proposed at SIN, high
intensity pions that could be injected into a cyclotron trap, and standard
backward-decay and degraded beams (see also Table I).

Table I. Characteristics of Representative Beams.

Momentum Spread

Size in Air (cm) Range Width in Particles per Composition (%)
Beam Type ax oy Water oz (cm) oa (%) Second x 10"6 e/e + n JI/U u/n e/n

i r lSOMeV/c 3.1 3.3 2.2 5.0 x lO 2 15 14
n~ 190 MeV/c 3.2 3.2 1.8 7.5 x 102 12 7

H~ (backward decay) 2.3 3.0 0.32 0.26 3.7 2.0
83 MeV/c 2.7 3.1 0.47 1.0

4.4 3.3 0.59 2.9

u" (cloud using degrader and 2.1 2.7 0.33 0.5 37 2.5
magnetic separation) 2.6 2.7 0.39 1.8 37
83 MeV/c 3.6 2.9 044 36 37

Notes:

1. Rates for positive particles are approximately 5 times those for negative particles.

2. Rates are for 500-uA proton current on an A-5 target of 8.8 g/cm2 pyrocarbon.

3. AH distributions are Gaussian except decay beam momentum distribution, which has a high-momentum tail.

4. Cloud beams use a 5.4-cm beryllium degrader at the channel first focus.

The potential use of biomed as a n~ injector into the cyclotron trap for the
production of pure u~ was not previously known. This is a natural application
since biomed is such a strong source of pions. Table I taken from reference 3
lists charactistics of pions from biomed. At 190 MeV/c, 2xlO9 n~/s would be
available for injection into the trap assuming full beam and a thick production
target. The beam matching to the admittance of the trap needs to be studied in
detail. The extracted u~ beam then comes out horizontally just as desired.
Moreover upgrading the channel with a vacuum system would not be needed for this
application. However, there are tradeoffs with such a LAMPF upgrade as compared
to say a new channel at target station A-2: It would be a disadvantage to have an
additional target cell to maintain even though some flexibility could be gained
should trouble develop at target cell A-2. The reduced beam current at the beam
stop would be considered a negative factor. Because a vertical channel is not
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suitable for large experiments, extensive modifications ?re necessary to
accofflodate a horizontal beam.

An abbreviated list of construction items follows:

1) Reconstruct the A-5 target cell for thick-target capability. The job
would occupy the remote handling sections for an entire shutdown cycle; in other
words the project would have to be the highest LAMPF priority for nearly a year
for the preparation and construction.

2) Install a channel vacuum system assuming that surface beams were to be
the main emphasis of the project, A new entrance triplet (existing) with a
vacuum tank would be installed. Slit 1 would be eliminated to make room for a
remote vacuum connection between the triplet and a vacuum tank in BMO1-2. The
remainder of the vacuum system, slit assemblies 2 and 3, and associated equipment
are difficult engineering tasks, but at least the regions are out of the highest
radiation area.

o
3) Required additions to the present channel are a 90 analyzer that directs

the beam horizontally and extra beam transport for beam tailoring. A'Iternaltely,
a superconducting trap and muon transport solenoid could be substituted for the
above in the event that project emphasis was u~ and not surface u + .

4) There would be a strong obligation to provide a spacious and accessible
experimental area. The proposal is to remove the entire floor of the north end
of the facility, an area of 75' by 36'. The new experimental area floor then
drops down 5' to the biomed subfloor (see Figs. 1 and 2). The usable area
following the horizontal beam transport could be about 40' along the beam
direction. A longer hall is possible by cutting into the biomed building, but
ttm Jded area would not be concrete covered and would be exposed to sky shine.
Overhead clearance is 19' and could handle a crane to the limit of about 10 tons.
In 1984 this design and a concept for a truck access route was prepared for input
for a rough cost study. The truck access was to be on the west side of the
building requiring large retaining walls and utility relocation. Although the
cost estimate was not completed, indications were that the civil engineering
costs would be the major element. Even then, the scale of possible experiments
would be limited.

5) Bicyned has minimal shielding between the target and the treatment room,
and the 90 bend and beam transport places the experimental area away from the
main proton beam and into an extremely low level background region. The
horizontal beam area would be separated from the vertical beam area by a thick,
leak-free shield wall such as was used in the past for personnel protection.
Practically no radiation is detectable outside this wall and beneath a 5 foot
thick, poured roof over the entire area (see Fig. 2).

6) Although detailed transport design and definite experimental area designs
have not been made, costs are likely to be $2M to $3M. Proposed modifications
should be less than starting fresh at station A-2 with an entirely new channel.
A new channel north of the A-5 target was considered at one time. One problem
was inadequate crane coverage over the new channel at the division between the
A-east building and the setup building.

Some further comparisons between biomed and SMC may be useful. As a
vertical channel, biomed has a momentum resolution advantage due to the small
proton source size in the bend plane. The solid angles ate similar between the
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two channels4 so rates are comparable. Biomed has a 0large rate advantage for
pions with its shorter length* In the geometry of a 90 bend added to biomed and
beam transport through a shield wall* backgrounds would be approximately zero due
to the heavy concrete that surrounds the region. The two channels are likely
have comparable performance in the double degraded mode. Should another major
rauon facility be undertaken at LAMPP, the biomed upgrade would be a leading
candidate* ' ' "•' '' ' ..•.•••••• -...;.. ....
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Figure 1
Layout of possible ex-
perimental area show-
ing two beam ports.
The 90° analyzer would
have to pivot about a
vertical axis to ac-
commodate two ports.

Figure 2
Elevation view of ex-
perimental area con-
figured for surface
p+. An alternate
configuration has
a cyclotron trap
located directly be-
low the vertical
part of the channel.
Not shown is a truck
access road to the
lower level.
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N3

CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS STOPPED-MUON BEAMS

Although it is very difficult to provide reliable and coaparable characteristics of

facilities, we present in the table below sola information on present stopped-muor. beans.

stopped-auon beans at different

TABLE I

Location

LAMPF

SIN

TRXUMF

KEK

AGS

P
<*A)

1000

150

100

1-2

0.14

P
(GeV)

O.SO

0.53

a. so
0.50

28.0

Rep Bate

(Hi)

120

dc

dc

20

0.7

Pulse

(OS)

750

dc

dc
0

0

Width

.05

.02

6 I 10

2 x io"

-10 6

-2 X 10E

-3 x 10*

H-/3.

2 K 10

1.5 X 10!

-105

-.10*

4 * 103

HOTES:

a) All fluxes shown are for 30 HeV/c and are approxinate.

b) Several facilities have aore than one stopped—auon bean. In these cases, representative nuabers are shown.



WORKSHOP ON FUNDAMENTAL MUON PHYSICS:

ATOMS, NUCLEI, AND PARTICLES

January 20-22, 1986

Monday, January 20 LAMPF Auditorium, Laboratory Office Building

8:30 a.m. Welcome - Gerald Garvey, Director of LAMPF
Introduction - Vernon W. Hughes, Yale University

9;00 a.m. MUON DECAY - SESSION I

Chairman: Herbert Anderson, Los Alamos
Secretary: Wayne W. Kinnison, Los Alamos

Howard Georgi - Harvard University
Theory of Rare Muon Decay

Hans Juergen Gerber - ETH/Sffr"
Positron Polarization from u -» evv

Andreas Badertscher - SIN
Experiments on Muon Rare Decay Modes at SIN

Douglas Bryman - TRIUMF
Experiments on Muon Rare Decay Modes at TRIUMF

Martin Cooper - Los Alamos
Experiments on Muon Rare Decay Modes at LAMPF

12:30 p.m. LUNCH

MUON CAPTURE - SESSION II

Chairman: J. Dirk Walecka, Stanford University
Secretary: Mario Schillaci, Los Alamos

Masato Morita - Osaka University
Muon Capture - Theory

Emilio Zavattini - CERN
Muon Capture in Hydrogen

Jules Deutsch - Louvain University
Muon Capture in Nuclei

4:00 p.m. WORKSHOP SUB-GROUP MEETINGS

6:00 p.m. Bus back to Los Alamos Inn

8:00 p.m. WORKSHOP SUB-GROUP MEETINGS
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Tuesday, January 2X LAMPF Auditorium, Laboratory Office Buiding

3:30 a.nu QED AND ELECTROWEAK INTERACTIONS - SESSION III

Chairman: Robert T. Siegel
Secretary; K. F. Arnold, Heidelberg/Yale University

Jonathan Sapirstein - Notre Dame University
QED and Exotic Atoms

Herbert Orth - Yale University
Muonium

Hans Jorg Leisi - ETH/SIN
Muonic X-Rays with Crystal Diffraction Spectrometer

John Missimer - SIN
Electroweak. Effects in Muonic Atoms

Vernon V. Hughes - Yale University
Muon g-2

12:30 p.m. LUNCH

2:00 p.m. LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF MUONIC ATOMS - SESSION IV

Chairman: G. zu Putlitz, Heidelberg University
Secretary: Fesseha Mariam, Los Alamos

Theodor Hansch - Stanford University
Laser Spectroscopy of Hydrogen

Franz Kottman -SIN

The (4He u~) + 2S State

4:00 p.m. WORKSHOP SUB-GROUP MEETINGS

6:00 p.m. DINNER - BOCCACCIO'S RESTAURANT
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Wednesday, January 22 LAMPF Auditorium, Laboratory Office Building

8$30 a.m. HIGH-ENERGY MUON-NUCLEON AND MUON-NUCLEUS SCATTERING - SESSION V

Chairman: Geoffrey West, Los Alamos
Secretary: Leo Piilonen, Los Alamos

Edmond Berger - Argonne
Deep Inelastic Muon Scattering - Theory

K. Peter Schiller - Yale University
Deep Inelastic Muon Scattering - Experiment

10:30 a.m. MUON BEAMS-NEW DEVELOPMENTS - SESSION VI

Chairman: Claude Petitjean, SIN
Secretary: Richard Hutson, Los Alamos

David Taqqu - SIN
Method of Phase Space Compression

Leopold Simons - SIN
Use of Cyclotron Trap

12:30 p.m. Lunch

2:00 p.m. MUON CATALYSIS - SESSION VII

Chairman: Louis Rosen, Los Alamos
Secretary: Michael Paciotti, Los Alamos

Melvin Leon - Los Alamos
Muon-Induced Fusion - Theory

Steven Jones - Brigham Young University
Muon-Induced Fusion - Experiments at LAMPF

Wolfgang Breunlich - Vienna

Muon-Induced Fusion - Experiments at SIN

4:00 p.m. WORKSHOP SUB-GROUP MEETINGS

6:00 P.M. CLOSE OF WORKSHOP
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PREFACE

The LAMPF Workshop on Fundamental Muon Physics: Atoms, Nuclei, and

Particles was held at Los Alamos frm January 20 to January 22, 1986. The

objective of the Workshop was to examine selected topics in this field, where

there is lively current interest and prospect for future advances. Topics

included muon decay, muon capture, QED and electroweak interactions, laser

spectroscopy of muonic atoms, high-energy muon-nucleon and muon-nucleus scatter-

ing, muon beams-new developments, and muon catalysis.

We were fortunate to have in attendance some 85 physicists from Europe,

Japan, Canada, and the United States who are active in this field. There were

many lively discussions and reports of new developments and new ideas. The

field of fundamental muon physics appears still to be of central interest to

physics, present activity is high, and prospects for future important develop-

ments appear excellent.

These Proceedings include all the invited talks, and all comments by

session chairmen and contributed papers which were received. The Workshop pro-

gram and the list of attendees are included.

We are happy to acknowledge the encouragement and support for this Workshop

from Gerald Garvey, Louis Rosen, and James Bradbury. We are most grateful to

Roberta Marinuzzi and Maxine Joppa for managing most efficiently and pleasantly

the practical aspects of our meeting, and to Arlene Lopez for excellent

workmanship in getting out these Proceedings in a timely manner.
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